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10th Circuit Panel Orders Discharged Transgender 
Professor Reinstated with Tenure 
By Arthur S. Leonard

A panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the 10th Circuit has partially 
overruled a decision by U.S. District 
Judge Robin J. Cauthron, who had 
denied reinstatement to a tenured faculty 
position at Southeastern Oklahoma 
State University (SOSU) to Dr. Rachel 
Tudor, even though a jury determined 
that the university’s denial of tenure and 
subsequent dismissal of Tudor violated 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, which prohibits discrimination 
because of sex (and was interpreted 
by the Supreme Court in June 2020 to 
prohibit discharge an employee because 
of their gender identity or sexual 
orientation). Tudor v. Southeastern 
Oklahoma State University, 2021 WL 
4166701, 2021 U.S. App. LEXIS 27404 
(10th Cir., September 13, 2021). Dr. 
Tudor, who is described in the opinion 
by Senior Circuit Judge David Ebel as 
“a transgender woman who is a dual 
citizen of the United States and the 
Chickasaw Nation,” will also be entitled 
to a recalculation of the damages owed 
her under the court’s order, as the 
appeals court found clear error by the 
trial judge in calculating the damages 
due to Tudor.

It is unusual for a federal court 
to order reinstatement with tenure 
of a university professor who has 
been denied tenure by her institution, 
even when discrimination has been 
found to have tainted the decision, as 
courts generally find that they lack 
the academic expertise to determine 
whether a professor’s scholarship 
and job performance would support 
a grant of tenure. But this was an 
unusual case, in light of the evidence 
about tenure decisions at SOSU, in 
which a faculty committee of her peers 
with the endorsement of the English 
Department’s chair had determined 
that Dr. Tudor’s scholarship and service 
qualified her for tenure. The faculty 
committee was overruled by the 
university’s president, apparently on the 

recommendation of the vice president 
for academic affairs, who was shown to 
be biased against Dr. Tudor. Professors 
testified that they could not recall 
another case in which the university 
president had overruled a tenure 
committee vote that was endorsed by 
the candidate’s department chair.

Tudor began working as a tenure-
track English professor at SOSU in 
2004, prior to transitioning, according 
to the court’s opinion. About three 
years later, she told SOSU’s Human 
Resources Office that she planned to 
transition over the summer, and she 
returned for the Fall 2007 semester 
presenting as a woman, Rachel Tudor.

Dr. Tudor applied for tenure in the 
fall of 2008, but the committee voted 
against tenure and she withdrew her 
application. Evidently, she hadn’t 
accumulated sufficient published 
scholarship at that point, but she 
renewed her application in the Fall 
2009 semester, by which time two 
of her articles had been accepted for 
publication in peer-reviewed academic 
journals, she had presented her work 
at a regional academic conference, had 
served on several faculty committees, 
and had published a book of poetry. 
This time, the five-member faculty 
committee vote 4-1 in favor of her 
application, which was endorsed by the 
English department’s faculty chair.

Under SOSU’s tenure process, the 
application next went to the dean of 
arts and sciences, then to the vice 
president for academic affairs, then 
to the president, and finally to the 
governing board of the Regional 
University System of Oklahoma 
(RUSO), of which SOSU is a part. 
According to the court’s opinion, RUSO 
normally rubber-stamps the university 
president’s recommendation, and the 
evidence shows that the president 
at that time normally followed the 
recommendation of the vice president 
for academic affairs. Arts and sciences 

dean Lucretia Scoufos, vice president 
Doug McMillan, and president Larry 
Minks all recommended denying the 
application. Before the president’s 
action, Dean Scoufus met with Tudor 
and told her that if she withdrew her 
application, she could reapply in the 
future. Under normal tenure rules, there 
is a deadline by which a tenure-track 
faculty member must achieve tenure or 
be dismissed from their position, but 
Tudor was several years short of the 
deadline. Tudor insisted on maintaining 
her application, and it was denied with 
no explanation by the president.

Tudor filed internal university 
grievances over the denial, and was 
informed by McMillan that the 
president’s rationale was “deficiencies 
in scholarship and service.” Tudor then 
filed discrimination complaints with 
the faculty’s “appellate committee,” 
SOSU’s affirmative action officer, 
and the US Department of Education. 
The Department of Education (DOE) 
referred her complaint to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC), since higher education faculty 
tenure decisions are not covered by 
Title IX of the Education Amendments 
Act (which is enforced by DOE), but are 
covered by Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, which is enforced by the 
EEOC.

While these various complaints 
were pending, Dr. Tudor applied for 
tenure again in Fall 2010. The new 
chair of the English department, who 
had been the dissenter in the faculty 
tenure committee, began assembling a 
faculty tenure committee to consider 
her application, but stopped when Vice 
President McMillan sent a memo to 
him and to Dr. Tudor, stating that the 
administration would not allow Dr. 
Tudor’s reapplication for tenure “in the 
best interests of the university,” even 
though SOSU’s academic policies and 
procedures manual did not forbid such 
reapplications.
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As a result of the administration’s 
refusal to allow her to reapply, Dr. 
Tudor was not able to achieve tenure by 
the deadline and her contract was not 
renewed. It took her more than a year 
to find a non-tenure-track job teaching 
English at a Texas community college, 
at a lower annual salary than she had 
been receiving at SOSU. She filed a 
new discrimination and retaliation 
claim with the EEOC, which referred 
it to the Department of Justice (DOJ) 
for potential litigation. DOJ filed 
a lawsuit against SOSU in March 
2015, alleging sex discrimination and 
retaliation in violation of Title VII. Dr. 
Tudor intervened in this lawsuit as a 
co-plaintiff, adding a claim of hostile 
working environment to those asserted 
by DOJ.

In August 2017, after the changeover 
from the Obama to the Trump 
Administration, DOJ settled with 
SOSU on the basis that SOSU would 
make policy changes aimed at reducing 
discrimination at the university, leaving 
Tudor alone as the sole plaintiff to pursue 
her discrimination claims without the 
government’s advocacy. Significantly, 
during the Trump Administration DOJ 
took the position (contrary to the EEOC) 
that Title VII did not forbid employment 
discrimination because a person is 
transgender, a position DOJ argued 
unsuccessfully before the Supreme 
Court in the 2020 case of Bostock v. 
Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 1731.

District Judge Cauthron rejected 
a motion for summary judgment by 
SOSU and sent the case to a jury trial. 
The jury received evidence about 
transphobic remarks made at various 
times by Vice President McMillan, 
whose recommendation to deny 
tenure was embraced by the university 
president and the board. The plaintiff’s 
theory of the case was that although 
nominally the final administrative 
decision was up to the president, he 
had essentially delegated that task to 
McMillan. Ultimately, the jury was 
persuaded that McMillan’s bias tainted 
the decision and ruled in Tudor’s favor 
as to discrimination and retaliation, but 
the jury rejected the hostile environment 
claim. The jury must have found 
the evidence of discrimination and 

retaliation overwhelming, because it 
voted to award Dr. Tudor a “lump sum” 
of $1.165 million in damages to cover 
backpay and compensation for physical 
and emotional distress.

But what Tudor really wanted was to 
get her job back at SOSU with the tenure 
that her faculty colleagues had voted to 
award her, not least because the Texas 
community college position had not 
worked out and her contract there had 
not been renewed after several years. 
She filed a motion for reinstatement, 
which Judge Cauthron denied, finding 
that “hostility” between Tudor and 
SOSU made it inadvisable. Judge 
Cauthron also substantially cut down 
the jury’s damage award.

Title VII imposes a $300,000 
cap for compensatory and punitive 
damages for an employer of the size 
of SOSU, but there is no cap on back 
pay (compensation for pay lost due to 
the discrimination between the time 
of discharge and the time of trial, less 
compensation earned elsewhere during 
that time) or front pay (compensation to 
cover a reasonable period of time from 
the jury’s verdict until the plaintiff could 
find a new job). The judge cut down the 
total damage award to $360,040.77.

Both sides appealed. The university 
asked the 10th Circuit to overturn 
the jury verdict, while Tudor sought 
reinstatement with tenure and 
recalculation of the damage award. 
The 10th Circuit panel totally rejected 
SOSU’s arguments on appeal, while 
ruling that Judge Cauthron should have 
awarded reinstatement with tenure as 
well as a larger amount of damages.

While the statutory cap limits 
compensatory damages, in this case 
the court found that Judge Cauthron’s 
calculation of the uncapped back 
pay and front pay awards was clearly 
erroneous, reflecting not only a 
mistaken understanding of the financial 
data about Dr. Tudor’s compensation at 
SOSU but also incorrect conclusions 
about the appropriate front pay.

What was most significant about 
the ruling, however, was the order for 
reinstatement with tenure. Brushing 
aside SOSU’s argument that the court 
should not substitute its judgment for 
the University’s judgment in evaluating 

qualifications for tenure, Judge Ebel 
responded that the statute itself makes 
reinstatement a preferred remedy 
in a discriminatory discharge case, 
although of course a trial judge has 
discretion in fashioning a remedy. In 
this case, the appeals panel found that 
Judge Cauthron’s rationale for denying 
reinstatement failed to take account 
of several key factors. The faculty 
committee had voted in Tudor’s favor 
on her tenure application, and all the 
administrators involved in denying 
her application were no longer at the 
university, clearly dissipating the 
likelihood of “hostility” preventing 
Tudor from functioning successfully as 
a tenured faculty member. Furthermore, 
academic tenure would protect her 
job security, and the job of a tenured 
academic is focused on relationships 
with her students and immediate 
faculty colleagues, not so much with 
administrators.

There is almost always hostility 
during hard-fought lawsuits running 
over many years (in this case, over a 
decade), but if the mere possibility 
of further hostility were to be given 
significant weight, it would make the 
statutory preference for reinstatement 
meaningless.

SOSU could file a motion for 
reconsideration en banc, but the 10th 
Circuit’s current composition does 
not make it likely that such a motion 
would be granted. Half of the active 
judges on the ten-member circuit court 
were appointed by Barack Obama, with 
Trump only getting two appointments 
and the three other judges having been 
appointed by George W. Bush. As a 
member of the three-judge panel, Senior 
Judge Ebel, a Reagan appointee who 
wrote the opinion ordering Tudor’s 
reinstatement, would get to vote on the 
motion as well. (Senior judges are semi-
retired and ordinarily don’t get to vote 
on such motions unless they served on 
the panel that decided the case.)

Tudor will be the first out transgender 
tenured professor at SOSU when the 
case finally runs its course, but first it 
has to return to the district court for a 
recalculation upwards of her damage 
award along the lines mandated by the 
circuit’s order.
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Tudor’s lead attorney is LeGaL 
member Jillian T. Weiss, an out 
transgender advocate based in Brooklyn, 
working with another out transgender 
lawyer, Ezra I. Young, whose practice 
is also based in Brooklyn. They were 
assisted by Oklahoma local counsel 
Brittany M. Novotny of National 
Litigation Group PLLC, Oklahoma 
City, and attorney Marie E. Galindo of 
Lubbock, Texas. Amicus briefs were 
filed in support of Tudor’s appeal by 
the National Women’s Law Center, 
Washington DC, and Lambda Legal’s 
Atlanta office. The other members 
of the 10th Circuit panel were Circuit 
Judges Harris Hartz (appointed by 
President George W. Bush) and Carolyn 
McHugh (appointed by President 
Barack Obama). ■

Arthur S. Leonard is the Robert F. 
Wagner Prof. of Labor and Employment 
Law at New York Law School.

 

Alliance Defending Freedom Takes 
Another Stab at Expanding Religious 
Exemptions to Anti-Discrimination Law
By Arthur S. Leonard

The September issue of Law Notes 
reported that Alliance Defending 
Freedom (ADF) filed a petition for 
certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court 
on August 2 in Seattle’s Union Gospel 
Mission v. Woods, No. 21-144 (petition 
for cert. filed Aug. 2, 2021), arguing 
that a legal services program for 
homeless people operated by a religious 
organization should be allowed to refuse 
a job application from a lawyer for a staff 
position based on the lawyer’s sexual 
orientation, in a jurisdiction that bans 
employment discrimination because of 
sexual orientation. What flew under our 
radar was another cert petition filed by 
ADF, on August 3, in Gordon College 
v. DeWeese-Boyd, No. 21-145, in which 
ADF contends that the Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court misconstrued 
the “ministerial exception” under the 1st 
Amendment by not extending it to cover 
a social work professor at a Christian 
college whose job duties did not require 
her to teach religious doctrine or engage 
in religious activities. See 487 Mass. 31 
(2021). According to ADF’s argument 
in its petition, the Supreme Court’s 
decision in Our Lady of Guadalupe 
School v. Morrissey-Beru, 140 S. Ct. 
2049 (2020), established that all faculty 
members at religious schools should 
be deemed “ministers” for purposes 
of the 1st Amendment, such that anti-
discrimination statutes just do not apply 
to them at all.

In ADF’s reasoning, this result can be 
reached by a straight-forward application 
of various statements in Justice Samuel 
Alito’s opinion for the Court in Our 
Lady of Guadalupe, to the effect that a 
religious schools’ mission is to provide 
an education infused with its religious 
precepts by all its teachers, or through 
an expansive view of a “coreligionist” 
interpretation of statutes, such as the 
Massachusetts anti-discrimination law 
or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, 
that specifically provide that religious 

institutions can prefer members of their 
religion in making decisions about 
whom to employ. ADF argues that 
an individual who publicly disputes 
the religious institution’s policy can 
be considered to run afoul of the 
institution’s constitutional right to 
not employ religious dissenters, even 
though the employee identifies herself 
as a follower of the institution’s religion.

Although the plaintiff-respondent 
in the Gordon College case, Margaret 
DeWeese-Boyd, is not identified as 
LGBT in the Massachusetts court 
opinion or the cert petition, one of her 
contentions is that she was denied a 
full professorship because she spoke 
up for the rights of LGBT students 
and publicly criticized the institution’s 
treatment of LGBT issues. The College 
contends the tenure decision was based 
on its evaluation of her scholarship and 
service. As the petition characterizes 
the Mass SJC’s decision, it “concluded 
that DeWeese-Boyd was required to be 
a Christian teacher and scholar – but 
did not perform ministerial functions.” 
ADF argues that somebody employed 
to be a Christian teacher and scholar 
is, by definition, performing ministerial 
functions, and that this is a logical 
consequences the Supreme Court’s 
recent expansive view of the ministerial 
exception.

In short, ADF seeks to achieve 
a categorical exemption from anti-
discrimination law for religious 
educational institutions with respect 
to all of their faculty members, no 
matter whether they would come within 
the narrower view of the ministerial 
exception suggested by a reading of 
the Supreme Court’s precedents that 
focused on the particular duties of the 
plaintiffs in those cases. As the cert 
petition emphasizes, the Mass SJC 
“found it ‘significant’ that DeWeese-
Boyd did not teach religion-only 
classes, lead her students in prayer, or 
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lead students in devotional exercises or 
chapel services.” To ADF, these facts 
are not “significant” because Gordon 
College expects all of its faculty to 
advance the school’s religious mission 
of “transmitting faith to its students and 
preparing those students effectively to 
engage the secular culture as followers 
of Christ and adherents of the Christian 
faith. By narrowly defining ministerial 
activities in an educational setting,” the 
petition continues, “the court ignored 
the unique, functional ways that college 
professors spiritually shape their 
students when compared to primary 
school teachers.” 

The petition entreats the Supreme 
Court to summarily reverse the Mass 
SJC on the basis of Our Lady of 
Guadalupe, or alternatively to grant 
plenary review to “clarify how the 
ministerial exception applies to college 
professors who serve as the primary 
conduit through which religious college 
teach and inculcate religion.” 

The ADF petition also argues that the 
Court should hold that courts “should 
defer to the good-faith characterization 
of a ministerial position by a religious 
organization or church.” This is an 
attempt to enlist the Supreme Court 
in ADF’s mission to insulate religious 
institutions from anti-discrimination 
law by advising them to write their 
formal policies and job descriptions in 
such a way as to support arguments that 
all of their teaching staff have religious 
functions regardless of their particular 
teaching subject matter assignments and 
other institutional duties. ■

North Carolina Federal Court Rules in 
Favor of Gay Catholic School Teacher 
Against School’s Religious Freedom 
Defenses
By Joseph Hayes Rochman 

In Billard v. Charlotte Catholic 
High School, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
167418, 2021 WL 4037431 (W.D.N.C, 
September 3, 2021), U.S. District Judge 
Max O. Cogburn, Jr., issued a rare win 
for a gay Catholic school teacher who 
was fired because he and his husband 
got engaged. The court ruled in favor 
of Lonnie Billard, a substitute drama 
teacher at Charlotte Catholic High 
School, holding that terminating Billard 
was impermissible sex discrimination 
under Title VII of the 1964 Civil 
Rights Act and was not shielded by 
several asserted religious freedom 
defenses. The court granted Billard’s 
partial summary judgment motion on 
all claims except for the amount of 
damages, yet to be determined. The 
decision places limits on the expansive 
scope of First Amendment protections 
for religious organizations. 

Billard and his partner, Richard 
Donham, married in 2015, shortly after 
a North Carolina federal court declared 
the state’s same-sex marriage ban 
unconstitutional. Interestingly, Judge 
Cogburn decided the case after the 4th 
Circuit struck down Virginia’s same-
sex marriage ban. General Synod of 
the United Church of Christ v. Cooper, 
12 F. Supp. 3d 790 (W.D.N.C. 2014); 
Bostic v. Schaefer, 760 F.3d 352 (4th 
Cir. 2014). Charlotte Catholic High 
School, part of a regional Catholic 
school system, fired Billard after he 
announced his engagement to his family 
and friends on Facebook. According to 
its filings, the Catholic school system 
prohibits teachers from engaging in 
public advocacy “for positions opposed 
to the fundamental moral tenets of the 
Roman Catholic faith, including those 
concerning marriage.” 

Billard came out to his family and 
close friends in 1995 and met Donham 
in 2001. The couple announced their 

engagement in October 2014 on 
Facebook, following the Supreme 
Court’s decision in United States v. 
Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013). Billard 
wrote on Facebook: “Everyone sing 
along . . . . ‘Goin’ to the chapel and 
we’re gonna’ get maa-aried. Goin’ to 
the chapel and we’re gonna’ get maa-aa-
ried’. Yes, I’m finally going to make an 
honest (at least legal) man out of Rich. 
We will be married on May 2, 2015 . . . 
details to follow. I cannot believe that I 
am saying this or that it is even possible. 
I thank all the courageous people who 
had more guts than I who refused to 
back down and accept anything but 
‘equal’. Ps. If you don’t agree with this 
. . . keep it to yourself. You never asked 
my opinion about your personal life 
and I am not asking yours.”

Billard taught at Charlotte Catholic 
from 2000 until 2014 in various 
capacities. He started as a substitute 
teacher but quickly became a full-time 
English and drama teacher. Charlotte 
Catholic discouraged lay teachers from 
teaching Catholic doctrine. Billard 
never taught religious subjects. That 
said, teachers facilitate prayer before 
class. They also attend Mass with 
students. The students loved Billard. He 
was recognized as Teacher of the Year 
in 2012 after the students nominated 
him every year since 2005. After his 
retirement from full-time teaching 
in 2012, Billard kept on substitute 
teaching at Charlotte Catholic until the 
school terminated his employment in 
2014. 

Charlotte Catholic’s Chaplain, Father 
Matthew Kauth, and Principal, Kurt 
Telford, instructed Assistant Principal 
Steve Carpenter not to hire Billard for 
any more substitute teaching jobs after 
learning of Billard’s engagement. But it 
was not until a work Christmas party 
that Billard discovered that Charlotte 
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Catholic had effectively terminated his 
employment. A colleague at the party 
told Billard about the school’s decision. 
Billard then called Carpenter who 
confirmed. Understandably, he was 
devastated. 

Billard initially filed with the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) in May 2015. Billard received 
his Right to Sue Letter from the EEOC 
in November 2016. He then sued 
Charlotte Catholic in January 2017 in 
the Western District of North Carolina 
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 for sex discrimination. 

The parties submitted their 
summary judgment motions in 
September 2017. But Charlotte Catholic 
and Billard jointly requested a stay in 
April 2019, pending the outcome of 
Bostock v. Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 
1731 (2020). In Bostock, the Supreme 
Court held that Title VII’s prohibition 
on sex discrimination encompasses 
discrimination based on sexual 
orientation and gender identity.

Charlotte Catholic asserted 
defenses under the Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act (RFRA), the First 
Amendment church autonomy doctrine, 
the ministerial exception, and the 
religious discrimination exemptions 
under Sections 702 and 703 of Title 
VII. However, Charlotte Catholic 
stipulated in August 2017 that Billard 
was not a ‘minister’ for purposes of the 
ministerial exception.

Billard argued that Title VII’s 
prohibition against sex discrimination 
included discrimination based on 
sexual orientation. Further, Billard 
argued that although Title VII permits 
religious entities to discriminate based 
on religious preference, the exemption 
does not apply to sex discrimination, 
even if it is religiously motivated. 

Charlotte Catholic attempted to argue 
that it fired Billard for his conduct (not 
his sexual orientation) by advocating 
for same-sex marriage in his Facebook 
post. In its summary judgment motion, 
Charlotte Catholic claimed that it 
would have taken the same action 
against female and heterosexual staff. 
Despite those assertions, Charlotte 
Catholic’s principal admitted that if a 
straight woman advocated for same-

sex marriage, the school would only 
require her to speak with a priest. 

Judge Cogburn agreed with Billard. 
He concluded that Charlotte Catholic 
violated Title VII’s prohibition on sex 
discrimination when it terminated 
Billard for getting engaged to Donham. 
The court rejected the defendant’s 
argument that it terminated Billard for 
engaging in “advocacy” that flouted 
the Catholic Church’s beliefs. Rather, 
the court found that terminating 
Billard was a “classic example of sex 
discrimination.” He wrote that “[d]
efendants cannot escape Title VII 
liability by recharacterizing Plaintiff’s 
announcement of his engagement as 
‘advocacy.’” 

Even if Billard’s post was 
advocacy—which it wasn’t—the court 
emphasized that Charlotte Catholic 
admitted more favorable treatment of 
straight employees who advocate for 
same-sex marriage. The school would 
merely have asked them to speak 
with a priest. Accordingly, by treating 
LGBTQ employees differently for their 
advocacy, the school still engaged in sex 
discrimination. 

Before the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Bostock, Charlotte Catholic contended 
that sexual orientation discrimination is 
not sex discrimination under Title VII, 
citing 4th Circuit precedent: Hopkins 
v. Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co., 77 F.3d 
745 (4th Cir. 1996). Even so, Charlotte 
Catholic also claimed that Title VII’s 
religious institution exemption for 
religious discrimination barred Billard’s 
claims. After Bostock was decided, 
Charlotte Catholic doubled down on 
their argument that Billard’s Facebook 
post was advocacy. They wrote in 
their supplemental reply that Charlotte 
Catholic did not fire Billard “because 
of his sex or sexual orientation, but 
because of his public opposition to the 
Church’s teachings on marriage.”

Oddly, in support of Charlotte 
Catholic’s argument that they did 
not terminate Billard because of his 
sex, Charlotte Catholic listed several 
instances in which they discriminated 
against other employees—including 
heterosexual employees—such as firing 
a gay teacher for adopting a child, a 
P.E. teacher for having an extramarital 

love affair, and a woman who wanted 
to marry a divorced man. According 
to Charlotte Catholic, because they 
discriminated against those teachers 
for their conduct rather than because 
of their sex or sexual orientation, they 
could not have fired Billard for sex 
discrimination as such. 

Rejecting Charlotte Catholic’s 
arguments, the court explained that 
Title VII’s religious exemptions under 
Sections 702 and 703 apply only to shield 
religious employers from Title VII’s 
prohibition of religious discrimination 
“if the employment decision is 
religiously motivated.” (emphasis in 
original). Addressing a question left 
open in Bostock, the court interpreted 
Title VII’s religious exemption narrowly, 
finding that “religious entities are only 
allowed to be shielded from liability 
when they can show (1) the purpose of 
the employment decision is religious 
discrimination, and (2) that sex is not a 
but-for cause in the decision.”

Next, even though Charlotte 
Catholic stipulated that Billard was 
not a ‘minister,’ the court held that the 
ministerial exception, rooted in the 
First Amendment, could not be waived. 
Noting the circuit split on this issue, the 
court followed Tomic v. Cath. Diocese 
of Peoria, 442 F.3d 1036, 1042 (7th 
Cir. 2006) and Conlon v. InterVarsity 
Christian Fellowship, 777 F.3d 829, 836 
(6th Cir. 2015). In contrast, the 11th Circuit 
found that religious organizations waive 
the ministerial exception when they fail 
to raise it in their briefs. Hamilton v. 
Southland Christian Sch., Inc., 680 F.3d 
1316, 1318-19 (11th Cir. 2012).

Although Charlotte Catholic could 
not waive its ministerial exception, 
the court found that the school could 
stipulate to the facts that establish 
whether one is a minister. Judge 
Cogburn wrote that “courts cannot force 
a religious organization to recognize 
someone as a minister whom that 
organization has definitively declared 
is not a minister.” In doing so, the 
court would be making “impermissible 
ecclesiastical decisions.” Accordingly, 
the court agreed with Charlotte Catholic 
that Billard was not a minister. 

Nevertheless, the court analyzed 
whether Billard was a minister 
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under Hossana-Tabor and Our Lady 
of Guadalupe. In Hosanna-Tabor 
Evangelical Lutheran Church & Sch. 
v. E.E.O.C., 565 U.S. 171, 188 (2012) 
the U.S. Supreme Court, addressing 
Americans with Disabilities Act claims 
brought by teachers at a Lutheran 
school, first recognized the ministerial 
exception as an affirmative defense 
rooted in the Religion Clauses of the 
First Amendment to shield religious 
organizations from employment 
discrimination suits brought by their 
‘ministers.’ The Court set out several 
factors for lower courts to determine 
who is a ‘minister’ for purposes of the 
exception. 

In Our Lady of Guadalupe Sch. 
v. Morrissey-Berru, 140. S. Ct. 
2049, 2056    –59 (2020), the Court in 
two consolidated cases addressed 
discrimination claims from Catholic 
school teachers when they discriminated 
against one plaintiff because of her age 
and the other after she got breast cancer. 
Our Lady of Guadalupe rejected a 
strict analysis under Hossana-Tabor’s 
factors in holding that “the exception 
should include any employee who 
leads a religious organization, conducts 
worship services or important religious 
ceremonies or rituals, or serves as 
a messenger or teacher of its faith.” 
(internal quotations omitted). 

Listing nine material facts which 
weighed in favor of finding that each of 
the plaintiffs in Our Lady of Guadalupe 
were ministers, Judge Cogburn was not 
persuaded that Billard’s position was 
comparably religious in nature. Merely 
because Billard worked for a Catholic 
school with a Catholic mission was 
not enough to conclude that he was a 
minister. He taught secular subjects, 
English and drama, he did not have 
a ministerial title, was not issued a 
“diploma of vocation,” did not undergo 
religious training, and was not required 
to be Catholic. Even though some classes 
began with prayer, Billard did not hold 
himself out as a minister. Significantly, 
Charlotte Catholic discouraged secular 
teachers from discussing Catholic 
doctrine. 

Judge Cogburn rejected a broad 
interpretation of the church autonomy 
doctrine, citing a footnote in Little 

Sisters of the Poor Saints Peter & Paul 
Home v. Penn., 140 S. Ct. 2367, 2397 n.1 
(2020). In a concurring opinion, Justice 
Elena Kagan wrote that “there is no 
general constitutional immunity, over 
and above the ministerial exception, that 
can protect a religious institution from 
the law’s operation.” 

Next, in order to apply RFRA to 
Billard’s case, Charlotte Catholic 
contended that the judiciary is the 
government under RFRA. In their view 
the government was acting by “forcing 
Charlotte Catholic to employ” LGBTQ 
teachers who disagree with the school’s 
views on marriage equality. 

Justice Gorsuch wrote in Bostock v. 
Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1754 
(2020), that “[b]ecause RFRA operates 
as a kind of super statute, displacing the 
normal operation of other federal laws, it 
might supersede Title VII’s commands 
in appropriate cases.” (emphasis 
added). The Court did not elaborate 
on what an appropriate case might 
be. However, the Court qualified that 
statement by recognizing that RFRA 
only “prohibits the federal government 
from substantially burdening a person’s 
exercise of religion.” (emphasis added). 

Agreeing with Billard, the court 
concluded that RFRA does not apply 
to suits between private parties. Judge 
Cogburn wrote that the “only way to 
give effect to every word of the statute 
is to hold that RFRA only applies when 
the government is a party.” Once again 
rejecting Charlotte Catholic’s broad 
First Amendment claims, the court 
clarified that RFRA is not a defense 
under the First Amendment. 

There is a Circuit split on whether 
RFRA applies to private parties. Judge 
Cogburn looked to the 6th, 7th, and 9th 
Circuit Courts of Appeal to find it does 
not. Gen. Conf. Corp. of Seventh-Day 
Adventists v. McGill, 617 F.3d 402 (6th 
Cir. 2010); Tomic v. Cath. Diocese of 
Peoria, 442 F.3d 1036 (7th Cir. 2006); 
Sutton v. Providence St. Joseph Med. 
Ctr., 192 F.3d 826 (9th Cir. 1999). These 
courts all found that RFRA did not 
apply to private parties under a textualist 
approach to the statute. In contrast, the 
2nd Circuit, over a dissent by then-Judge 
Sonia Sotomayor, held that RFRA 
applied to suits between private parties. 

Hankins v. Lyght, 441 F.3d 96, 104 (2d. 
Cir. 2006). 

Lastly, citing Boy Scouts of America 
v. Dale, 530 U.S. 640 (2000), Charlotte 
Catholic contended that applying Title 
VII to a gay secular teacher violates 
their First Amendment freedom of 
association by “forcing” them to hire 
teachers they do not “desire.” The court 
was not persuaded. Distinguishing 
Dale, the court found “numerous” 
differences. For example, Dale involved 
a volunteer and violation of a public 
accommodations law. 

Here, the court again emphasized the 
secular nature of Billard’s job and the 
commercial nature of his employment. 
In Judge Cogburn view, simply because 
Billard came “onto the campus of 
a religious school for the limited 
purpose of teaching secular classes,” 
his employment did not “significantly 
impair [Charlotte Catholic]’s freedom 
of expressive association.” Further, 
the court held that the freedom of 
association does not apply in the 
employment context.

The holding in Billard v. Charlotte 
Catholic High School suggests that 
religious schools should not be able to 
characterize staff roles as ministerial 
simply because the organization is 
religious. Law Notes previously reported 
on Alliance Defending Freedom’s 
efforts to coach religious organizations 
into making roles ‘ministerial.’ Joseph 
Hayes Rochman, En Banc 7th Circuit 
Categorically Exempts Religious 
Organizations from Hostile Work 
Environment Claims Brought by a 
Gay “Ministerial Employee”, LGBT 
Law Notes (August 2021). Even though 
Billard’s job was secular, it will be 
important for courts to look past 
superficial efforts designed to shield 
employers from liability under the 
ministerial exception. It is imperative 
that courts draw narrow lines to define 
‘ministerial’ staff. As Justice Samuel 
Alito wrote in Our Lady of Guadalupe, 
“[w]hat matters, at bottom, is what an 
employee does.”

Unfortunately, we will likely see 
more cases of religiously motivated 
discrimination against LGBTQ people 
after recent Supreme Court cases such as 
Our Lady of Guadalupe. For example, 
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Netta Barak-Corren, a law professor at 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, sought 
to empirically research the impact of 
Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colo. 
Civil Rights Comm’n, 138 S. Ct. 1719 
(2018), on instances of discrimination 
against LGBTQ people. Professor 
Barak-Corren’s results demonstrated 
that rates of discrimination increased 
against same-sex couples after that 
decision, despite the Supreme Court’s 
avoidance of recognizing a general 
religious exemption from complying 
with anti-discrimination laws. Netta 
Barak-Corren, Religious Exemptions 
Increase Discrimination toward 
Same-Sex Couples: Evidence from 
Masterpiece Cakeshop, 50 J. LEGAL 
STUD. 75, 104–5 (2021).

Litigants should take note that, 
as Judge Cogburn explained, the 
ministerial exception cannot be waived 
as a defense. But, plaintiffs’ attorneys 
may be able to convince the defense to 
stipulate to certain facts lending towards 
disproving the ministerial nature of a 
job description. 

Judge Cogburn was nominated for 
the District Court by President Barack 
Obama. After his initial nomination 
lapsed without Senate action, President 
Obama re-nominated him in 2011, and 
he was unanimously confirmed by the 
Senate. 

Lonnie Billard was represented by 
ACLU attorneys: Brian Matthew Hauss 
(New York), Christopher A. Brook 
(Raleigh, NC), Elizabeth Olmsted Gill 
(San Francisco), Joshua Block (New 
York), Irena Como (Raleigh, NC). He 
was also represented by local counsel S. 
Luke Largess of a Charlotte NC-based 
law firm, Tin, Fulton, Walker & Owen. 

Charlotte Catholic High School, the 
Roman Catholic Diocese of Charlotte, 
and Mecklenburg Area Catholic 
Schools were represented by Charlotte-
based McGuireWoods attorneys John 
G. McDonald and Meredith Anne 
Pinson and Troutman Pepper Hamilton 
attorneys Atlanta-based Moses Tincher 
and Charlotte-based Joshua Daniel 
Davey. ■

Joseph Hayes Rochman is a law 
student at New York Law School (class 
of 2022).

Maryland Appeals Court Rejects 
Bio Mother’s Attempt to Prevent 
Transgender Teen Daughter from 
Getting Change of Name and Gender 
Designation
By Arthur S. Leonard

In In re: K.L., 2021 Md. App. LEXIS 
757, 2021 WL 3891567 (Md. Ct. Spec. 
App., September 1), a three-judge 
panel of the Maryland Court of Special 
Appeals, upholding a decision by the 
Circuit Court of Baltimore County, 
rejected a biological mother’s attempt 
to prevent her 17-year-old transgender 
daughter from getting a legal change 
of first name and gender designation. 
What was technically at issue was a 
decision by the Circuit Court granting 
the Baltimore County Department of 
Social Services the authority to file a 
petition on behalf of K.L. seeking those 
legal changes, in light of K.L.’s status 
as a “child in need of assistance” due 
to parental neglect, her placement in a 
series of foster and institutional settings, 
and the medical evidence before the 
court.

The opinion for the court by Judge 
Deborah S. Eyler took note of such 
developments as the 4th Circuit’s opinion 
in Grimm v. Gloucester Country School 
Board, 972 F.3d 586 (4th Cir. 2020), 
cert. denied, 2021 WL 2637922 (June 
28, 2021), and the Maryland Court of 
Appeals’ historic ruling of In re Heilig, 
372 Md. 692, 816 A. 2d 68 (2003), and 
subsequent legislative developments, 
as illustrating the evolution of the law 
in Maryland concerning transgender 
people.

When K.L. was born in July 2004, 
identified as male at birth, K.L’s mother 
was herself a minor living in foster 
care, and by the time K.L. was seven, 
her mother had given birth to four 
more children. K.L. and her siblings 
were designated children in need 
of assistance (CINA) that year and 
granted the Department on Order of 
Protective Supervision. Over the next 
few years, the Department was granted 

a limited guardianship, and authority 
to make medical decisions for K.L., 
who was increasingly identifying as 
female and was ultimately diagnosed 
with gender dysphoria and allowed 
to get first puberty blockers and then 
feminizing hormones. Her biological 
mother was not on board with this, and 
tensions arose when K.L. visited her 
and she insisted on mis-gendering the 
teen. The original plan had been for 
eventual family reunification, but this 
was changed as K.L.’s female identity 
and her mother’s continuing difficulty 
in accepting it was apparent. On August 
14, 2020, the juvenile court issued an 
order changing K.L.’s permanency plan 
as recommended by the Department to 
facilitate transition to “another planned 
permanent living arrangement” rather 
than family reunification. 

On September 15, 2020, “K.L., 
through counsel, filed a motion to 
expand the Department’s limited 
guardianship to include authority to 
consent to a change of name and gender 
marker.” Under Maryland law, a minor 
cannot sue or be sued; litigation on her 
behalf must be initiated by a parent or 
guardian or other designated adult. 
Since K.L.’s mother was opposed to 
these moves, K.L. needed to have the 
Department’s limited guardianship 
expanded to give it the authority to file 
the petition on her behalf. A magistrate 
held a hearing on K.L.’s motion at 
which the mother, then living in Texas, 
participated remotely and through a 
lawyer. At that time, according to the 
court, “Mother stated that although she 
had concerns, she did not want to stand 
in K.L.’s way; would no ‘go against’ 
K.L.; and wanted for K.L. whatever 
K.L. wanted.” With that testimony, 
the magistrate recommended granting 
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K.L.’s motion. Surprisingly, the mother 
then filed objections to the magistrate’s 
report, leading the court to hold a 
hearing on December 7, 2020, at which 
mother was present and represented by 
counsel. Battle was joined over whether 
it was in K.L.’s best interest that the 
Department be authorized to petition 
on her behalf for a name change and 
change of gender designation, and the 
court decided to accept the magistrate’s 
recommendation. Mother appealed to 
the Court of Special Appeals. 

Judge Eyler provided a detailed 
summary of the current state of the law in 
Maryland on transgender name changes, 
noting legislative developments in 2015 
that had eliminated the requirement of 
surgical alteration in order for gender 
recognition. At present, the rule in 
Maryland is that a physician must certify 
that the petitioner has “undergone 
surgical, hormonal, or other treatment 
appropriate for the individual, based on 
generally accepted medical standards.” 
These amendments were influenced by 
similar legislative developments in New 
York, Vermont, California, Oregon, 
Iowa and the District of Columbia. 
“Accordingly,” wrote Judge Eyler, “since 
2015, a person born in this State who has 
requested a birth certificate reflecting a 
new sex designation is entitled to one 
if the person is undergoing treatment 
to transition from one sex to another 
and provides the necessary supporting 
information from a treating licensed 
health care practitioner; or if the person 
has obtained a court order indicating 
that ‘the sex of the individual . . . has 
changed.’”

K.L.’s designation as a CINA 
(“child in need of assistance”) did 
not terminate her mother’s parental 
rights, but “the CINA statutory scheme 
accommodates the competing interests 
between the State in protecting a child 
who is alleged to have been neglected 
or abused and the child’s parent who has 
a fundamental interest in raising that 
child. The parent does not lose his or her 
fundamental rights but, when a child is 
adjudicated to be a CINA, the court may 
determine a disposition that protects the 
child. For instance, as in this case, the 
court may ‘grant limited guardianship 
to the department or an individual or 

both for specific purposes including 
medical and educational purposes or 
for other appropriate services if a parent 
is unavailable, unwilling, or unable to 
consent to services that are in the best 
interest of the child,” citing CJP Sec. 
2-819(c)(1)(ii). 

The Department had filed a motion 
to dismiss the mother’s appeal, on the 
grounds that there was technically 
no final judgment of the Circuit 
Court to appeal, so the court had to 
devote several pages of its decision to 
analyzing mother’s standing to do so, 
ultimately concluding that the appeal 
should not be dismissed, finding that 
“the rights of parents to consent to a 
legal course of action that could result 
in their child’s name being changed 
and a new declaration of gender marker 
is fundamental to raising their child,” 
wrote the court. “The December 16, 
2020 Order deprived Mother of that 
right. To be sure, when a petition to 
change name is filed on K.L.’s behalf, 
Mother will receive notice and will have 
the opportunity to object. Her right to 
consent to this course of action for K.L. 
was lost, however, which means the 
order is appealable.”

Turning to the merits, however, the 
court concluded that the juvenile court 
did not err by granting the department 
“sole authority” to consent to filing a 
petition to change name and gender 
marker on K.L.’s behalf, and rejected 
various arguments put forth on behalf of 
the Mother. The court emphasized that 
it was not deciding in this proceeding 
whether K.L. will get her name and 
gender designation changes, but just that 
the Department of Social Services has 
been authorized by the court to petition a 
court to approve such changes. However, 
it was clear from the court’s thorough 
review of the arguments, the evidence 
introduced in the hearings below, and 
the developing Maryland statutory and 
case law, that such a decision is probably 
a foregone conclusion. However, on this 
appeal, the issue if whether the juvenile 
court abused its discretion by granting 
the motion. 

Wrote Judge Eyler, “The facts before 
the juvenile court in this case establish 
that K.L. will be able to present proof 
satisfactory for a court to declare her 

gender identity is female even though 
her sex-assigned-at-birth was male. Dr. 
Pines evaluated her, diagnosed her with 
gender dysphoria, and, as of the date 
of the hearing, had been treating her 
with puberty blockers and feminizing 
hormones for three years.” On the other 
hand, even at the December hearing the 
mother had shown her inability to accept 
the situation. “Mother demonstrated 
that she simply is not accepting of K.L.’s 
female gender identity, referring to her by 
the pronoun ‘he’. The ultimate question 
for the court was whether the right to 
consent on behalf of K.L. should remain 
with Mother, who discounts K.L.’s 
female gender identity even though she 
has been transitioning to female for 
years, or with the Department, which has 
supported K.L.’s gender transition over 
the years, when it is likely that K.L. will 
be able to prove to a circuit court that her 
transgender status militates in favor of 
changing her gender identity to female 
and her first name to a feminine name 
that comports with that gender.” Taking 
into account the “total circumstances in 
this case, we conclude that the juvenile 
court’s decision that it is in K.L.’s best 
interest for the Department to have sole 
authority to consent to the filing of an 
action to change K.L.’s name and to 
declare her gender identity was not in 
error and was well within the scope of 
its discretion.”

In addition to affirming the order of 
the Baltimore County Circuit Court, the 
court ordered that the mother pay the 
department’s costs of the responding to 
the appeal. ■
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Third Circuit Reaffirms that Federal Transgender 
Prisoners May Bring Bivens Claims in Protection from 
Harm Cases
By William J. Rold

Much of civil rights litigation today 
consists of a determined effort to 
hang on to gains hard-won. This case, 
involving protection of a transgender 
federal prisoner from being harmed 
by other prisoners, is an example. In 
Shorter v. United States, 2021 U.S. App. 
LEXIS 26319, 2021 WL 3891552 (3d 
Cir., Sept. 1, 2021), the 3rd Circuit Court 
of Appeals reversed and remanded the 
summary (pre-service) dismissal by U.S. 
District Judge Renee M. Bumb (D.N.J.) 
a protection from harm case brought by 
a transgender woman, Chrissy Shorter. 
The plenary opinion by Circuit Judge 
Thomas l. Ambro (Clinton), joined 
by Circuit Judge L. Felipe Restrepo 
(Obama) and Senior Circuit Judge 
Marjorie O. Rendell (Clinton), is the 
first published transgender prisoner 
decision from the Third Circuit of 
which this writer is aware. At issue was 
the continued viability of the Eighth 
Amendment’s implied remedy for 
victims of constitutional torts.

Implied causes of action under the 
Constitution itself have been around 
in “modern” times since the Supreme 
Court ruled fifty years ago in Bivens 
v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 
388 (1971), that damages could be sought 
from federal officers who violated the 
Fourth Amendment. Lest someone 
think that Biven is confined to “new-left 
permissive” jurisprudence of the 70’s, 
we remind the reader that Bivens relied 
on Justice Holmes’ writing fifty years 
earlier: “Legal obligations that exist but 
cannot be enforced are ghosts that are 
seen in the law but that are elusive to 
the grasp.” In re The Western Maid, 258 
U.S. 419, 433 (1922). 

The Bivens remedy was extended 
to the right of employees of Congress 
to equal protection against gender 
discrimination in Davis v. Passman, 442 
U.S. 228, 249 (1979) – and to the Eighth 
Amendment right of federal prisoners to 

be free of deliberate indifference to their 
serious health care needs in Carlson v. 
Green, 446 U.S. 14, 16 (1980). In Farmer 
v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 830 (1994), 
the Supreme Court applied Carlson 
in recognizing an Eighth Amendment 
damages claim nearly identical to the 
one at issue here, involving prison 
officials who failed to keep a transgender 
prisoner safe from sexual assault. 

Over time, the Supreme Court grew 
increasingly reluctant to extend Bivens. 
See, e.g., Chappell v. Wallace, 462 
U.S. 296 (1983) (no Bivens remedy for 
military personnel for damages for 
violations of their constitutional rights by 
superior officers); Correctional Services 
Corp. v. Malesko, 534 U.S. 61 (2001) (no 
Bivens claims against private federal 
prison operator); Minneci v. Pollard, 
565 U.S. 118 (2012) (no Bivens claim 
against employees of private federal 
prison operator). In Ziglar v. Abbasi, 
137 S. Ct. 1843 (2017), the Court applied 
what amounts to a full brake, writing 
that “new” applications of Bivens were 
“disfavored” and that a host of very 
broad factors could render an application 
“new.” These include: the rank of the 
officers involved; the constitutional right 
at issue; the generality of the official 
action; the specificity of the official 
action; the extent of judicial guidance as 
to how an officer should respond to the 
problem or emergency to be confronted; 
the statutory or other legal mandate 
under which the officer was operating; 
the risk of disruptive intrusion by the 
Judiciary into the functioning of other 
branches; or the “presence of potential 
special factors that previous Bivens 
cases did not consider.” The last factor 
is limited only by the imagination of the 
judge. 

Ziglar has other troubling dicta. 
The Court said that it had only found 
“implied” damages causes of action 
directly under the Constitution on three 
prior occasions: Bivens itself; Davis, 

and Carlson. 137 S. Ct. at 1860. There 
is no mention of Farmer in the majority 
opinion in Ziglar, although it appears 
in Justice Breyer’s dissent. Farmer is 
nevertheless mentioned as good law 
in both Malesko and Minneci. Farmer 
itself explicitly relied on Bivens and 
Carlson. 511 U.S. at 830.

There is not much about Shorter 
herself in the opinion. She alleges she 
was stabbed and raped despite repeated 
notices to authorities about her fears of 
assault. She is in prison for tax fraud, 
and she is “openly female” and “small in 
stature.” She had an assessment under the 
Prison Rape Elimination Act [PREA], 
which found her to be at “significantly 
high” risk. Confined at Fort Dix, she was 
first placed in a room with eleven other 
inmates. Later she was moved to double 
cell with a sex offender in a cell farthest 
from the officers’ station. The cells had 
no locks, and the Fort Dix mental health 
department recommended her transfer 
to a locked cell prison. In the meantime, 
another inmate attacked her. She filed 
a PREA complaint, which was deemed 
“unsubstantiated” despite the evidence. 
Her transfer occurred after four months.

The Third Circuit applies Ziglar in 
a two-step process: first, it determines 
whether the asserted application of a 
Bivens remedy is “new”; secondly, it 
weighs whether there is any reason in 
the case to “hesitate” before applying 
a “new” remedy. Bistrian v. Levi, 912 
F.3d 79, 88 (3d Cir. 2018). The Court 
of Appeals finds that protection from 
harm cases do not present a “new” 
application of Bivens, so it dispenses 
with “hesitation” analysis.

The Supreme Court’s language in 
Ziglar that it has only implied a damages 
remedy directly under the Constitution 
on three prior occasions causes its own 
problems, since it did not mention Farmer. 
There are two possible explanations: the 
Court overlooked Farmer; or the Court 
did not consider Farmer to be a “new” 
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application. The Third Circuit adopts 
the second possibility. It should not 
lightly be assumed that the Supreme 
Court overlooked Farmer, since it has 
cited it frequently. It is more likely 
that, jurisprudentially speaking, the 
Court did not consider Farmer to be 
an “extension” of the Bivens remedy 
applied in Carlson. Both Carlson and 
Farmer dealt with implied damages 
actions under the Eighth Amendment 
for deliberate indifference to an 
inmate’s serious needs – for health care 
in Carlson; for protection from risk 
of assault in Farmer. A repudiation of 
Farmer, and its thousands of applications 
by state and federal lower courts, would 
cast aside years of case law and allow 
federal prison officials knowingly to 
place inmates in a killing field. This 
kind of change should not occur by 
implication. 

After Ziglar, circuit courts may “no 
longer rely on their own prior precedents 
to recognize a Bivens remedy . . . , [u]
nless the Supreme Court has recognized 
the context before . . . .” Mack v. Yost, 
968 F.3d 311, 319 (3d Cir. 2020). Here, 
however, the Supreme Court has done 
exactly that in Farmer. The intervening 
passage of PREA does not change this 
analysis, since it has been held to create 
no private causes of action, and Congress 
was aware of Farmer when it passed 
PREA and referred to it in the preamble 
to the statute. 34 U.S.C. § 30301(13). 

Shorter has a “clearly established” 
constitutional right to protection “not 
meaningfully different” from that 
presented in Farmer. Bistrian, 912 F.3d 
at 89–94. Shorter begged for protection, 
the psych department supported her, 
and the risk was “obvious” within the 
meaning of Farmer, 511 U.S. at 842. The 
district court should not have dismissed 
on the pleadings.

Shorter is represented by Rights 
Behind Bars (Brooklyn, NY; and 
Washington, DC). Civil rights advocacy 
groups, public interest organizations, 
and former correctional officials appear 
as amici on her behalf. ■

William J. Rold is a civil rights attorney 
in New York City and a former judge. He 
previously represented the American Bar 
Association on the National Commission 
for Correctional Health Care. 

Federal Court Rules “Former 
Homosexual” Pro-SOCE Video Maker’s 
Claims of Censorship, Religious 
Discrimination, And Sexual Orientation 
Discrimination Failed to State a Claim 
Under State Anti-Discrimination Laws 
By Brandon Dolinger

On September 23, a three-judge 
panel of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the 2nd Circuit upheld a 
grant of a motion to dismiss sought by 
Vimeo, a Delaware-based corporation 
headquartered in New York, that 
provides an online forum for users 
to upload, view, and comment on 
videos. Domen v. Vimeo, Inc., 2021 
WL 4352312 (2d Cir. Sept. 24, 2021), 
affirming Domen v. Vimeo, Inc., 433 F. 
Supp. 3d 592.  Circuit Judges Rosemary 
S. Pooler, Richard C. Wesley, and Susan 
L. Carney concluded that the Plaintiff, 
James Domen, failed to raise a plausible 
inference of discrimination and has 
failed to state a claim under either the 
New York Sexual Orientation Non-
Discrimination Act or the California 
Unruh Act. 

James Domen is the president and 
founder of the non-profit organization 
Church United, which seeks to “equip 
pastors to positively impact the political 
and moral culture in their communities.” 
Domen identifies himself as a “former 
homosexual” who makes videos 
supporting Sexual Orientation Change 
Efforts (SOCE). Vimeo became aware 
that Domen was posting videos in 
support of SOCE and warned him that 
their Terms of Service prohibited this 
conduct. Domen claims that five of his 
videos were flagged as violating Vimeo’s 
policies. These videos include a two-
minute video of Domen explaining his 
life story, preferred sexual orientation, 
the discrimination he faced, and his 
religion; another was a promotion video 
for “Freedom March Los Angeles,” 
allegedly an event where “former 
homosexuals” gather; the third video of 
an NBC-produce documentary segment 

about SOCE; fourth, a press conference 
with the “founder of Desert Stream 
Ministries,” relating to his religion and 
sexuality; and finally an interview with 
a survivor of the Pulse Nightclub attack 
in 2018 in Florida and his background 
as a “former homosexual.” 

In order to state a discrimination 
claim under either the New York Sexual 
Orientation Non-Discrimination Act 
(SONDA) or the California Unruh 
Act, a plaintiff must allege facts 
sufficient to create an inference of 
discriminatory intent on account of the 
plaintiff’s membership in a protected 
class. Domen alleges that Vimeo’s 
actions constitute censorship insofar 
as it barred him from speaking about 
his preferred sexual orientation and 
religious beliefs while allowing other 
users to post videos with titles such 
as “Gay to Straight,” “Homosexuality 
is NOT ALLOWED in the QURAN,” 
and “Happy Pride! LGBTQ Pride 
Month 2016.” Domen further alleges 
that by permanently banning Church 
United and Domen from its platform, as 
opposed to censoring those five videos, 
it is evidence that Vimeo discriminated 
not merely against a message but against 
Church United and Domen based on 
sexual orientation and religion. 

The court stated that an inference 
of discriminatory intent may be shown 
through a comparison to similarly 
situated persons not sharing a plaintiff’s 
protected characteristic who were 
treated preferentially. Additionally, to 
be “similarly situated,” the individuals 
with whom the plaintiff is comparing 
himself must be “similarly situated in 
all material respect,” citing Graham 
v. Long Island Railroad, 230 F.3d 
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34, 40 (2nd Cr. 2000). The standard 
for comparing conduct requires a 
reasonably close resemblance of 
the facts and circumstances of the 
plaintiff’s and comparator’s cases.

The panel concluded that the plaintiff 
had not met his burden in this case. 
The court reasoned that the plaintiff’s 
complaint only alleges that his content 
was removed for espousing pro-
SOCE views and that it only contains 
conclusory allegations suggesting that 
Vimeo removed his content for reasons 
other than violation of its Terms of 
Service. The panel pointed out that the 
videos Domen points to as “similar” 
to his videos “lack the substance 
required to support an inference of 
discriminatory intent.” The amended 
complaint merely points to other videos 
containing references to LGBTQ sexual 
orientation and gender identities, which 
is not “a reasonably close resemblance 
of the facts and circumstances” of 
Domen’s pro-SOCE videos. 

Finally, the court points to the fact 
that Vimeo cited its Terms of Service 
when it emailed the plaintiff that his 
account was at risk of being banned 
and when they officially banned his 
account. Therefore, the court concluded 
that Domen’s claims must be dismissed 
because they failed to state a claim for 
religious or sexual orientation-based 
discrimination. Judge Rosemary S. 
Pooler was nominated to the Second 
Circuit by Bill Clinton, Judge Richard. 
C. Wesley was nominated by President 
Bush, and Judge Susan L. Carney was 
nominated by President Obama.

[Editor’s Note: The trial court had 
premised its dismissal both on failure to 
state a claim and the immunity conferred 
on internet service providers under 
Section 230 of the Communications 
Decency Act. In earlier decisions, this 
panel had affirmed on both grounds. For 
reasons not explained, the court vacated 
its earlier rulings and substituted 
this one, omitting any analysis of the 
Section 230 issue, which the trial court 
had decided in the absence of 2nd Circuit 
precedent on point.] ■

Brandon Dolinger is a law student at 
New York Law School (class of 2022).

European Justice Court Rules that 
Austria Cannot Reject a Gay Iraqi’s 
Subsequent Asylum Application 
for Failure to Previously Disclose 
Homosexuality 
By Eric Wursthorn

On September 9, 2021, the Court of 
Justice of the European Union ruled that 
Austria must reconsider its denial of a 
gay Iraqi’s application for asylum. XY 
v. Bundesamt für Fremdenwesen und 
Asyl, Case C-18/20. The case involves 
XY, a gay male Iraqi citizen living in 
Austria, who is also a Shia Muslim. 
XY submitted his first application 
for asylum in Austria to the Austria 
Federal Aliens and Asylum Service (the 
“Bundesamt”) on July 18, 2015. XY’s 
initial application was based upon fear 
for his life if he returned to Iraq because 
of his refusal to fight for Shia militaries 
and the ongoing war in Iraq. XY’s 
application was subsequently denied, 
and he lost all appeals, which became 
final as of September 25, 2018.

On December 4, 2018, XY filed a 
further application for asylum. This 
time, XY claimed the real reason he 
sought asylum was because he was 
homosexual. XY further asserted that 
he feared for his life in Iraq because 
homosexuality is banned in his country 
and “by his religion.” The Court of 
Justice noted: “[XY] has indicated that it 
was only after his arrival in Austria and 
thanks to the support of an association 
with which he had been in contact from 
June 2018 that he realized that he could 
reveal his homosexuality without danger 
to his person.” 

In a decision dated January 28, 2019, 
the Bundesamt dismissed XY’s second 
application as inadmissible on the 
ground that it was intended to challenge 
the previous denial “which had the force 
of res judicata”. The 1/28/19 dismissal 
ordered XY’s removal and banned him 
from entering Austria for two years.

XY appealed the Bundesamt decision, 
and the Bundesverwaltungsgericht 
(Federal Administrative Court, Austria) 

ruled that since XY had failed to base 
his prior application for asylum on his 
sexual orientation, he could not assert 
a new claim for asylum based upon his 
sexual orientation. XY appealed this 
decision to the Verwaltungsgerichtshof 
(Supreme Administrative Court, 
Austria), which in turn stayed the 
proceedings and referred three questions 
to the European Union Court of Justice 
for a preliminary ruling. 

1. Does the phrase in Article 40(2) 
and (3) of [Directive 2013/32] “new 
elements or findings [which] have arisen 
or have been submitted by the applicant” 
extend to circumstances that already 
existed before the final termination 
of the previous asylum procedure? 2. 
Where an asylum applicant presents 
new facts or evidence which he or she 
could not present through no fault of his 
or her own in the prior proceeding, “is it 
sufficient that he is given the opportunity 
to request the reopening[] of a previous 
procedure that has been definitively 
terminated?” 3. Can Austria refuse to 
review a subsequent asylum application 
based on facts not previously presented 
in a prior proceeding when it has not 
passed a national law conforming with 
Article 40(2) and (3) of [Directive 
2013/32]? 

Verwaltungsgerichtshof noted in 
its referral that Austrian law was not 
in accord with European Union (EU) 
law. In Austria, only circumstances 
which become apparent after a final 
decision on an asylum application, 
and which substantially alter the 
applicant’s situation, justify the opening 
of a new procedure. In contrast, where 
previously known circumstances 
were not raised in the prior asylum 
proceeding, the applicant must show 
that he or she failed to present these 
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facts through no fault of his or her own 
(Paragraph 69(1)(2) of the Allgemeine 
Verwaltungsverfahrensgesetz [General 
Administrative Law Act, BGBl. 
51/1991]). 

Meanwhile, Article 40 of Directive 
2013/32, which governs subsequent 
requests or applications for asylum in the 
EU, requires Member States to review 
subsequent requests or applications and 
deem an application admissible when 
it raises “new elements or findings 
. . . by the applicant in relation to the 
examination of his or her eligibility 
for recognition as a beneficiary of 
international protection . . . ” There is no 
mention of fault under EU law, nor any 
distinction between new circumstances 
which arose before or after a prior 
application for asylum.

The Court of Justice answered the 
Austria Supreme Administrative Court’s 
first question as follows: Article 40(2) 
and (3) of Directive 2013/32 must be 
interpreted as meaning that the concept 
of “new elements or findings which have 
arisen or by the applicant submitted” 
includes the elements or findings that 
arose after an asylum application has 
been decided, as well as the elements 
or findings that existed before the 
termination of the asylum application 
but which the applicant has not invoked.

As for the second question, the 
Court of Justice held that Austria 
may examine XY’s new claims in the 
context of a procedure reopening his 
prior application in conformance with 
Article 40(3) of Directive 2013/32. In 
so doing, the Court ruled that Austria 
may not limit an applicant’s time to 
submit a subsequent asylum application. 
The Court of Justice reasoned that 
while Austrian law provided for a two-
week limit, Article 40 did not set any 
limit which therefore “implies that the 
Member States can no longer set such a 
time limit.”

Finally, the Court of Justice ruled 
that Article 40(4) of Directive 2013/32 
must be interpreted as meaning that a 
Member State which has not adopted 
specific acts transposing that provision 
regarding the review of a subsequent 
request may not refuse under national 
law, where the new elements or findings 
relied on in support of that request 

already existed during the proceedings 
relating to the previous request and were 
not, through the applicant’s own fault, 
submitted under that procedure.

The case now goes back to Austria, 
which notably “ has a history of rejecting 
gay refugees” as noted by Molly Quell, 
who covers international law for 
Courthouse News (see Austria must give 
gay refugee another shot at asylum, EU 
court rules, Courthouse News Service, 
https://www.cour thousenews.com/
austria-must-give-gay-refugee-another-
shot-at-asylum-eu-court-rules/, last 
accessed 10/2/21). ■

Eric J. Wursthorn is a Principal Court 
Attorney for the New York State Unified 
Court System, Chambers of the Hon. 
Lynn R. Kotler, J.S.C.

UK Court of 
Appeal Confirms 
that Children 
under 18 Can 
Consent to Take 
Puberty Blockers
By Eric Wursthorn

On September 17, 2021, the UK 
Court of Appeal, Civil Division, 
reversed a decision by a lower court, 
and ruled that children are capable 
of giving consent to begin gender 
transition treatment in the form of 
puberty blockers. Bell v. The Tavistock 
and Portman NHS Foundation Trust, 
[2021] EWCA Civ 1363. The puberty-
blocking drug treatment at issue in this 
case is gonadotropin-releasing hormone 
agonists. These drugs suppress the 
physical developments that would 
otherwise occur during puberty. The 
next step in treatment is to prescribe 
cross-sex hormones and then, in 
adulthood, surgery is considered.

The case was brought by two 
claimants: a former patient named 
Quincy Bell and a mother identified 
as “Mrs. A”. The claimants sued 
defendant The Tavistock and Portman 
NHS Foundation Trust (Tavistock), 
which operates the only gender identity 
treatment program in England for 
children up to the age of 18 suffering 
from gender dysphoria. Bell was a 
former patient of Tavistock and was 
treated with puberty blockers when she 
was 16-years old. Thereafter, Bell took 
cross-sex hormones and, as an adult, 
began surgical intervention to transition 
from female to male. However, Bell 
changed her mind about transitioning 
and terminated her treatment. According 
to the Court, Bell “regrets having 
embarked upon the treatment pathway.”

Meanwhile, Mrs. A is the mother of a 
child who suffers from gender dysphoria 
and has been referred to Tavistock 
but has not yet had an appointment. 
Mrs. A. does not want Tavistock to 
prescribe puberty blockers without a 
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court order. Bell and Mrs. A contend 
that children under the age of 18 are 
not capable of giving valid consent to 
the treatment. As such, they sought a 
declaration that Tavistock’s “current 
practice of prescribing . . . hormone 
blocking treatment to children which is 
anticipatory of, and inextricably linked 
to, . . . cross-sex hormone treatment, 
absent an order from the Court in its 
welfare jurisdiction that the treatment is 
in the child’s best interest, is unlawful.”

Tavistock does not prescribe puberty 
blockers. Rather, it refers children 
with gender dysphoria who consent to 
receive puberty blockers, upon their 
parents’ consent as well, to pediatric 
endocrinologists at either University 
College London Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust (UCH) or Leeds 
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust (Leeds) 
(together the Trusts). This referral 
process is lengthy, as it takes between 
22 and 24 months just to be seen at 
Tavistock. Ultimately, it is either UCH 
or Leeds which prescribes puberty 
blockers upon the parents’ and child’s 
consent, as well as cross-sex hormones 
if necessary. It follows that UCH and 
Leeds intervened in this case because 
it was their actions that were being 
challenged by the claimants.

The case was originally heard by 
the High Court of Appeal of Justice, 
Queens Bench Division, Administrative 
Court. Based upon evidence from 
Tavistock and the Trusts that puberty-
blocking drug treatment was “safe, 
internationally endorsed, reversible and 
subject to a rigorous assessment process 
at each stage”, the High Court did not 
find that Tavistock and the Trusts’ 
practices and policies were unlawful. 
Nonetheless, the High Court granted 
claimants a declaration “that the relevant 
information that a child under the age of 
16 would have to understand, retain and 
weigh up in order to have competence 
to consent to the administration of 
puberty blocking drugs is that set out in 
paragraph 138 of the judgment handed 
down in this case on 1 December 2020.” 
Paragraph 138 essentially requires 
the child “to understand not simply 
the implications of taking [puberty 
blockers] but those of progressing to 
cross-sex hormones.” The court further 

gave wide-ranging guidance which 
applied to children of all ages suffering 
from gender dysphoria.

The Court of Appeal noted that 
the High Court’s guidance had been 
interpreted by clinicians as generally 
requiring an application to the court 
in order to treat a child with gender 
dysphoria with puberty blockers 
or cross-sex hormones. Indeed, the 
confusion is little surprising, with 
statements from the High Court like the 
following: ““in the light of the evidence 
that has emerged, and the terms of this 
judgment, clinicians may well consider 
that it is not appropriate to move to 
treatment, such as [puberty blockers] 
or [cross-sex hormones] without the 
involvement of the court.” 

Tavistock appealed to the Court 
of Appeal. Tavistock argued that the 
High Court’s decision: [1] misapplied 
applicable law; [2] was wrong in 
concluding that puberty blockers 
were “experimental” and their effects 
“lifelong” and “life-changing”; [3] was 
improperly based upon expert evidence 
submitted by the claimants; and [4] 
discriminates against children with 
gender dysphoria in violation of Article 
14 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights.

The Court of Appeal clarified, 
however, that the issue on appeal was 
whether the declaration and guidance 
which the High Court gave was correct. 
To which, the Court of Appeal held 
that “the declaration covered areas 
of disputed fact, expert evidence and 
medical opinion” and thus “should 
not have been granted”. The Court 
reasoned that while the lower court 
had good intentions, it “was not in 
a position to generalize about the 
capability of persons of different ages 
to understand what is necessary for 
them to be competent to consent to the 
administration of puberty blockers.” 

Further, the Court of Appeal 
explained that the High Court’s 
guidance “placed patients, parents and 
clinicians in a very difficult position. 
In practice the guidance would have 
the effect of denying treatment in many 
circumstances for want of resources 
to make such an application coupled 
with inevitable delay through court 

involvement. Furthermore, the guidance 
that there should be an application to 
the court in circumstances where child, 
parents and clinicians all consider the 
treatment to be in the best interests of 
the child would be inconsistent with the 
conclusion of the Supreme Court in An 
NHS Trust v. [Y [2018] UKSC 46, [2019] 
AC 97].”

Thus, the Court set aside both 
the High Court’s declaration and its 
guidance, ending its review of the 
lower court’s decision. However, in a 
seeming attempt to stave off criticism, 
the Court of Appeal acknowledged 
“the difficulties and complexities 
associated with the question of whether 
children are competent to consent to 
the prescription of puberty blockers 
and cross-sex hormones”. However, the 
Court left that question to clinicians 
to determine, summarizing Tavistock 
and the Trusts’ general practice where 
multi-disciplinary teams of clinicians 
“must satisfy themselves that the child 
and parents appreciate the short and 
long-term implications of the treatment 
upon which the child is embarking.” ■
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Failure to Protect Florida Gay Inmate from Bashing 
in Prison with “Homophobic Culture” Is “Certainly 
Concerning,” but Raises No Jury Questions under Eighth 
or Fourteenth Amendments
By William J. Rold

The Supreme Court upheld hate 
crimes legislation almost thirty years 
ago in Wisconsin v. Mitchell, 508 U.S. 
476, 488 (1993). Such legislation arose to 
address two problems: law enforcement 
not applying existing criminal law to 
protect disfavored groups; and criminals 
targeting the same groups. In Brown v. 
GEO Group, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
157364 (S.D. Fla., Aug. 18, 2021), 
report and recommendation adopted, 
2021 WL 3927379 (S.D. Fla., Sept. 2, 
2021), summary judgment was granted 
against gay-bashing inmate victim Kris 
K. Brown on all federal claims. Before 
we discuss Magistrate Judge Lisette M. 
Reid’s Report and Recommendation 
[R & R], the objections, and the final 
judgment against Brown by U.S. District 
Judge Robin L. Rosenberg, we briefly 
report the procedural history, the R & 
R’s recommendations on exhaustion 
of administrative remedies under the 
Prison Litigation Reform Act [PLRA] 
and the Eighth Amendment failure to 
protect claim. [Full disclosure: This 
writer is one of three counsel to Mr. 
Brown.]

Brown was gay-bashed in 2015 in a 
recreation yard at GEO Group’s private 
Florida prison, South Bay Correctional 
Facility [South Bay]. Counsel appeared 
in 2019, and we filed an amended 
complaint. Defendants moved to dismiss. 
Judge Reid recommended denial of the 
motion, and Judge Rosenberg accepted 
this, saying Brown had pleaded causes 
of action under the Eighth Amendment, 
on Equal Protection, and under state law 
for negligence and intentional infliction 
of emotional distress. After a short 
period of discovery, defendants moved 
for summary judgment, including an 
allegation of failure to exhaust under the 
PLRA. 

On exhaustion, Brown said his 
grievances at South Bay were ignored 

or thrown away. Defendants say he 
failed to exhaust. Judge Reid found that 
defendants did not raise exhaustion in 
their earlier motion to dismiss, which 
barred them from raising it at summary 
judgment, per F.R.C.P. 12(g)(2), as 
applied in Brooks v. Powell, 706 Fed. 
App’x 965, 969-70 (11th Cir. 2017); and 
Bryant v. Rich, 530 F.3d 1368, 1375-6 
(11th Cir. 2008).

Judge Reid spends a lot of time on 
the Eighth Amendment protection from 
harm claim, but the reasoning comes 
down to two points: (1) Brown could not 
show that defendants knew his attack 
was anticipated, because he had no 
prior attacks or threats and there was no 
history between him and his attackers – 
see Estate of Owens v. GEO Group, Inc., 
660 Fed. App’x 763, 766 (11th Cir. 2016) 
(surprise fatal attack in a classroom 
not a failure to protect); and (2) the 
atmosphere at South Bay was not shown 
to be so violent that defendants were 
on notice of the general unsafety of the 
recreation yard. Discovery showed ten 
reported incidents of inmate-on-inmate 
assault requiring hospitalizations that 
occurred in the recreation yard in the 
four years prior to Mr. Brown’s assault 
– and none in the year and one-half 
prior to it. Brown is the only case in 
which sexual orientation information is 
available because this data is not kept.

On the second point (violent 
atmosphere), the Eleventh Circuit 
requires a showing of what amounts to 
a charnel house before an “out-of-the-
blue” assault will violate the duty to 
protect. See Marbury v. Warden, 936 F.3d 
1227, 1231 (11th Cir. 2019) (plaintiff’s 
testimony he personally witnessed 15 
inmate stabbings not enough); Harrison 
v. Culliver, 746 F.3d 1288 (11th Cir. 2014) 
(33 incidents in 3 years not enough; need 
“something . . . approaching constant 
threat of violence”); see also, Lorenzo 

v. Williams, 2018 WL 3863529, *7 (S.D. 
Ga., July 30, 2018) (6 assaults/month not 
enough). 

Counsel objected to the R & R on 
equal protection grounds, based on 
the gay-bashing nature of the assault. 
Florida has a Hate Crimes Law (Fla. Stat. 
§ 775.085), which enhances penalties 
if aggravated assault is accompanied 
by sexual orientation animus. It also 
requires that such crimes be reported 
to the state (Fla. Stat. § 877.019). There 
was no question this was a hate crime – 
but these provisions, as far as prisons are 
concerned, appear to be defunct. 

Before Brown’s beating, other 
inmates told him to “stop the fag shit” 
and spat in his face, before cutting him 
in the face several times with a sharp 
weapon. He suffered deep lacerations 
(teeth showing through cheek), cornea 
damage, a LeFort fracture of his skull, 
and four days in the hospital. South 
Bay’s warden testified that he did not 
know what a “hate crime” was. Our 
computer search of over 200,000 pages 
of documents produced by GEO Group 
could not find one hate crime prosecuted 
(or even reported) in a Florida prison 
operated by GEO Group. 

Brown’s assault was also covered 
by the Prison Rape Elimination Act 
[PREA], which defines “sexual abuse” 
to include “sexual harassment” through 
repeated verbal sexual slurs, even if the 
ensuing assault is not itself a rape. 28 
C.F.R. § 115.6; see also, 28 C.F.R. §§ 
115.11(a), 115.22, 115.31, 115.51, 115.67, 
and 115.72 (covering sexual harassment, 
and its investigation and reporting). 
Although he is openly gay, Mr. Brown 
did not receive a risk assessment upon 
arrival at South Bay, as required by 28 
C.F.R. §§ 115.41 and 115.42.

The atmosphere at South Bay was 
homophobic, including segregation of 
gay, bi, and trans inmates – at mealtime, 
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in the “pill line,” in the recreation yard 
(where the gay-bashing occurred) – even 
for haircuts. Nevertheless, GEO Group 
boasted that it had a “zero tolerance” 
policy on LGBT discrimination and 
PREA violations, and the individual 
defendants (corrections officers) testified 
that they have never heard the word 
“faggot” at South Bay. They insisted that 
Brown’s assault was investigated “just 
like any other inmate.”  

The objections to the R & R focused 
on the sea change in equal protection 
law for LGBT people since Romer v. 
Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 623 (1996). Most 
recently, the Supreme Court held that 
LGBT discrimination is inherently 
discrimination on the basis of sex 
under Title VII in Bostock v. Clayton 
County, 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1741 (2020). 
Applying Bostock, the Eleventh Circuit 
ruled in Adams v. School Board of St. 
Johns County, 968 F.3d 1286, 1300 (11th 
Cir. 2020), that the Equal Protection 
Clause required “heightened scrutiny” 
and a “demanding” and “substantial” 
justification for sexual orientation 
or gender identity discrimination; 
and it struck down a prohibition on 
transgender students’ using “bathrooms” 
corresponding to their identified gender. 
The court also reaffirmed its earlier 
precedent – id. at 1296 – citing Glenn 
v. Brumby, 663 F.3d 1312, 1319 (11th 
Cir. 2011) (applying heightened scrutiny 
to the firing of a transgender employee 
of the Georgia General Assembly). 
[Editor’s Note: the 2020 panel decision 
in Adams was replaced by a new panel 
decision a year later, and then vacated 
for rehearing en banc by the 11th Circuit, 
as reported in the September issue of 
Law Notes.] 

The R & R mentions none of this 
and does not cite a single LGBT case 
on equal protection. It said that Doe v. 
Univ. of Alabama in Huntsville, 177 
F.Supp.3d 1380, 1397 (N.D. Ala. 2016) 
is “comparable” to Brown, citing (in a 
jump cite to page 1397) a part of the 
recommendation that was rejected, 
when the district judge instead allowed 
the equal protection claims to proceed. 
Id. at 1387-88. Later, when it was shown 
that the university may have delayed 
the investigation of the rape until the 
end of the hockey season because the 

perpetrator was a star athlete, the judge 
found a jury question, writing: “failure 
to properly investigate the sexual 
assault . . . and the criminal conduct 
that impacts student safety give rise to 
an Equal Protection violation because 
these alleged failures result in disparate 
treatment of female students.” Doe v. 
University of Alabama in Huntsville, 
5:14-cv-02029 (N.D. Ala.), Docket 33 at 
2 (March 23, 2017). Doe is like Brown, 
but for reasons contrary to those posited 
by Judge Reid.

The R & R begs the question 
of whether GEO Group purposely 
conducted a slipshod investigation 
because Brown is gay and that its 
pattern of such discrimination made his 
assault more likely. Judge Rosenberg’s 
adoption of the R & R likewise dodges 
the question – and it is misleading.

Judge Rosenberg cites one case 
involving LGBT parties, Morrissey 
v. United States, 871 F.3d 1260, 1271 
(11th Cir. 2017), lifting dicta with no 
context. The case involved whether half 
of a gay male couple who donated sperm 
for in vitro fertilization of a surrogate 
could deduct from his income taxes his 
payments for the surrogate’s pre-natal 
and birth expenses. In a ruling long 
applied to infertile heterosexual couples, 
the court found that only the donor’s 
sperm-donation-related expenses were 
deductible – not the expenses for the 
surrogate, unless she was a spouse or 
dependent of the taxpayer. The rule 
treated heterosexual couples (who could 
not have children in vivo and used a 
surrogate so as to have one biological 
parent) the same as it did gay couples, 
even if it could be described as having 
a disparate impact on gay couples. Id. at 
1270.

With gay-bashing, we are not talking 
about a disproportionate outcome from 
application of a neutral law; ; the impact 
on the victim is not derivative – it is the 
point. This is why we have hate crimes 
laws and the preventive measures 
required by PREA. Demanding that 
Brown show that his investigation was 
more slipshod than investigations of 
beatings of straight inmates requires him 
to meet an impossible burden, by making 
him use, as an evidentiary standard of 
proof, data that is deliberately not kept. 

Brown is not trying to prove his 
case through a statistical “impact,” 
because this evidence is not reasonably 
discoverable. Thus, Judge Rosenberg’s 
citation to Washington v. Davis, 426 
U.S. 229, 242 (1976), on disparate 
impact theory about a civil service 
promotion test, misses the point. 

Instead, Brown is asking for a 
jury to be permitted to infer that the 
homophobia at South Bay (conceded for 
purposes of summary judgment) extends 
to slip-shod or non-investigation of 
gay-bashing, because it already affects 
housing, recreation, meals, health care, 
haircuts, and daily vocabulary. Judge 
Rosenberg writes that this “homophobic 
culture” is “certainly concerning” – 
but she rules that it is not sufficient to 
present such an inference to a jury.

Judge Rosenberg cites three other 
Eleventh Circuit cases in support of 
summary judgment: Sweet v. Sec’y 
Dep’t of Corrs., 467 F.3d 1311, 1318-
19 (11th Cir. 2006 (a “prisoner must 
demonstrate that he is similarly situated 
to other prisoners . . . ”); E & T Realty v. 
Strickland, 830 F.2d 1107, 1114 (11th Cir. 
1987) (“Even arbitrary administration of 
[prison regulations], without purposeful 
discrimination, does not violate the 
equal protection clause”); and Prescott 
v. Florida, 343 Fed. App’x 395 (11th 
Cir. 2009) (plaintiff “failed to allege 
that similarly situated persons had been 
treated disparately”). None are prison 
condition equal protection cases.

Sweet was a habeas corpus petition 
by a criminal defendant (who was a 
prisoner) who tried to argue that his 
equal protection rights were violated by 
the Florida Supreme Court’s denial of 
one of his post-conviction petitions as 
untimely instead of ruling on the merits, 
thus barring his latest federal court 
petition. The court found no animus in 
the Florida court’s procedural rulings. 
Strickland involved a challenge to 
exemptions from a moratorium on 
connections to a broken county sewer 
line. Again, there was no animus, and 
the insertion of the bracketed language 
– “[prison regulation]” – disguises that 
it was a sewer access case. Prescott was 
a “takings” case involving the valuation 
of land incorporated into a state park, 
where the plaintiff received less money 
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because of standing water on his 
property. 

All three cases found the equal 
protection arguments to be frivolous – 
and Strickland had to be substantively 
altered even to make it fit. Respectfully, 
these citations show how little de novo 
review Judge Rosenberg gave to this 
six-year-old case during the three days 
the equal protection objection was 
before her. 

Unlike Adams, where the 
school board admitted transgender 
discrimination but argued it had 
“substantial” justification, GEO Group 
insists here there is no discrimination 
to justify. It fails to recognize that 
its handling of hate crimes and their 
investigation deprives a disfavored class 
of the benefits the Florida legislature 
intended. Worse, so does Judge 
Rosenberg. She finds: “Allegations of 
a homophobic culture alone are not 
enough.” 

Remarks by a bureaucrat – that 
it is “despicable” to use religion as 
an excuse to harm another – created 
a sufficient cascade of inferences to 
vacate a state agency decision and its 
appellate court affirmance punishing 
a baker’s refusing to make a wedding 
cake for a gay couple in Masterpiece 
Cakeshop, Ltd v. Colorado Civil Rights 
Comm., 130 S. Ct. 1719, 1929-30 (2018). 
The reasoning: the agency did not 
disavow the remarks and the state court 
“relegated” the point to a footnote, 
casting “doubt” on the “fairness” of 
the proceedings to the religious beliefs 
of the anti-gay-marriage baker. Here, 
a “homophobic culture” is not enough 
to present an inference to a jury. LGBT 
prisoners are thus reduced to “strangers 
to the law,” as the Court condemned in 
Romer, 517 U.S. at 635. 

The court allows Brown’s state law 
claims (of negligence and intentional 
infliction of emotional distress) to 
proceed in state court, since the statute 
of limitations has been stayed as to 
them under 28 U.S.C. § 1367(d). In 
addition to this writer, Brown has been 
represented by Jane Becker Whitaker 
(San, Juan, PR) and Stephen J. Binhak 
(Miami). Any impertinence in this 
article is the writer’s. ■

Federal Judge Allows Pro Se, Mentally 
Disabled Gay Inmate to Proceed on 
Claims of Multiple Sexual Assaults by 
Guards; Declines to Appoint Counsel 
Despite Claim of Conspiracy Reaching 
Department Head
By William J. Rold

Something is seriously wrong when 
a federal judge declines to appoint 
counsel but allows a pro se inmate to 
proceed on claims of three separate 
and outrageous homophobic sexual 
assaults by guards and a conspiracy of 
retaliation that reaches the New York 
State Corrections Commissioner. That 
is how U.S. District Judge Nelson S. 
Román ruled in Bright v. Annucci, 2021 
WL 4461682 (S.D.N.Y., Sept. 28, 2021).  
The events occurred in 2015 and 2016, at 
Green Haven Correctional Facility, the 
case started in 2018, and the litigation is 
still at the motion to dismiss stage in late 
2021. Inmate Willie Bright is currently 
at Clinton Correctional Facility (in 
Dannemora, near the Canadian border). 

Bright’s first sexual assault, in 
December 2015, involved an officer 
thrusting his entire hand into Bright’s 
rectum, after Bright testified on behalf 
of another inmate in a separate case. 
Bright says officers told him during the 
rape that “worse” was coming if he did 
not recant his testimony. [Note: Judge 
Román does not cite to this other case, 
but Bright attached correspondence 
about it to his Complaint in PACER, 
revealing a Court of Claims case 
involving officer misconduct. Only the 
State of New York can be a defendant 
in the Court of Claims, but an officer’s 
conduct can support a cause of action 
against the State.] Bright says that the 
officer who is the subject of the other 
case has connections by friendship or 
family with the New York Corrections 
hierarchy, including Commissioner 
Anthony Annucci, who was aware of 
Bright’s danger and did not protect him.

Bright says that a Green Haven nurse 
insisted that he be sent to an emergency 

room and that prison chart notes will 
corroborate this. Escorting officers tried 
to convince the watch commander “not 
to give this homo piece of shit medical 
security clearance for the trip.” Failing 
this, the officers called the hospital and 
arranged for a particular ER doctor 
(defendant Ruvo) to be assigned to 
Bright. Ruvo was “told what to do to 
make this all go away . . . there will be no 
PREA examination for this homo who 
like[s] to rat on correctional officers.” 
The officers called Bright a “homo piece 
of shit,” and said: “Dr. Ruvo works for 
us.” 

According to Judge Román’s 
summary, when Bright arrived at the 
ER, Ruvo was waiting and waved at 
the officers. Bright told Ruvo he was 
raped, still bleeding from his rectum 
(with blood dripping from his testicles), 
and in extreme pain. Ruvo told Bright 
that he (Ruvo) was only performing a 
lower leg x-ray examination and that 
he (Bright) could report any sexual 
related injuries to prison medical staff 
once he was sent back to the prison. 
Bright overheard the officers and Ruvo 
laughing and exchanging comments 
that “they got away with this all of the 
time and [Plaintiff’s] situation would be 
no different.” Bright was told to “stop 
asking for a rape kit,” or they would kill 
him and report it as an attempted escape.

Bright tried (at first unsuccessfully) to 
report all of this to the Office of Special 
Investigations (OSI), and he requested 
a transfer. He alleges Commissioner 
Annucci personally denied his transfer 
and that he was brutalized sexually at 
least two more times at Green Haven. 
Eventually, Bright’s family’s pressure 
prompted an OSI “investigation.”
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After trying to kill himself, Bright 
was placed in mental observation, 
where he started a hunger strike. He was 
later returned to general population, 
allegedly at Annucci’s behest, while 
still suicidal, at which time officers 
told him to do a better job next time he 
attempts suicide. He tried to kill himself 
again and was returned to observation 
at Downstate Correctional Facility, 
because Green Haven’s observation 
rooms were full. During this time OSI 
and PREA [Prison Rape Elimination 
Act] officials interviewed him, but he 
was sent back to Green Haven. 

Despite a “campaign” for his transfer 
by his family, Bright says that he was 
raped again by guards at Green Haven 
in February of 2016. While Bright was 
under “keeplock,” officers entered his 
cell, stripped him, and assaulted him, 
resulting in loose teeth and a black 
eye. Saying they were “taking his 
temperature” officers then inserted a 
broken thermometer into his rectum 
along with a battery. Bright interpreted 
the “temperature” remarks as a threat 
about monitoring him for future 
complaints. Bright says that he bled 
profusely and that lacerations from 
the first rape were reopened. Bright 
eventually evacuated the battery, but 
the thermometer had to be removed 
surgically at an outside hospital. 
Officers told him that “more” would 
come to “homo rats” like him. 

Bright swore not to testify against 
any officers, and he recanted his prior 
support in the other case. Several months 
passed, during which Bright was under 
observation at Green Haven, including 
by video cameras, of which defendant 
Annucci was allegedly aware. 

Nevertheless, while still at Green 
Haven under “observation,” Bright says 
that in September 2016, officers took 
him to a cell without video and one 
raped him, while the others kept lookout. 
The rapist then forced a “metal rod” into 
Bright’s rectum; and officials denied 
Bright medical treatment for a week, 
while he continued to hemorrhage, 
before he was sent to a hospital for more 
surgery. 

Judge Román recites these 
allegations in grueling detail. The case 
has 21 Corrections defendants, plus 

the emergency room doctor from the 
first rape (Ruvo), who is separately 
represented. There are multiple motions 
to dismiss.

Judge Román first addresses 
whether ER doctor Ruvo acted under 
“color of state law.” His ruling seems 
plainly wrong. He notes that private 
practitioners can be state actors when 
treating prisoners under West v. Atkins, 
487 U.S. 42, 58 (1988), and that this 
applies to doctors under contract with 
the state. See, e.g., Rodriguez v. Mount 
Vernon Hosp., 2010 WL 3825736, at *4 
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 7, 2010) [other citations 
omitted]. By contrast, ER doctors who 
provide “isolated emergency treatment 
to a prisoner on equal terms with the 
general public” are not state actors. 
See, e.g., Kavazanjian v. Rice, 2008 
WL 5340988, at *12 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 22, 
2008) [other citations omitted]. 

Here, Judge Román finds no state 
action by the ER physician in refusing to 
examine Bright for rape – as if colluding 
with police to cover up rape was normal 
business in the ER and how the general 
public would be treated. Despite the 
detailed description of collusion, 
Judge Román characterized the claims 
against Ruvo as too “conclusory,” 
noting: “Dr. Ruvo was sympathetic 
to correctional officers and wished to 
make their problems go away.” He said 
Bright needed to allege that Ruvo was 
“monetarily incentivized” or “otherwise 
captured by government compulsion” 
to find state action. Judge Román cites 
no authority for these tests, and neither 
phrase appears in any civil rights 
decision on state action. 

Judge Román also dismisses claims 
against the escort officer defendants for 
the December 2015 incident, because: 
(1) they took Bright to the hospital; 
and (2) there is no Eighth Amendment 
right to gather forensic evidence 
about an inmate rape – again, without 
authority. Later, Judge Román cites 
Bernstein v. New York, 591 F. Supp. 2d 
448, 460 (S.D.N.Y. 2008), quoting: “[t]
here is . . . no constitutional right to an 
investigation by government officials.” 
[One would presume that the quotation 
merely made the “T” in “There” a lower-
case consonant. Wrong. In the actual 
quote, the “T” is a “W” – and the word 

“There” is “Where.” So, the syntax is 
conditional, not declarative; and the 
context, “no constitutional right to an 
investigation” of a frivolous attorney 
ethics complaint.

All of this begs the question of 
Bright’s serious medical need for a 
rectal examination and treatment, which 
the officers and Ruvo colluded to deny. 
Judge Román missed causes of action 
on at least two theories: private action in 
concert with state action under § 1983; 
and conspiracy under § 1985(3).

Putting aside the transactional 
theories of state action arising from 
West v. Atkins, a private person also 
acts “under color of state law” when she 
“willfully participates in joint activity” 
with state actors. Spear v. Town of West 
Hartford, 954 F.2d 63, 68 (2d Cir. 1992), 
quoting Adickes v. SH Kreske, 398 
U.S. 144, 152 (1970); accord Panbgurn 
v. Culbertson, 200 F.3d 65, 72 (2d 
Cir. 1999). A conspiracy to violate 
constitutional rights involving class 
animus is actionable under 42 U.S.C. § 
1985(3) regardless of state action. See 
Dwares v. City of New York, 985 F.2d 
94, 97 (2d Cir. 1997) (“skinheads”). 
Judge Román’s ruling on this point 
violated a clear instruction of the Court 
of Appeals in determining state action. 
“The determination as to whether a 
non-state party acts under color of state 
law requires an intensely fact-specific 
judgment unaided by rigid criteria.” 
Arar v. Ashcroft, 585 F.3d 559, 568 (2d 
Cir. 2009) (en banc).

The dismissals of the claims arising 
from the December 2015 incident do 
not extend to the officer who actually 
raped Bright (Blot) or to those who 
assisted to cover it up at the prison – and 
the dismissal of the others is without 
prejudice to amend – although Bright 
is not given good guidance on the law. 
He fares better on later incidents, where 
the rapes left behind foreign objects 
that had to be surgically removed – 
and presumably hospital records exist 
of these procedures in February and 
September of 2016.

Officers who allegedly raped Bright 
in February and September of 2016 
(and their cohorts) remain in the case 
as defendants. Employees responsible 
for delays of his surgical treatment for 
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removal of the thermometer and the 
metal rod also remain. Judge Román 
finds a claim stated about Bright’s 
discharge from mental observation 
despite his continued suicidal ideation. 

Judge Román leaves some 
supervisory defendants in the case on a 
protection from harm claim, including 
Commissioner Annucci – at least at 
the motion to dismiss stage. Bright 
“specifically pled what Defendant 
Annucci knew, when he knew it, and 
. . . Defendant Annucci either did not 
take steps to intervene despite his 
knowledge of a coordinated effort to 
harass Plaintiff or was actively leading 
a conspiracy to harass Plaintiff.” Judge 
Román erred, however, in applying the 
five-part supervisory analysis in Colon 
v. Coughlin, 58 F.3d 865, 873 (2d Cir. 
1995). The Second Circuit ruled in 
Tangreti v. Bachman, 983 F.3d 609, 616 
(2d Cir. 2020), that Colon is no longer 
good law after Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 
U.S. 662, 676 (2009), insofar as it allows 
supervisory liability without a showing 
a subjective deliberate indifference 
by each individual supervisor. The 
pleadings and analysis here probably 
satisfy the individualized test in 
Tangreti. 

Judge Román’s analysis is also faulty, 
insofar as it relies almost exclusively on 
Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 831 
(1994), and its progeny – which involve 
suits against prison officials for failure 
to protect inmates from other inmates – 
not for failure to protect inmates from 
staff. The Prison Rape Elimination Act 
[PREA] makes this distinction clear in 
its protocols and accountability.

No one expects a prison to eradicate 
all inmate-on-inmate assaults, but there 
is never a penological justification 
for staff raping inmates. Supervisors 
are held to different standards in 
investigating and preventing staff abuse 
of inmates than abuse of inmates by 
other inmates. Compare 28 C.F.R. § 
115.76 (staff discipline) with 28 C.F.R. 
§ 115.78 (inmate discipline); see also 
28 C.F.R. § 115.64 (role of staff as “first 
responders”). 

Judge Román ignores PREA, ruling 
mechanically that it provides rape 
victims with no cause of action. Yet, 
on staff-on-inmate sexual assault, 

PREA prescribes detailed procedures 
for investigation and documentation 
that informs the state of mind inquiry 
about supervisors and their deliberate 
indifference to risk of recurrent sexual 
abuse from staff. See Trangreti, 983 
F.3d at 613-14 (prison supervisors’ 
following PREA protocol regarding 
staff who sexually assaulted prisoners 
relevant to determining their subjective 
deliberate indifference to subsequent 
sexual assaults by officers). Judge 
Román’s opinion will likely cause this 
pro se plaintiff to ignore a fruitful line 
of inquiry as the case moves to discovery 
and summary judgment.

Judge Román denies qualified 
immunity to the surviving defendants. 
Since there are fact-laden disputes on 
deliberate indifference, an appeal on 
this point should be barred by Johnson 
v. Jones, 515 U.S. 304, 307 (1996).

In this writer’s view, Judge Román 
should appoint counsel for Bright. 
This mentally disabled inmate cannot 
adequately handle this complex matter, 
where, on the pleadings, a retaliatory 
conspiracy exists against him in the 
highest levels of the New York prison 
system – and the court is letting these 
allegations go forward. Voluminous 
non-party discovery and depositions 
will be essential. The numerous errors 
in the lengthy opinion also suggest that 
the court would benefit from genuine 
adversary briefing. Judge Román was 
appointed by President Obama. ■

U.S. District Court 
Enjoins Idaho from 
Requiring a Gay 
Man to Register 
as a Sex Offender 
Based Upon Pre-
Lawrence Sodomy 
Conviction
By Matthew Goodwin

On September 8, 2021, Judge Lynn 
Winmill of the U.S. District Court 
for Idaho ruled on a pair of motions 
in a lawsuit brought by a straight 
man and a gay man challenging the 
constitutionality of a state law requiring 
both to register as sex offenders based 
on convictions that pre-dated the U.S. 
Supreme Court’s decision in Lawrence 
v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003). Doe v. 
Wasden, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 172339; 
2021 WL 4129144.

The court sided with John Doe, 
the straight plaintiff, and Randall 
Menges, the gay plaintiff, that Idaho’s 
registration requirement for their pre-
Lawrence convictions violated both 
men’s right to substantive due process, 
Doe’s right to procedural due process, 
and Menges’s equal protection rights. 
However, the court declined to declare 
Idaho’s “crimes against nature statute” 
facially unconstitutional and granted the 
state’s motion to dismiss this claim. 

By way of background, in Lawrence, 
the U.S. Supreme Court overturned 
the convictions of two gay men under 
Texas’s “homosexual conduct” law, 
which criminalized sex between 
individuals of the same sex. In so doing, 
Lawrence held that the Due Process 
Clause gives individuals the right to 
engage in private, consensual sexual 
behavior, regardless of the gender of the 
partners.

As to the particulars of this case, 
in a year and state unidentified by the 
court to preserve Doe’s anonymity, 
but prior to 2003 when Lawrence was 
decided, Doe pleaded guilty to one 
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charge of performing “ . . . a crime 
against nature on [his wife], to wit: 
oral sex.” Doe later moved to Idaho, 
was arrested on unrelated charges and, 
following that arrest, Idaho’s Bureau of 
Criminal Identification provided him 
notice that he was required to register 
as a sex offender due to the prior state 
conviction. 

Menges, now 45, had consensual 
sex when he was 18 with two 16-year-
old boys while they all were living at 
a foster program at a ranch in Idaho. 
The age of consent in Idaho at the time 
was 16. Menges had been a foster youth 
resident at the Idaho camp and stayed on 
as an employee there when he turned 18. 
Under Idaho’s law, Menges was required 
as a result of this conviction to register 
as a sex offender for life.

The court quickly dispensed with 
arguments by Idaho that Menges’ 
claims were mooted by his recent move 
to Montana and that both Menges’s and 
Doe’s claims were barred under Heck v. 
Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477 (1994). 

Based on facts undisclosed in the 
opinion, the court found Menges was 
quite likely to return to Idaho where he 
is required to register as a sex offender 
within two days of such return, whether 
to reside, work, or for education.

“Heck bars a § 1983 action that 
would imply the invalidity of a prior 
conviction if the plaintiff could have 
sought invalidation of the underlying 
conviction via direct appeal or state 
post-conviction relief, but did not do so.” 
In other words, defendants tried to argue 
that plaintiffs were trying to overturn 
their convictions through this new 
challenge rather than the procedural 
channels afforded them in the previous 
criminal cases. But the court recognized 
that the plaintiffs were challenging 
Idaho’s registration requirement, not the 
validity of their prior convictions.

Concerning plaintiffs’ challenge 
to the registration requirement, Judge 
Winmill first considered their arguments 
that the requirement violates their rights 
to both substantive and procedural 
due process under the Fourteenth 
Amendment.

The court wrote, “[t]o the extent 
the state bases its determination that 
Doe and Menges must register on the 

fact of a pre-Lawrence crime against 
nature conviction, lacking any element 
of non-consent in the judgment of 
conviction, it violates both their right 
to engage in private consensual activity 
and to be free from the burdens of sex 
offender registration.” As such, the 
registration requirement violated both 
men’s substantive due process rights as 
the court found this to be a deprivation 
of two liberty interests for plaintiffs: 
first, “ . . . the right to engage in private, 
consensual sexual conduct . . . ” and, 
second, “ . . . the liberty interest in 
being free from being labelled as a 
sex offender and the myriad of state-
imposed restrictions and requirements 
that comes with being required to 
register as a sex offender.” Following 
Lawrence, wrote the court, “[t]he 
State can have no legitimate interest in 
requiring Doe and Menges to register 
as sex offenders for engaging in private, 
consensual sexual acts.”

According to the opinion, Doe’s right 
to procedural due process had also been 
violated. The court observed “ . . . a due 
process claim lies only where (1) the 
plaintiff was deprived of a protected 
interest, and (2) the state’s procedures 
were constitutionally inadequate.” If a 
protected interest is at stake, the court 
must then employ the familiar three-part 
balancing test of Matthews v. Eldridge, 
424 U.S. 319 (1976).

The court undertook a brief overview 
of prior cases before the Supreme Court 
and 9th Circuit in which sex-offender 
registry laws had been challenged 
on procedural due process grounds. 
Where a state’s registration requirement 
is based solely on a conviction, a 
procedural due process challenge will 
fail. However, in this case, Idaho based 
its registration requirement not solely 
on Doe’s conviction but also “ . . . the 
original indictment and police reports 
to determine whether there was an 
element of non-consent underlying [his] 
conviction.”

The fact that Idaho looked beyond 
Doe’s conviction to determine whether 
he was required to register triggered the 
Matthews analysis. A full explication 
of the court’s analysis in this respect is 
not germane to this article but, suffice 
to say, perhaps most important in this 

regard for the judge was factor number 
one of the Matthews test, i.e., the nature 
of the private interest affected by the 
government’s procedures. In this case, “ 
. . . Doe’s private interest in being free 
from having to register as a sex offender 
for life is substantial. Not only is he 
publicly labelled as a sex offender, but 
he must bear the attendant burdens of 
registration for the rest of his life.” “ . 
. . [P]rocedural due process required 
[Idaho to] provide Doe a pre-deprivation 
hearing.”

Turning to the Equal Protection 
claim, the court was first required to 
identify the classifications drawn by 
the challenged statute and determine 
whether they are similarly situated, then 
select and apply the appropriate level of 
scrutiny.

The classification and “control 
group” governing the Equal Protection 
claim was, on the one hand, “18-year-
old males convicted under Idaho’s 
Crimes Against Nature statute in 1994 
for engaging in oral or anal sex with a 
16-year-old male;” and, on the other 
hand, 18-year-old males “convicted 
under Idaho’s statutory rape provision in 
1994 for engaging in vaginal sex with a 
16-year-old female.” The former group, 
the court observed, were required to 
register as sex offenders under Idaho’s 
registration requirement if they lived in 
Idaho, while the latter group was not. 
Wrote the court, “[t]he only difference 
in the groups is the sex of their partner 
and whether they engaged in oral or anal 
sex or vaginal sex.”

Although the court was loathe to 
concede the point, the appropriate level 
of scrutiny was rational basis review. “ . 
. . [T]his Court has concerns that a law 
which draws distinctions based on both 
gender and sexual orientation needs to 
survive more than rational basis review . 
. . But, the Court does not need to resolve 
the issue because the distinction drawn 
by Idaho’s sex offender registration 
law cannot survive even rational basis 
review.”

The court examined the relationship 
of the classification to the asserted goal 
and found it “ . . . so attenuated as to render 
the decision arbitrary or irrational.” The 
court adopted the position that Idaho 
had offered no justification for requiring 
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18-year-old males convicted under its 
crimes against nature statute for having 
oral or anal sex with a 16-year-old male 
to register as sex offenders while not 
absolving 18-year-old males convicted 
under Idaho’s statutory rape law from 
its registration requirement.

Having found both plaintiffs likely to 
enjoy success on the merits of all their 
due process and equal protection claims 
against the sex offender registration 
law, the court finally turned to prongs 
two through five of the five-part rubric 
for granting a preliminary injunction. 
This portion of the decision is relatively 
short, and the court found easily for the 
plaintiffs on all four elements. 

Prior to analyzing the claims 
brought by plaintiffs against Idaho’s 
sex offender registration requirement, 
the court considered and found wanting 
plaintiffs’ “stand alone” challenges 
to Idaho’s crimes against nature laws. 
In this regard the court was bound by 
a 2020 holding of the Idaho Supreme 
Court that had interpreted the crimes 
against nature law to be “ . . . within 
the holding of Lawrence.” As such, the 
court dismissed these claims.

Judge Winmill was appointed to 
the District Court in 1995 by President 
Bill Clinton. Doe and Menges were 
represented by, among others, Aadika 
Jaspal Singh and Richard Alan Eppink 
of the ACLU. ■

Matthew Goodwin is an associate at 
Brady Klein Weissman LLP in New 
York City, specializing in matrimonial 
and family law.

Private Prison Vendor Loses Motion 
to Dismiss Civil Rights Case involving 
Death of HIV-Positive Inmate after 
Horrific Failure to Treat
By William J. Rold

The Bi-State Jail in Texarkana serves 
Miller County, Arkansas, and Bowie 
County, Texas. It is privately operated by 
LaSalle Corrections, LLC. According 
to its website, the jail has a capacity of 
164 inmates. During approximately two 
months between April and June of 2019, 
HIV-positive inmate Holly Barlow-
Austin was incarcerated at the jail. 
Barlow-Austin also took psychotropics 
for mental health problems. Her 
condition, already severe, deteriorated 
over this period until she was blind and 
unable to walk – ultimately dying at age 
46. Her Estate and surviving husband 
sued over her care and conditions of 
confinement. In Mathis v. Southwestern 
Correctional, LLC, 2021 WL 4129123 
(E.D. Tex., Sept. 10, 2021), U.S. District 
Judge Robert W. Schroeder denies 
several motions to dismiss, writing his 
own opinion and also adopting the 90-
page report and recommendation of 
U.S. Magistrate Judge Caroline Craven. 

The plaintiffs also sue for wrongful 
death and loss of familial relationship. 
The defendants are Bowie County, 
Texas; various incarnations of LaSalle 
Corporate (see below); a physician, 
a nurse practitioner, and a registered 
nurse (“advanced license holders” 
hereafter); and five individual licensed 
vocational nurses – or “LVN’s” in Texas’ 
vernacular – whom the judges refer to as 
the “nursing defendants.” The motions 
to dismiss were filed by the County, the 
corporate defendants, and the nursing 
defendants. Those defendants called 
the “advanced license holders” in this 
article are not part of the motions. They 
have separate counsel, and they filed a 
separate answer. (More about that later, 
too.)

When Barlow-Austin arrived at 
Bi-State jail, her CD4 count was just 
double digit, indicating severe immune 
compromise. Her husband took her 

“cocktail” HIV medication to the jail, 
along with her mental health meds, 
but he was rebuffed. It took Bi-State 
Jail 5 weeks to reach her outside clinic, 
although some meds were started 
sporadically. Barlow-Austin had normal 
blood pressure on arrival.

Barlow-Austin quickly developed 
complications, starting with headaches 
and numbness. By the end of the first 
week, she was “very sick.” Her symptoms 
got increasingly worse each week. Her 
requests for medical attention (“kites”) 
were placed unanswered in her chart. 
Her blood pressure spiked (reaching a 
hypertensive crisis of 177/123), and she 
required a wheelchair. By this point, she 
was placed in a medical “observation 
room” near the LVN nurses’ station. 
By early June, she was unable to walk, 
completely blind, and hallucinating.

She was under video monitoring, and 
the Second Amended Complaint has 
66 embedded clips from the videotape. 
This remarkable film shows in time-
lapse footage, the transition of a thin 
(but responsive) patient to an emaciated, 
dirty, screaming, blind human, crawling 
on the floor in her own filth. She is 
“so visibly emaciated that her bones 
were jutting out.” The video, shot from 
overhead in her strip cell, shows staff 
(security and medical) walking outside 
her door, ignoring her screams.  

As to the nursing defendants, the 
judges divide the analysis into two parts: 
general conditions of confinement claim; 
and episodic acts and omissions claim. 
They find constitutional deficiencies 
under both theories.

Among the conditions claims are 
the following: “[d]espite her alarming 
symptoms, none of the nurses arranged 
for her to be evaluated by a medical 
doctor”; “nothing was done to treat 
her high blood pressure”; despite a 
serious fall from fainting, “no LaSalle 
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medical provider evaluated her during 
the following 10 days”; the nurses 
“failed to conduct their required visual 
checks . . . to document the patient’s 
highly abnormal medical signs and 
symptoms”; the nurses “failed to 
report her severe medical needs to 
higher-level providers”; “no LaSalle 
nurses responded” to Barlow-Austin’s 
“yelling or banging on the door, wall, or 
observation window”; “even a cursory 
exam would’ve shown that Ms. Barlow-
Austin was in extreme pain, could not 
walk, could barely crawl, had lost all 
vision, and was dehydrated and visibly 
malnourished”; “not one of these so-
called healthcare providers did anything 
in response to her ongoing crisis”; when 
Barlow-Austin was brought to the 
nurses’ station in a wheelchair, she was 
tachycardic (heart rate of 148), delirious, 
and unable to hold a cup of water; staff 
were “unable to draw blood because she 
had no visible veins, indicating severe 
dehydration”; “[h]er pupils were not 
reactive to light”; and she was “visibly 
malnourished.” The nursing staff called 
911, but “by this time, Barlow-Austin 
was beyond saving.” 

Episodic failures include: after 
Barlow-Austin could no longer walk, 
stand, or see, nurses charted that she 
“refused to get up and come to medical”; 
film shows her crawling from one spot to 
another in her cell, clutching an empty 
cup, “obviously thirsty and dehydrated”; 
another view shows a nurse responding 
to her screaming “water!” by charting 
that Barlow-Austin “refused” water; 
there are no notes of referral to a 
physician (or even a registered nurse), 
despite obvious signs and symptoms on 
the video.

Judge Craven found that Ms. Barlow-
Austin did not “suddenly take a turn 
for the worse” on the morning she was 
finally sent to the emergency room. 
For weeks, “[d]espite her alarming and 
progressively worsening symptoms, 
LaSalle never arranged to have her 
evaluated by a medical doctor.” Judges 
Craven and Schroeder found that lack of 
basic medical care – accompanying “the 
squalid condition of Ms. Barlow-Austin’s 
foul-smelling medical observation 
cell, her urine-soaked clothing, her 
inadequate bedding, and her lack of 

food and water” – created a conditions 
of confinement claim, in addition to a 
claim of deliberate indifference to her 
serious medical needs by the nursing 
defendants. 

The nursing defendants made an 
extraordinary claim on these facts: 
Barlow-Austin’s family could sue for 
denial of medical care or for conditions 
of confinement – but not for both. 
This argument was rejected, based 
on Montano v. Orange County, 842 
F.3d 865, 872 (5th Cir. 2016); Estate 
of Henson, 795 F.3d 456, 464 (5th Cir. 
2015); and Shepherd v. Dallas Cnty., 
591 F.3d 445, 454 (5th Cir.2009). 

The nurses next argue that they are 
merely “gatekeepers” and cannot be 
held responsible for care decisions. 
While it is true that LVN’s in Texas 
have limited practice authority and 
must be supervised by a physician 
or registered nurse – Texas Nursing 
Practice Act, § 301.353 – here, they 
were the eyes and ears of patients in 
medical observation and totally failed 
to perform this function. Each of the 
nursing defendants was “personally 
aware” of Barlow-Austin’s condition in 
this small jail “and did nothing about 
it.” Even as “gatekeepers,” (perhaps 
most importantly as “gatekeepers”), 
these nurses had an obligation to report 
abnormal findings.

Barlow-Austin is also entitled to 
inferences at this stage. These include 
the “asymmetry” in record-keeping in 
a jail, where the defendants control all 
of the paperwork and what is written 
may be incomplete. This inference 
is heightened by the uncharted 
evidence shown on the videotape and 
the misleading or false entries in the 
charts about “refusals.” The judges 
characterize the nurses’ behavior as 
“abhorrent” and “plainly” supportive of 
a claim of deliberate indifference. 

 The nurses next argue that the Estate 
cannot combine both a wrongful death 
claim and a § 1983 claim in the same 
case. This is specifically allowed by 
Saenz v. City of El Paso, Tex., 732015 
WL 4590232 (W.D. Tex. Jan. 28, 2015), 
aff’d sub nom. Saenz v. Flores, 668 Fed. 
Appx. 611 (5th Cir. 2016).

Finally, the nurses argue that they 
are entitled to qualified immunity. This 

is barred by Richardson v. McNight, 
521 U.S. 399, 413 (1997) (no qualified 
immunity for private prison operators). 
Earlier this year, the Fifth Circuit, 
applying Richardson, denied qualified 
immunity to employees of a private 
corporation that provided correctional 
healthcare services in a Texas jail 
Sanchez v. Oliver, 995 F.3d 461, 466-
72 (5th Cir. 2021). The defendants’ 
argument is frivolous.

The pattern and practices allegations 
regarding the nursing defendants 
serve to keep Bowie County and the 
corporate defendants in the case as well. 
The corporate structure seems to be as 
follows: LaSalle Management, LLC, is 
the parent company of Southwestern 
Correctional, LLC, which operates the 
Bi-State jail under the d/b/a LaSalle 
Corrections. LaSalle Management 
moved for dismissal, claiming there 
was no showing of its involvement other 
than parent-subsidiary. The allegations 
are not limited to this death or this 
jail. The Second Amended Complaint 
claims a pattern and practice by LaSalle 
that has caused numerous deaths at Bi-
State and at other Texas jails operated 
by its subsidiary, Southwest. Parent 
company officials were “on notice that 
the Bi-State Jail and other LaSalle-run 
facilities were engaging in practices 
that endangered the lives of inmates.” 
This is relevant under Balle v. Nueces 
County, 952 F.3d 552, 559 (5th Cir. 
2017). 

The allegations show “constitutionally 
impermissible profit-driven reasons” for 
understaffing and poor training. See 
death case of inmate Michael Sabbie 
at Bi-State, in Sabbie v. Southwestern 
Correctional, LLC, No. 5:17-cv-113 
(E.D. Tex.); death of Ronald Beasley 
in White v. Southwestern Correctional, 
LLC, No. 3:16-cv-448 (N.D. Tex.). 
[Note: The plaintiffs in White tried to 
unseal discovery about Southwestern in 
another death case that had “settled,” 
with a protective order; but they were 
rebuffed by the Fifth Circuit in an 
unpublished decision, Allen-Pieroni v. 
Southwestern Correctional, LLC, No. 
17-10341 (5th Cir., Aug. 4, 2017).] The 
pleadings are sufficient at this stage, 
particularly since LaSalle refused to 
comment on the other incidents. 
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After Judge Craven issued her report 
and recommendation, LaSalle moved to 
seal the videotape excerpts embedded 
in the Second Amended Complaint. The 
opinion does not rule on this motion. As 
of this writing, they can still be viewed 
on PACER.

As mentioned, the “advanced license 
holders” (physician, nurse practitioner, 
and registered nurse) are not part of this 
motion. Their answer claims that they 
have a separate contract with LaSalle 
that only requires twelve hours/site/
week and that they only see patients 
referred to them by the LVN’s. Thus, 
they claim no knowledge about Barlow-
Austin, who was never referred to 
them. Basic standards of correctional 
health care require a “Responsible 
Health Authority” at every jail, of 
whatever size. National Commission 
on Correctional Health Care, Standards 
for Health Services in Jails, J-A-2. This 
cannot be delegated to LVN’s. This 
writer understands the potential conflict 
of interests here between defendant 
groups, but it does not answer the 
question of who was in administrative 
charge of medical care at the Bi-State 
Jail, and with what qualifications. 

Barlow’s Estate and her husband 
are represented by Budge & Heipt, 
PLLC (Seattle) and Mercy Carter 
Tidwell (Texarkana, TX). LaSalle 
Corporate, Bowie County, and the nurse 
defendants are represented by Miller 
James Miller & Hornsby (Texarkana, 
TX). The advanced license holders are 
represented by Morgan Cook & Beck, 
LLP (Texarkana, TX). ■

CIVIL LITIGATION NOTES
By Arthur S. Leonard
Arthur S. Leonard is the Robert F. Wagner 
Professor of Labor and Employment 
Law at New York Law School.

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS, 4TH 
CIRCUIT – In Kadel v. North Carolina 
State Health Plan for Teachers and 
State Employees, 2021 U.S. App. 
LEXIS 26389, 2021 WL 3891732 (4th 
Cir., Sept. 1, 2021), the 4th Circuit panel 
voted 2-1 to affirm a ruling by District 
Judge Loretta C. Briggs that the state 
of North Carolina does not have 
sovereign immunity against a lawsuit 
challenging the exclusion of coverage 
for “transgender dysphoria treatments 
like counseling, hormone therapy, and 
surgical care” under the state’s health 
plan for teachers and state employees. 
The basis for the challenge is the 
antidiscrimination provision of the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA), Section 
1557. Chief Judge Roger Gregory wrote 
for the majority, finding that Judge 
Briggs correctly held that the defendant 
had waived sovereign immunity by 
accepting federal financial assistance 
for its health plan. Circuit Judge 
Albert Diaz, concurring, emphasized 
a reading of the ACA Sec. 1557 in 
conjunction with the Civil Rights 
Remedies Equalization Act of 1986, 
and devoted most of his concurrence 
to rebutting arguments made by 
dissenting Circuit Judge G. Steven 
Agee. Lambda Legal and cooperating 
attorneys from several firms represent 
the plaintiffs, with John G. Knepper of 
Cheyenne, Wyoming, having argued 
and co-counsel Lambda Legal attorney 
Omar Gonzalez-Pagan arguing in 
the appeals court. Judge Gregory was 
originally nominated to the 4th Circuit 
by President Bill Clinton, and then 
renominated by President George W. 
Bush when the Senate failed to act on 
Clinton’s nomination. Judge Diaz was 

appointed by President Barack Obama. 
Judge Agee was appointed by President 
Bush. 

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS, 9TH 
CIRCUIT – A 9th Circuit panel ruled 
on September 7 in Iraheta-Martinez 
v. Garland, 2021 WL 4057708, that 
a heterosexual married man from 
El Salvador who alleges that he was 
considered to be gay by his father, who 
referred to him as a “faggot” and beat 
him frequently when he was a minor, 
was correctly denied relief by the Board 
of Immigration Appeals, affirming 
an Immigration Judge ruling. The 
petitioner kept crossing the border into 
the U.S. unlawfully and was removed 
several times but kept returning. He is 
married to a woman. The court noted 
that there is no evidence that anybody 
in El Salvador other than Petitioner’s 
father has ever considered him to be 
gay, and that the BIA’s affirmance 
of the IJ’s conclusion that changed 
circumstances (Petitioner is now 
grown up and doesn’t have to live in his 
father’s house, so can settle anywhere 
else in El Salvador) rendered the 
evidence of past persecution irrelevant 
in his case. The court found that there 
is a statutory bar to his applying for 
asylum, beyond the obvious one of 
the requirement to seek asylum within 
one year entry, because of his status as 
somebody subject to a removal order. 
The opinion, written for the panel 
by District Judge Gary Feinerman 
(sitting by designation) goes through 
some detailed statutory interpretation 
analysis to reject Petitioner’s argument 
that the court did have jurisdiction 
to entertain an asylum claim. The 
BIA’s denial of relief is affirmed, and 
this brief synopsis cannot possibly 
do justice to the lengthy opinion by 
Judge Feinerman (who was appointed 
by President Barack Obama). The 
Petitioner is represented by Etan 
Newman (Pangea Legal Services, San 
Francisco) and Mona Maria Yousif. 
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U.S. COURT OF APPEALS, 9TH 
CIRCUIT – A 9th Circuit panel ruled on 
September 7 that an Immigration Judge 
and the Board of Immigration Appeals 
erred in concluding that the petitioner, 
a gay man from Mexico living with 
HIV who has been in the U.S. since 
2005 and works in Washington state 
has a teacher, was never “physically 
harmed by anyone in Mexico” and 
thus not qualified for withholding of 
removal. Casillas v. Garland, 2021 
WL 4065551 (Sept. 7, 2021). In a brief 
memorandum opinion, the court noted 
that the IJ had found the petitioner 
to be a credible witness, but then 
failed to recognize that his testimony 
included several incidents in which he 
was physically harmed and threatened 
as a result of attacks by neighbors 
and classmates when he was a child. 
“Because any reasonable adjudicator 
would be compelled to conclude that 
these plain acts of physical violence 
constitute ‘physical harm,’” wrote the 
court, “the IJ’s finding that [he] was 
not ‘physically harmed by anyone’ 
is error. The error is not harmless 
because a finding of persecution would 
generate a presumption of eligibility for 
withholding of removal, and ‘physical 
harm has consistently been treated as 
persecution.’” The case was remanded 
to the BIA to “reconsider” whether the 
petitioner was subjected to persecution 
in Mexico. The petitioner is represented 
by Andrew W. Augustine and Luis 
Cortes Romero, Novo Legal Group, 
PLLC, Kent, WA.

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS, 11TH 
CIRCUIT – A group of survivors 
and victims of the Pulse Night Club 
Massacre in Orlando, Florida, filed suit 
in federal court seeking to fix liability 
on Twitter, Google and Facebook, for 
providing the vehicle for ISIS to recruit 
people to commit terrorist acts in its 
name. Omar Mateen, a Florida resident, 
entered the club during the early hours of 
June 12, 2016, carrying lethal weapons, 

with which he murdered 49 people and 
wounded 53 others, claiming in a 911 
call he placed from the club that he 
was an “Islamic soldier” and declared 
allegiance to The Islam State of Iraq 
and Syria (ISIS). The plaintiffs charged 
the defendants with aiding and abetting 
international terrorism, in violation of 
the federal Anti-Terrorism Act, 18 USC 
Sec. 2333(a) & (d)(2) (the ATA), and also 
asserted Florida tort claims of negligent 
infliction of emotional distress and 
wrongful death. Colon v. Twitter, Inc., 
2021 WL 4395246 (11th Cir., Sept. 27, 
2021). The district court dismissed their 
claims, and they appealed to the 11th 
Circuit, which affirmed, in an opinion 
by Circuit Judge Adlaberto Jordan. 
The court found that this essentially 
domestic act of terrorism did not come 
within the definition of “international 
terrorism” in the ATA, and so was 
not actionable under the aiding and 
abetting provision, and that there 
was no evidence, as required by the 
statute, that the action was “committed, 
planned, or authorized” by a designated 
foreign terrorist organization. Although 
ISIS, a designated FTO, claimed 
“credit” for Mateen’s actions after the 
fact, no proof was offered that ISIS had 
planned or authorized his actions; his 
self-declaration of allegiance to them 
during the course of his attack was not 
seen as sufficient to bring it within the 
ambit of the statute. As to the Florida 
tort claims, the court found that the 
plaintiff’s failed to brief the question of 
proximate causation sufficiently for the 
court to make a ruling, thus justifying 
dismissal. The court pointed out that 
there is a body of Florida “proximate 
cause” decisions, but they did not add 
up, in the court’s view, to a coherent 
doctrinal rule that could be used to 
link the attack to the three internet 
platforms, all of which had hosted 
ISIS propaganda materials that federal 
investigators determined had the effect 
of recruiting Mateen to ISIS’s cause. 
Judge Jordan was appointed to the court 
by President Barack Obama. Several 

law firms from different parts of the 
country represented the plaintiffs. The 
court noted that the 6th Circuit has 
affirmed a similar ruling in Crosby 
v. Twitter, 303 F. Supp. 3d 564 (E.D. 
Mich., aff’d, 921 F.3d 617 (6th Cir. 2018), 
involving a different plaintiff class.

ARIZONA – In DeFrancesco v. 
Arizona Board of Regents, 2021 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 174567, 2021 WL 4170673 
(D. Ariz., Sept 14, 2021), Senior U.S. 
District Judge Cindy K. Jorgensen 
granted defendants’ motion to dismiss 
the First Amended Complaint of 
Anthony T. DeFrancesco, an out gay 
man who was discharged as Senior 
Director of Operations at the University 
of Arizona Health Sciences after four-
and-a-half years of employment. De 
Francesco alleged discrimination due 
to his sexual orientation in violation 
of Title VII and the Equal Protection 
Clause. Judge Jorgensen found that 
his complaint consisted of conclusory 
allegations calling on the court to rely 
on stereotypes to draw an inference 
of discrimination and failed to allege 
that there were similarly situated 
heterosexual men who were treated 
better than he was. DeFrancesco asserted 
that he had ably served in his position 
and was qualified for a promotion he 
sought, but Senior V.P. Dr. Michael 
Dake appointed a heterosexual man to 
the position and subjected DeFrancesco 
to harassing and humiliating conduct. 
Interestingly, Judge Jorgensen criticizes 
the Complaint as “long on rhetoric 
but short on substance,” but goes on 
to summarize DeFrancesco’s factual 
allegations in a lengthy paragraph with 
a long list of factual allegations cited to 
specific paragraphs of the complaint. 
Under federal notice pleading 
standards, we would have thought 
the amended complaint, drafted by 
counsel, was sufficient to survive a 
motion to dismiss, but a district judge 
disinclined to let the case go on might 
see things differently. The judge 
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seemed particularly put off by these 
allegation: “Dr. Dake is a heterosexual 
male who chose to specialize in one 
of the most male-dominated medical 
specialties with a reputation of jock/frat 
culture; Dr. Dake holds biases in favor 
of masculine, heterosexual males as 
ideal candidates for traditionally male-
dominated fields, such as finance; Dr. 
Dake learned that Plaintiff is married 
to a man, who at the time, was Senior 
Vice President and the Chief Financial 
Officer for the University; shortly after 
commencing his employment, Dr. Dake 
told Plaintiff that he was fired and that 
he had to reapply for his job.” Drawing 
inferences from the judge’s summary, 
it appears that the plaintiff’s husband 
left his position and the plaintiff sought 
to be promoted into that position, but 
Dr. Dake, the new Senior V.P., put a 
heterosexual man in that position and 
made plaintiff’s life miserable. While 
Judge Jorgensen acknowledges the 
Bostock decision, she asserted that 
“Plaintiff fails to allege sufficient 
factual information demonstrating that 
he and individuals outside his protected 
class were similarly situated in all 
material respects” and thus he had not 
presented comparators upon which to 
base proof of disparate treatment due to 
his sexual orientation. In granting the 
dismissal motion with prejudice, the 
judge wrote: “Plaintiff has repeatedly 
proffered insufficient allegations to 
state claims for equal protection and 
Title VII violations. The gravamen of 
his FAC utilized conclusory statements, 
unwarranted deductions of fact, and 
unreasonable inferences in an attempt 
to outline valid claims.” She goes 
on in this vein for several sentences, 
concluding that there was “no point” in 
allowing him to file a second amended 
complaint. DeFrancesco is represented 
by David W. Schechter and Louis 
R. Miller of Miller Barondess LLP, 
Los Angeles, and Jonathan Adam 
Dessaules, of Phoenix. Judge Jorgensen 
was appointed to the District Court by 
President George W. Bush.

ARIZONA – We have reported several 
times on pretrial motion decisions in 
Toomey v. State of Arizona, 2021 WL 
4272691, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 180088 
(D. Ariz., Sept. 21, 2021), in which 
Professor Russell B. Toomey is lead 
plaintiff in a class action challenging 
the state’s express exclusion of “gender 
reassignment surgery” from coverage 
under the employee benefits plan for 
state employees, including Toomey 
as a faculty member at the University 
of Arizona. In this opinion, District 
Judge Rosemary Marquez rejects the 
employer’s objection to a discovery 
order by Magistrate Judge Leslie 
A. Bowman, requiring the state to 
turn over 85 documents requested 
in discovery that they claim to be 
shielded by attorney-client privilege. 
Judge Bowman concluded that such 
a privilege claim was waived by the 
employer during discovery. “The court’s 
review of the record reveals that, despite 
the State Defendants’ protestations 
to the contrary, the State Defendants’ 
Interrogatory Responses indicate that 
they relied on the advice of legal counsel 
in deciding to maintain the exclusion 
of coverage for gender reassignment 
surgery,” wrote Judge Marquez. “This 
constitutes an affirmative act placing 
the privileged materials at issue.” Judge 
Marquez endorsed Bowman’s conclusion 
that “Plaintiff is unable to adequately 
respond to this defense without viewing 
the withheld documents. Without 
disclosure of the withheld documents, 
Plaintiff cannot fully respond to 
Defendants’ argument that their reason 
for maintaining the exclusion was 
lawful and non-discriminatory because 
it was based on legal advice. As such, 
fairness mandates that the documents 
be disclosed.” (This complaint in this 
case was filed in January 2019, before 
the Supreme Court’s ruling in Bostock 
v. Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 1731 
(2020), established a national precedent 
concerning coverage of gender identity 
discrimination under policies forbidding 
discrimination because of sex.) 

Plaintiffs are represented by the ACLU 
LGBT Rights Project and cooperating 
attorneys at Aiken Schenk Hawkins 
& Ricciardi, Phoenix, and Wilkie 
Farr, New York. Judge Marquez was 
appointed by President Barack Obama. 

CALIFORNIA – Kyle Brager, an out 
gay man, was employed by Costco from 
August 2005 until he was discharged 
for cause on December 7, 2016. He filed 
charges with the California Department 
of Fair Employment and Housing, 
alleging discrimination because of 
sexual orientation and disability, as well 
as retaliation. The employer removed 
the action to federal court on diversity 
grounds and moved for summary 
judgment after discovery. In Brager v. 
Costco Wholesale Corporation, 2021 
WL 4443010, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
185991 (E.D. Calif., Sept. 28, 2021), U.S. 
District Judge Morrison C. England, 
Jr., denied the employer’s motion as to 
Brager’s claim for declaratory relief for 
sexual orientation harassment and failure 
to prevent harassment after Brager had 
complained about it to management 
(accompanied by a demand for punitive 
damages), but granted the employer’s 
motion on Brager’s claims for disability 
discrimination, failure to accommodate 
a disability, failure to engage in an 
interactive process to accommodate 
a disability, retaliation, and wrongful 
termination. The court found that the 
employer’s attempt to limit the evidence 
concerning verbal harassment by a co-
worker that was alleged not effectively 
dealt with by the employer in response 
to Brager’s complaints was unavailing, 
because Brager’s evidence supporting an 
application of the continuing violation 
concept, rejecting the argument that the 
evidence should be limited to only the 
most recent incidents. One consequence 
of the continuing harassment was 
exacerbation of Brager’s struggles 
with depression and anxiety, for which 
he was being treated by a health care 
provider. Brager sought several medical 
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leaves over a period of several months, 
and ultimately was discharged when 
the company’s suspicion that some of 
the documentation he was providing 
in support of his leave requests was 
falsified; the company learned this 
through direct contact with his doctor’s 
office. The court found that the company 
was entitled to summary judgment on 
the discharge claim, having a legitimate 
reason for discharge that effectively 
rebutted the prima facie case as to that. 
However, Brager was entitled to continue 
litigating over the sexual orientation 
harassment and the company’s alleged 
failure to take reasonable steps to put it 
to an end. Brager is represented by James 
Alan Clark and Renee Parras Ortega of 
Tower Legal Group, PC, Gold River, 
CA. Judge England was appointed by 
President George W. Bush.

CALIFORNIA – Bay Area Reporter 
(Oct. 1) reported that Jay Brome, a 
gay former California Highway Patrol 
Officer, has settled his discrimination 
lawsuit for $2.2 million. Brome first 
sued the CHP pro se in 2016, alleging he 
had experience decades of harassment, 
starting in the academy and continuing 
during his service at postings in San 
Francisco, Solano, and Contra Costa 
Counties, according to the BAR report. 
Although Brome’s initial complaint was 
dismissed in Solano Superior Court 
on statute of limitations grounds, he 
retained counsel for an appeal, and the 
1st District Court of Appeal reversed the 
dismissal and remanded for discovery, 
with the case settling just weeks before 
a trial was scheduled to begin. Brome’s 
attorney, Gay Grunfeld, told BAR that 
there was “quite robust” discovery, 
including 32 depositions, “many lasting 
more than a day.” CHP declined to 
comment on the settlement.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA – This 
story might be headlined “there be 
consequences”! According to the 

complaint in Holbrook v. District of 
Columbia, 2021 D.C. App. LEXIS 
274, 2021 WL 4314110 (D.C. Ct. App., 
Sept. 23, 2021), the four plaintiffs 
were management officials of the D.C. 
Department of Corrections who were 
fired in retaliation for their refusal to 
‘get on the train’ as ordered by DOC 
Director Thomas Faust to make life 
miserable for two DOC employees who 
were suing DOC for sexual orientation 
discrimination. The case brought by 
the two employees, Deon Jones and 
Andra Parker, settled in 2011, but their 
lawsuit “allegedly triggered a wave of 
retaliatory conduct directed toward 
them,” about which they complained, 
including letters to the city’s mayor, 
but then obtained administrative leave 
in order to avoid further harassment 
when their complaints brought no relief. 
Faust allegedly told his staff that “they 
needed to show Jones and Parker that 
they were not running the facility” 
and that “he wanted something done” 
because he “was tired of complaints and 
stuff coming from Parker and Jones.” 
According to the complaint in this 
case, as related by Judge Joshua Deahl 
of the D.C. Court of Appeals, “When 
supervisors did assist Jones and Parker, 
other employees warned them that 
doing so would get them in ‘trouble’ 
or fired, and that not being a ‘team 
player’ could ‘cost’ them.” Each of the 
plaintiffs in this case (James Holbrook, 
Larry Bishop, Sonji Johnson, and 
Collins Snow) were former management 
officers for DOC who supervised Jones 
and Parker at various times. They claim 
that they “were unlawfully terminated 
in retaliation for their objections to 
how Jones and Parker were being 
treated, and for their refusals to actively 
participate in such treatment.” The trial 
court granted defendants’ motion for 
summary judgment, but the court of 
appeals found that the complaint stated a 
claim under the District’s Whistleblower 
Protection Act, which protects an 
employee’s refusal to comply with an 
illegal order and their disclosure of 

information that they reasonably believe 
evinces illegal conduct. The court of 
appeals found that plaintiffs’ allegations 
were sufficient to support claims as 
to both of these categories, and that 
“the District’s proffered independent 
reasons for appellants’ terminations do 
not warrant summary judgment in its 
favor; they lack corroborating evidence 
and are undermined by the significant 
evidence in the record suggesting 
appellants’ terminations were prompted 
by their protected conduct.” The case 
was remanded to the trial court for 
“further proceedings.” Plaintiffs are 
represented by Neil L. Henrichsen. 
Judge Deahl was appointed by President 
Donald J. Trump. The other judges on 
the three-judge panel were appointed 
by President Barack Obama (Catherine 
Easterly) and Ronald Reagan (Senior 
Superior Court Judge Cheryl M. Long, 
sitting by designation).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA – U.S. 
District Judge James E. Boasberg issued 
an opinion in Whitman-Walker Clinic 
v. United States Department of Health 
and Human Services, 2021 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 167406 (D.D.C., Sept. 3, 2021), 
denying a motion by plaintiffs to lift 
a stay of the litigation challenging 
the Trump Administration’s 2020 
Rule that had revised or repealed an 
Obama Administration Rule from 2016 
that had, inter alia, extended various 
protections against discrimination 
for LGBTQ people in the health care 
realm. The stay was granted on joint 
motion of the government and the 
plaintiffs in February 2021, to give 
the Biden Administration breathing 
room to determine how to proceed in 
effectuating the President’s January 21 
Executive Order, which directed federal 
agencies to follow the Supreme Court’s 
ruling in Bostock v. Clayton County in 
interpreting and enforcement federal 
sex discrimination laws. Between 
this court and several other district 
courts, the most objectionable features 
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of the 2020 Rule were preliminarily 
enjoined by February. Judge Boasberg 
determined that lifting the stay now 
and allowing the litigation to proceed 
was unnecessary to protect the rights of 
LGBTQ people, since the preliminary 
injunctions remain in effect and the 
court had previously determined that the 
plaintiffs lacked standing to challenge 
many of the provisions of the 2020 
Rule that have not been preliminarily 
enjoined. In any event, the judge 
pointed out, the defendants “have given 
Plaintiffs reason to believe that they 
will soon act to address their concerns,” 
noting a series of Executive Orders and 
policy directives issued by President 
Biden, as well as a formal Notification 
of Interpretation and Enforcement 
of Section 1557” of the ACA that 
has been published on May 25 in the 
Federal Register. HHS has indicated its 
intention of publishing a new proposed 
Rule to replace the 2020 rule early in 
2022. “To both preserve resources 
and because of a lack of prejudice 
to Plaintiffs,” wrote Boasberg, “the 
Court, exercising its ‘broad discretion,’ 
concludes that ‘circumstances have [not] 
changed such that the court’s reasons 
for imposing the stay no longer exist or 
are inappropriate.” Whitman Walker is 
represented by attorneys from Lambda 
Legal and Steptoe & Johnson LLP. 
Judge Boasberg was appointed to the 
U.S. District Court by President Barack 
Obama, having previously served on the 
District of Columbia Court of Appeals 
by appointment of President George W. 
Bush. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA – D.C. 
Superior Court Judge Jason Park has 
denied a motion by the defendant 
employer in a gender identity 
discrimination case to compel an 
independent medical examination of the 
plaintiff, a transgender woman, whose 
complaint seeks damages for “emotional 
distress.” Medrano v. International 
Golden Foods, 2021 D.C. Super. LEXIS 

17 (D.C. Super. Ct., Sept. 21, 2021). 
Hired as Portillo Medrano in 2011 by 
a franchise McDonald’s restaurant as 
a “customer service representative,” 
Medrano began transitioning consistent 
with her female gender identity as Diana 
Medrano in 2012. After transition, she 
alleges being subjected to a hostile 
environment by supervisors, including 
misgendering her and using her former 
name, and discriminatory reduction of 
her work hours, about both of which 
she complained to her employer’s 
human resources department. In 2016, 
she submitted a second complaint 
about the same issues, and she was 
terminated soon after, the employer 
claiming that her immigration status 
did not authorize her to work in the U.S. 
(They just woke up to this after she had 
been working there for several years? 
Sounds like pretext to us.) Medrano 
sued in D.C. Superior Court on January 
8, 2021, alleging violations of the 
D.C. Human Rights Act and claiming 
damages for emotional distress based 
on “embarrassment, humiliation, pain, 
suffering, anguish, distress, indignity, 
and loss of enjoyment of life,” but she 
did not seek damages for non-emotional 
physical injury. As the deadline for 
completion of discovery approached, 
the employer moved to compel an 
independent medical examination, 
claiming this was relevant to Medrano’s 
emotional distress claimed because 
it put her “mental condition” in 
controversy, and sought an extension 
of the discovery deadline. Judge Park 
noted that there was no controlling 
D.C. Court of Appeals precedent on a 
question as to which the federal courts 
are split: whether an emotional distress 
claim, as such, may require a plaintiff to 
submit to a medical examination as part 
of discovery. He noted that the majority 
of courts say that an ordinary “garden 
variety” emotional distress claim would 
not support such an order, listing various 
factors that would make a medical 
examination appropriate, such as a cause 
of action for intentional or negligent 

infliction of emotional distress, and a 
claim for “extreme” emotional distress, 
and finding that none of those factors 
applied to this case. Judge Park decided 
to follow the majority, so the motion to 
compel and to extend time was denied. 
Medrano is represented by Andrew 
Adelman and Jonathan Puth. Judge Park 
was appointed by President Donald J. 
Trump.

FLORIDA – The lesson of DuPell v. 
School Board of Broward County, 
Florida, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 184839 
(S.D. Fla., Sept. 27, 2021), might be 
simply stated as “just because you’re 
gay doesn’t mean that’s why you were 
discharged.” U.S. District Judge Rodney 
Smith granted motions for summary 
judgment filed by the School Board 
and by the Championship Academy of 
Distinction at Davie Campus charter 
school (CAD), ruling against Todd Alan 
DuPell’s claim that he was discharged 
as principal of CAD because of his 
religion and sexual orientation in 
violation of Title VII and the Florida 
Civil Rights Act. On July 11, 2019, the 
governing board of CAD, a charter 
school sponsored by the Broward 
County School District, voted to 
approve a contract with DuPell to be 
principal of CAD. On July 31, the School 
Board sent all charter school principals 
a reminder that they were obligated 
under a Florida statute that was adopted 
in response to the Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School shooting incident 
to have a Safe School Officer on site. 
A meeting of charter school principals 
was held on August 1, 2019, the date 
by which each charter school had to 
upload to the School Board’s website 
their compliance documents. CAD 
missed the deadline, and was faulted 
at a subsequent inspection for not 
having a school safety officer on-
site. The School Board reacted by 
suspending CAD’s charter and sending 
two assistant principals employed by 
the School Board to run the school, 
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and CAD’s charter was terminated at 
a School Board meeting on August 
20, 2019, which DuPell attended with 
his husband (who he mentioned in his 
testimony in opposition to the motion to 
suspend CAD’s charter). Witnesses for 
the School Board indicated that they did 
not know DuPell was gay before he was 
terminated, and that the termination 
was entirely due to the failure of CAD 
to comply with the MSD safety statute. 
Similarly, there was no evidence 
that anybody at the Board or CAD’s 
governing body knew that DuPell was 
a member of the Center for Spiritual 
Living Church or had any knowledge 
of his religious beliefs. Judge Smith 
concluded that even if DuPell could 
plead a prima facie case, under the 
employment discrimination statutes 
defendants could rebut that case by 
articulating a non-discriminatory reason 
for the termination of his employment, 
which they had, and he had presented 
no evidence showing that the reason 
cited as pretextual. Although one other 
charter school had also failed to meet 
the deadline and their principal was not 
terminated, the record showed that the 
other school had made an appropriate 
security officer arrangement shortly 
thereafter, and there was noting in the 
record about the sexual orientation or 
religious beliefs of the principal who 
was not dismissed. DuPell’s counsel 
are John Paul Salas and Michael 
George Green, of the Salas Law Firm, 
P.A. Judge Smith was appointed to the 
district court by President Donald J. 
Trump. 

MARYLAND – U.S. District Judge 
Stephanie A. Gallagher granted an 
employer’s motion to dismiss a Title VII 
complaint by a discharged transgender 
employee in Samnang v. Bouchard 
Ventures, LLC, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
175455, 2021 WL 4197662 (D. Md., 
Sept. 15, 2021). Jamie Nadeth Samnang 
began working as an instructor at Aspen 
Beauty Academy of Laurel on January 

2, 2019. Aspen is owned by Bouchard 
Ventures. According to the complaint 
in this case, “Mr. and Mrs.” Bouchard, 
“on information and belief,” did not 
know that Samnang was transgender 
when they hired her. In May 2019, an 
openly gay instructor at Aspen named 
Ulysses Powell told Samnang that he 
had been subjected to sexual orientation 
harassment by a student. “Plaintiff tried 
to intervene with the student, but was 
unsuccessful,” wrote Judge Gallagher. 
Samnang then reported the incident to 
Mrs. Bouchard, asking that the student 
be suspended or expelled, but the 
student was only asked to apologize 
and did not suffer any discipline. A few 
weeks later, Powell told Samnang that 
he heard “a group of students plotting 
to fabricate a complaint against her to 
get her fired,” and later that day she 
learned that “some students” told Mrs. 
Bouchard that Samnang made racist 
statements and comments to include 
“grotesque and demeaning racial slurs,” 
and that she “felt entitled to speak 
this way because she is a transgender 
Asian woman.” Samnang denied these 
allegations to the Bouchards, telling 
them that Powell had overheard students 
plotting to fabricate a complaint to 
management, and she followed up 
with a letter to the Bouchards denying 
the allegations. Samnang alleges that 
other students denied hearing her 
making any race-based comments or 
feeling discriminated against by her, 
but nonetheless the Bouchards fired 
her a week later without undertaking 
an investigation, and she sued alleging 
a pattern of “selective enforcement of 
workplace rules giving preferential 
treatment to its non-LGBTQ employees.” 
In granting the motion to dismiss, Judge 
Gallagher writes that the complaint 
“contains no factual allegations that 
would permit a plausible inference 
that Plaintiff was fired because of 
her sex or her status as an LGBTQ 
employee,” and that the complaints 
of racism received by the employer 
would “suffice to defeat a showing of 

satisfactory job performance,” which 
is necessary to prove a prima facie 
case of discrimination. She also wrote, 
“Plaintiff cites no incident where a non-
LGBTQ employee received multiple 
allegations of racist or otherwise 
discriminatory behavior but remained 
employed. In fact, she cites no examples 
of investigations conducted into 
alleged misconduct by non-LGBTQ 
employees which might evidence a 
distinction between her treatment and 
the treatment of employees outside her 
protected class.” The judge labelled 
Samnang’s allegation of “preferential 
treatment” and “disparate treatment” 
as conclusory in the absence of such 
allegations. “Importantly,” she wrote, 
“Plaintiff does not allege that she 
personally experienced any anti-
LGBTQ harassment in the workplace. 
Thus, her allegations regarding Mr. 
Powell’s harassment by a student or by 
unidentified customers are irrelevant to 
her claim, which does not concern an 
alleged hostile environment for LGBTQ 
employees.” The court also rejected 
a retaliation claim. Normally, close 
temporal proximity of an employee 
reporting to management an incident of 
harassment (such as Samnang’s report 
of the harassment of Powell) followed by 
the employee’s discharge could suffice 
to sustain a retaliation claim, but in this 
case, wrote Gallagher, the complaints of 
the students about racist statements by 
Samnang were sufficient to discredit 
the retaliation claim. That is, Gallagher 
was ready to assume without proof to 
the contrary that the Bouchards were 
not aware that students had fabricated 
charges against Samnang when they 
acted to dismiss her, even though 
Samnang had told her both orally and in 
writing that the students had fabricated 
the charges. As long as they had a good 
faith belief that Samnang engaged in 
such conduct, she wrote, they were 
privileged to act and not required by 
Title VII to investigate. Samnang is 
represented by Joseph Mitterand Fah, of 
Fah Law Group PC, Silver Spring. Judge 
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Gallagher was appointed by President 
Donald J. Trump. Surprised?

NEW YORK – U.S. District Judge Mary 
Kay Vyskocil granted the employer’s 
motion to dismiss a sex and sexual 
orientation discrimination claim asserted 
by a discharged Metro-North Railroad 
employee in McMillian v. Metro-North 
Railroad, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179216 
(S.D.N.Y., Sept. 20, 2021).  The plaintiff, 
Meldeisha McMillian, self-identified 
as an African-American heterosexual 
woman, was discharged for her sexual 
harassment of a co-worker who is a 
transgender man, Shine Williams, 
who filed a complaint in October 2016 
against McMillian with Metro-North, 
alleging that McMillian “grabbed [his] 
crotch area and asked him if it was 
big.” The next day, McMillian was 
summoned to her supervisor’s office 
and arrested by MTA police officers, 
charged with “forcible touching” and 
“sexual abuse in the third degree” in 
violation of NY Penal Law Sections 
130.52(1) and 130.55. At the same 
time Metro-North administratively 
charged her with conduct unbecoming 
a Metro-North employer, violation of 
the employer’s policy against sexual 
harassment and equal opportunity, 
as well as its workplace violence 
prevention policy and violation of 
a general safety instruction, on the 
ground that she “groped and touched 
another Metro-North employee, asked 
explicit questions about his genitalia, 
and questioned his gender identity.” 
McMillian was acquitted of the criminal 
charges after a state court trial in July 
2017, but this was months after Metro-
North had conducted an administrative 
trial in December 2016, in which she 
was found guilty as charged and fired 
from her job. Her union appealed the 
discharge decision to Metro-North’s 
Labor Relations Department, which 
denied her appeal in March 2017. Then 
she appealed to the Special Board of 
Adjustment, established by Metro-

North and the Union pursuant to the 
federal Railway Labor Act, which 
heard her appeal in 2019. Her major 
argument was that her April 2017 
acquittal on the criminal charge should 
be given collateral estoppel effect 
and required reversal of the Labor 
Relation’s Departments ruling and 
her reinstatement. The Special Board 
rejected her argument, holding that it 
was unable to consider “new evidence” 
not presented at the administrative 
trial in December 2016. McMillian 
then filed suit in NY Supreme Court, 
N.Y. County, alleging discrimination 
against her by Metro-North because 
of her sex and sexual orientation in 
violation of the New York City Human 
Rights Law (NYCHRL), and once again 
made a “collateral estoppel” argument 
based on her April 2017 acquittal on 
the criminal charges. She also attacked 
the Adjustment Board’s Decision as 
“arbitrary and capricious.” Attacking the 
Adjustment Board’s decision provided 
the jurisdictional hook for Metro-North 
to remove the case to federal court 
under federal question jurisdiction, 
where Metro-North moved to dismiss 
the entire case for failure to state a 
claim on any of the causes of action. 
Judge Vyskocil found that grounds for 
review of an Adjustment Board decision 
are very narrow – much narrower than 
“arbitrary and capricious” – and that 
McMillian’s objection to the Board’s 
decision was not reviewable “in any 
event” by the district court. However, she 
rejected Metro-North’s argument that 
the Board decision “on its own” would 
preempt or collaterally estop McMillian 
from asserting a claim under the 
NYCHRL. On the other hand, the court 
concluded that McMillian failed to state 
a claim under the NYCHRL because 
she provided no factual allegations 
sufficient to support an inference of 
discriminatory intent against her on the 
basis of her sex or sexual orientation.  
“There is not a single paragraph in the 
complaint stating any action or event 
that can lead the Court to infer any 

discriminatory motive by any person 
involved in Plaintiff’s termination,” 
wrote the judge, also noting that the 
factual allegations were insufficient to 
ground a retaliation claim as well. And, 
she wrote, “Plaintiff opposes dismissal 
of her NYCHRL claims with less than 
a single page of her opposition, arguing 
that her conclusory allegations are 
sufficient because ‘in a motion brought 
pursuant to Rule 12(b), pleadings are 
deemed to be true.’ While that may be 
correct as a general matter as far as 
the statement of law goes,” wrote the 
judge, “the law is clear that conclusory 
allegations, especially ‘legal conclusions 
couched as a factual allegation,’ are not 
assumed to be true.” The court denied 
leave to amend, pointing out that the 
plaintiff had not attempted to “explain 
what facts she could add in any amended 
complaint or how her amendment would 
cure the defects identified here,” but 
“without prejudice to timely filing a 
motion to amend, attaching any proposed 
amended complaint, and briefing how 
any proposed amendments would not be 
futile and might withstand a motion to 
dismiss.” McMillian is represented by 
Steven L. Barkan of Melville, N.Y. Judge 
Vyskocil was appointed to the district 
court by President Donald J. Trump. 

NEW YORK – Michael Barney, a 
gay man who was fired during his 
probationary period as a clinical social 
worker at H.E.L.P. Homeless Service 
Corporation, partially defeated the 
employer’s summary judgment motion 
and will be able to pursue a hostile work 
environment claim under the New York 
City Human Rights Law (NYCHRL) 
and a discriminatory discharge claim 
under Title VII of the federal Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, the New York 
State Human Rights Law (NYSHRL), 
and the NYCHRL. However, District 
Judge Katherine Polk Failla granted the 
employer’s summary judgment motion 
as to hostile work environment claims 
under Title VII and the NYSHRL, and 
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retaliation claims under all three statutes, 
in Barney v. H.E.L.P. Homeless Service 
Corporation, 2021 WL 4267629, 2021 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 178813 (S.D.N.Y., 
Sept. 20, 2021). Barney claimed that 
his supervisor learned that he was gay 
when overhearing him make a comment 
to two female co-workers with whom 
he was “admiring” a photo on his 
phone of a man wearing a “romper.” 
Barney claims that his supervisor, Tina 
Goodrich, then stated along the lines 
of: “Why are men wearing women’s 
clothing? We women can’t have 
anything for ourselves anymore.” In his 
complaint and the subsequent discovery 
record, Barney cites several remarks by 
Goodrich (mostly to others that he only 
heard about second-hand) suggested 
that she was disapproving of gay men 
and their “lifestyle.” In her deposition 
testimony she denied making most of 
these remarks, but some were testified 
to by co-workers in depositions. Barney 
also claimed that after this initial 
incident, Goodrich started treating him 
differently or worse than she treated 
other employees, particularly in matters 
of absence or lateness and, in particular, 
his violation of a rule against making 
an unscheduled home visit to a client 
by himself without permission from his 
supervisor, as to which Goodrich later 
asserted that Barney had lied to her about 
the circumstances. Goodrich sent her 
draft for a written 30-day probationary 
report on Barney’s performance, which 
concluded that he should be terminated, 
to the agency’s executive director with 
a cover email in which she asked, “Do 
you think it needs to be much lower?”. 
Barney was terminated as a result of 
the probationary report, and filed suit 
under Title VII, the NYSHRL and 
the NYCHRL, surviving a dismissal 
motion on technical grounds during 
2020. After discovery was concluded, 
the employer moved for summary 
judgment, and Judge Failla found that 
Barney’s allegations did not meet the 
high bar for a hostile environment claim 
under the federal and state laws, but that 

the NYCHRL sets a lower bar for such a 
claim, so Barney can pursue that claim 
under the city law. Shortly before he 
was discharged, Barney had submitted a 
request to meet with the agency’s Senior 
Vice President, who informed Goodrich 
of Barney’s request and responded to 
Barney that Barney should raise any 
issues first with his supervisor. Barney 
made these communications the basis 
for a retaliation claim, suggesting 
that this was “protected activity” but 
Judge Failla concluded that this was 
not sufficient to state such a claim, as 
Barney’s request did not include any 
explicit complaint about discrimination. 
However, on the main issue of whether 
Barney’s sexual orientation was a 
cause of his discharge, the court found 
the record on summary judgment 
contained material factual disputes 
sufficient to survive the employer’s 
motion, especially disputes about what 
Goodrich did or did not say that would 
cast light on discriminatory intent, and 
whether the reasons the employer cited 
for Barney’s discharge were pretextual. 
Notably, the cover email transmitting the 
draft probationary report could support 
Barney’s contention that Goodrich was 
deliberately ranking him lower than 
the minimum standard in order to get 
approval to discharge him. Barney is 
represented by LeGaL member Jillian 
T. Weiss of New York. Judge Failla 
was appointed to the district court by 
President Barack Obama.

NEW YORK – U.S. District Judge Margo 
K. Brodie issued an extraordinarily 
lengthy opinion in Cherry v. New York 
City Housing Authority, 2021 WL 
4481004, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 191353 
(E.D.N.Y., Sept. 30, 2021), granting in 
part and denying in part defendants’ 
summary judgment motions in a multi-
count discrimination case brought under 
Title VII, the New York State Human 
Rights Law, and the New York City 
Human Rights Law. Plaintiff, Ivan L. 
Cherry, self-identified as a “gay, HIV 

positive man,” represents himself pro 
se. Cherry began working for NYCHA 
on October 25, 2010, as a secretary 
at Fiorentino Unity Plaza, then was 
transferred to Garvey Prospect Plaza in 
August 2013, staying there until April 1, 
2014, when he was transferred to Louis 
Armstrong (another NYCHA site) until 
his discharge effective September 26, 
2014. He argued that he was subjected 
to gender, sexual orientation and 
disability discrimination at Unity Plaza, 
and was further subjected to disability 
discrimination at Garvey Plaza. He also 
asserted retaliation claims stimulated by 
his complains and several EEOC charges 
along the way. The full account of his 
allegations given by Judge Brodie is too 
extensive for inclusion here. Suffice to 
say that a central issue in his case was 
the undesirable working conditions in 
which he found himself (no surprise 
given the reputation of NYCHA’s 
decaying physical plant), disputes about 
work assignments and lack of overtime 
pay, and a supervisor who apparently 
engaged in sex stereotyping regarding 
“men’s work” and “women’s work” 
and the work Cherry was assigned 
to do. The opinion is so detailed and 
lengthy that the judge prefaces it with a 
table of contents. The court denied the 
employer’s summary judgment motion 
as to various gender, sexual orientation 
and disability discrimination claims 
under Title VII and the NYS and NYC 
human rights laws, but granted the 
motion as to some Title VII and NYS 
claims, the wrongful discharge claim, 
and the retaliation claims. Surprisingly, 
given the disability claims, Cherry 
did not invoke the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. Judge Brodie was 
appointed by President Barack Obama.

OHIO – U.S. District Judge Douglas 
R. Cole granted the employer’s motion 
for summary judgment of an African-
American lesbian’s Title VII and Ohio 
civil rights action in Shields v. Sinclair 
Media III, Inc., 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
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188902, 2021 WL 4472520 (S.D. Ohio, 
Sept. 30, 2021). Erica Shields was 
hired as a Master Control Operator, 
responsible for the accuracy and quality 
of audio and video broadcast over 
Sinclair’s television network, beginning 
in September 2016. She received a good 
performance review in May 2017, but 
she claims that her relationship with 
the employer began to “sour” in August 
2017. Her supervisor, commenting about 
her sexual orientation, said that he did 
not care for “that lifestyle,” and she 
claims that she was being “singled out” 
for unfair criticism of her work. The 
company claimed that other Operators 
had complained about her behavior, but, 
writes Judge Cole, “the record lacks 
specificity about the content of these 
complaints.” She and other Operators 
were disciplined in September 2017 for 
violations of company policies that Cole 
does not describe. Sinclair purportedly 
discharged Shields for accessing the 
email account of another employee and 
printing out a confidential document 
without the co-worker’s permission. 
A company investigation uncovered 
witnesses who claimed to see Shields 
removing the document in question from 
the printer, but she claims she printed 
it out inadvertently and that somebody 
else retrieved it from the printer. Sinclair 
discharged Shields, citing this incident, 
on October 30, 2017; the co-worker, a 
straight white male, was reprimanded 
but not fired for violating company 
policy by not logging out of his email 
account. Opposing Shield’s complaint, 
Sinclair argued that it terminated her 
solely because of her violation of the 
email rules. Cole describes Shields’ 
opposition to Sinclair’s motion for 
summary judgment as rather haphazard, 
full of irrelevant materials and exhibits 
that were not admissible as evidence, 
and failing to make a coherent argument 
in response to the magistrate’s findings. 
The magistrate judge recommended 
granting Sinclair’s motion, and Judge 
Cole agreed with Sinclair’s argument 
that Shields had failed to properly 

object to any portion of the magistrate’s 
report and recommendation in her suit 
papers. “In sum,” wrote Cole, “Shields’ 
Statement of Facts, which comprises the 
bulk of her purported Objection, consists 
entirely of what are effectively general 
objections, conclusory assertions, and 
factual allegations not addressed with 
any specificity to the R&R. That is not 
a proper objection under Fed. R. Civ. P. 
72, even by the lax standards that apply 
to pro se litigants.” In light of that, the 
court “at most reviews the R&R for a 
‘clear error on its face,’” and finds none. 
“Indeed,” wrote Cole, “the court doubts 
that even de novo review of the material 
portions of the R&R (which, to be clear, 
the Court does not conduct) would 
lead to a different result in this case.” 
Confusingly, the court refers to Shields 
as a pro se litigant in the opinion, 
but the opinion lists Theodore C. 
Copetas and David A. Eberly, of Everly 
McMahon Copetas LLC, as counsel for 
plaintiff. Perhaps they entered the case 
after Shields had submitted her own 
Objections? Judge Cole was appointed 
by President Donald R. Trump. Sinclair 
Broadcasting, operating an extensive 
network of local media outlets, is 
generally regarded as a right-wing pro-
Republican media voice.

OREGON – On September 27, 2021, 
U.S. District Judge Ann Aiken mainly 
rejected a motion by the State of Oregon 
to dismiss a class action lawsuit leveling 
constitutional and statutory challenges 
to the operation of the state’s Child 
Welfare Agency of the Department 
of Human Services under its mandate 
to protect the safety and welfare of 
children. Wyatt B. v. Brown, 2021 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 184389, 2021 WL 4434011 
(D. Ore.). The plaintiffs are “youths in 
the custody of DHS” who are housed, 
“variously, in foster homes or in facilities 
contracted for by DHS.” The complaint 
alleges deficiencies in the operation of 
this child welfare system attributable to 
underfunding, understaffing, inadequate 

training, and the like, alleging that the 
result is that children in the care of 
the state are suffering deprivation of 
constitutional rights in violation of the 
14th Amendment, and statutory rights 
under the Adoption Assistance and Child 
Welfare Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 670 
et seq), the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, and the Rehabilitation Act. The 
complaint describes three subclasses: 
those of children with disabilities 
within the meaning of the ADA, those 
of children who are 14 or older and 
thus eligible “for transition services 
and lack an appropriate reunification or 
other permanency plan,” and those who 
identify as sexual or gender minorities, 
including lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, 
transgender, intersex, gender non-
conforming, and non-binary children” 
(described as the SGM subclass). The 
specific allegations with respect to the 
SGM subclass are that defendants have 
violated class members’ rights “(1) to 
freedom from bias-related violence, 
abuse, and harassment while in state 
custody; (2) to freedom from systemic 
discrimination based on sexual 
orientation, gender identity, and gender 
expression; (3) to privacy regarding the 
same; (4) to medically necessary gender-
affirming medical and psychological 
care; (5) to culturally competent 
reproductive health care and sexual 
health services; and (6) to be clothed 
and groomed consistent with their 
sexual orientations, gender expressions, 
and gender identities.” Judge Aiken first 
confronted the state’s argument that the 
rule of federal abstention applies under 
the Supreme Court’s decision in O’Shea 
v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488 (1974), because 
of the degree to which the child welfare 
system is intertwined with the state 
court system. Judge Aiken concluded 
that there were significant distinctions, 
and that the lawsuit was not aimed at the 
operation of the courts, but primarily 
at the deficiencies of the state’s child 
welfare bureaucracy, so abstention was 
inappropriate. However, she found that 
the Due Process claims asserted in the 
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complaint went beyond the boundaries 
recognized in caselaw, so she dismissed 
some but not all of the specific due 
process claims. However, she denied 
the motion to dismiss claims under 
the Child Welfare Act, and concluded 
that plaintiffs had “adequately pleaded 
their claim for disability discrimination 
based on a failure to provide reasonable 
accommodations under the ADA and 
the Rehabilitation Act.” She also found 
the pleadings sufficient to raise issues 
under the “integration mandate” of 
the Child Welfare Act, which favors 
community-based placements over 
institutional placements, relating 
specifically to the placement of children 
with disabilities being “unnecessarily 
placed in institutional facilities and 
deprived of placement in the least-
restrictive settings.” The suit is brought 
by two public interest organizations: 
A Better Childhood and Disability 
Rights Oregon, with the assistance and 
representation of counsel from Davis 
Wright Tremaine, LLP, Portland. Judge 
Aiken is Chief Judge of the Oregon 
District Court. She was appointed to the 
court by President Bill Clinton. 

OREGON – Further to the story above 
about the class action against Oregon 
Child Welfare Agency officials, in 
E.F. v. Evans and A.F. v. Evans, 2021 
WL 4255048 & 2021 WL 4255043 
(D. Ore., September 17, 2201), U.S. 
Magistrate Judge Patricia Sullivan 
dealt with pretrial motions in a case 
brought on behalf of two minor boys 
who suffered as clients within the child 
welfare system. To read the opinion is 
to be confronted with evidence, at the 
individual case level, of some of the 
deficiencies alleged against the agency 
in the class action. At one stage in this 
soap opera saga, the boys were placed 
with a gay uncle, over the objections of 
their grandfather, who deemed the uncle 
to be “unstable.” The agency concluded 
that placement with the uncle was best 
for the boys, even though after a short 

time living with their uncle they stated a 
preference to be with their grandfather, 
a placement deemed undesirable by the 
agency. The social workers arranged for 
the uncle to be appointed guardian of the 
two boys, overlooking various problems 
with the placement, including that the 
boys were sleeping in a bed with him, 
that he was using corporal punishment 
for discipline (against placement rules), 
that their school reported inappropriate 
behavior by the uncle, who “argues, 
loses his temper, name calls, ‘swears’ 
and ‘throws things’” and had held down 
and spanked one of the boys. “In sum,” 
writes Magistrate Sullivan, “Evans [the 
social worker] was aware of numerous 
‘red flags’ concerning Campbell’s 
capacity and performance as a foster 
parent, including his history of sexual 
abuse; his lack of financial resources 
and appropriate housing; his discussion 
of inappropriate sexual topics and 
suicide with the boys; Campbell’s own 
admission of using physical discipline 
on E.F.; the fact that A.F. and Campbell 
were sleeping in the same bed together; 
and alarming reports relayed to him 
by the boys’ school.” Yet Evans took 
no action, reported none of this to the 
court or the agency, and “discounted 
reports about Campbell made by other 
members of the boys’ family” because 
of Evans’ perception that the family 
was homophobic. After A.F. disclosed 
that he had been sexually abused by 
Campbell, the state court terminated 
Campbell’s guardianship and he was 
indicted, committing suicide while the 
charges were pending against him. In 
this ruling, Magistrate Sullivan held 
that the boys’ claims against the agency 
and various individuals were neither 
time-barred nor precluded by qualified 
immunity. She also granted partial 
motions for summary judgment by the 
two boys and denied the defendants’ 
motion for partial summary judgment.  

PENNSYLVANIA – In Dorsey v. 
Pennsbury School District, 2021 WL 

4440528, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 185890 
(E.D. Pa., Sept. 28, 2021), U.S. District 
Judge Gene E.K. Pratter granted in part 
and denied in part defendants’ motion 
to dismiss statutory and constitutional 
discrimination claims by Kevin Dorsey, 
an out gay man (in a same-sex marriage) 
who was employed as Director of 
Information Technology by Pennsbury 
School District until he resigned as a 
result of harassment, discrimination, and 
retaliation against him for complaining 
about his treatment. He said that district 
employees called him “faggot,” he was 
paid less than his peers, and he was left 
out of meetings in which he should have 
been included. When he complained, he 
alleges that false charges of “listening 
to other people’s voice mails” were 
lodged against him and he was placed 
on administrative leave pending an 
investigation, which provoked his 
resignation. (If you want to smear an 
IT director, accuse them of misusing 
their position to spy on employees, a 
widely-shared fantasy.) He sued the 
superintendent and four members of 
the school board, alleging violations of 
Title VII and the Pennsylvania Human 
Relations Act, as well as 42 U.S.C. 
sec. 1983 (equal protection and free 
speech claims) and 42 USC sex 1985 
(conspiracy to violate his civil rights). 
From the factual allegations, it sounds 
like he has the makings of a good case, 
but Judge Pratter faults the complaint 
for failing to plead facts tying individual 
defendants to specific violations. The 
judge found that there were adequate 
allegations against the superintendent, 
William Gretzula, on some of the 
claims, but that the individual defendant 
board members were mentioned 
but once in the complaint and with 
inadequate specificity to tie them to 
any particular act or a conspiracy. The 
only claims dismissed with prejudice, 
however, were those asserted against 
individual defendants in their official 
capacities, as the complaint also named 
the school district as a defendant, so the 
official capacity claims were redundant. 
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Other claims were dismissed without 
prejudice to give Dorsey a chance to file 
an amended complaint with sufficient 
factual allegations to survive a motion 
to dismiss. Dorsey is represented by 
Mark Scheffer, Birchrunville, PA. Judge 
Pratter was appointed by President 
George W. Bush.

PENNSYLVANIA – In In the Interest 
of K.N.L.; Appeal of L.B. A/K/A T.B., 
2021 WL 4440535, 2021 Pa. Super. 
Unpub. LEXIS 2624 (Pa. Super. Ct., 
Sept. 28, 2021), a transgender man 
claiming to have an in loco parentis 
relationship with a child whom a 
maternal aunt was petitioning to adopt 
after the biological parent’s parental 
rights had been terminated by the court, 
was unsuccessful in overturning the 
trial court’s decision that the appellant 
lacked standing to intervene in the 
adoption proceeding, but succeeded 
with his argument that the appellant 
had been denied due process when, 
after he was excused from the hearing 
held to consider his motion to intervene, 
the court in his absence determined to 
issue a “stay away” order based on a 
report that appellant had shown up at 
the child’s school. This order was never 
served directly on the appellant. The 
appellant asserted that he had been in 
a relationship with the child’s biological 
mother at the time the child was born, 
and had served as a de facto parent 
from the time the child was four days 
old, but the Superior Court rejected 
appellant’s argument that the trial 
court had misapplied the Pennsylvania 
doctrine of in loco parentis in this 
case. Appellant was represented at the 
hearing on his intervention motion by 
Regine Charles-Asar, and is represented 
on appeal by Aaron A. Mixon. One 
of appellant’s complaints about the 
intervention hearing was the inability 
to present testimony from the biological 
mother’s mother (with whom the child 
had been placed for some period of 
time), because she had suffered a stroke 

and was hospitalize. Appellant also 
sought testimony from the aunt, who 
tried to phone in to the hearing (which 
took place remotely on January 2, 2021), 
but the trial judge refused to allow her 
to testify by phone because she as at 
work and did not have access to a video 
connection, and the judge expressed that 
he could not evaluate testimony without 
seeing the witness. However, appellant’s 
trial counsel apparently did not make 
evidentiary objections necessary to 
preserve this issue for appeal.  Retired 
Judge James G. Colins, assigned to sit on 
the Superior Court, wrote the opinion. 

TEXAS – The State of Texas filed suit 
on September 20 against the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, 
Commission Chair Charlotte A. 
Burrows, and Attorney General 
Merrick Garland, seeking a declaratory 
judgment that a June 15 Guidance 
issued by the EEOC articulating the 
agency’s approach to Title VII in 
light of the Supreme Court’s Bostock 
decision as it applies to gender identity 
discrimination claims is “unlawful” and 
asking the court to postpone its effective 
date or enjoin it entirely. State of Texas 
v. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, Case 2:21-cv-00194-Z 
(U.S. Dist. Ct., N.D. Tex., Amarillo 
Division). What Texas objects to is 
the Biden Administration’s assertion 
that employers must allow transgender 
employees to use single sex facilities 
consistent with their gender identity 
rather than their “biological sex” and 
to treat them “based on their subjective 
gender identities” when applying 
dress codes and using pronouns with 
respect to them. The complaint alleges 
that because Chairperson Burrows 
authorized publication of the June 15 
Guidance on her own without a vote of 
the Commission, it is invalid, and that it 
misstates the law because the Supreme 
Court in Bostock disavowed taking any 
position regarding how Title VII applies 
to these issues. In Bostock, the Court 

held that a person who was discharged 
because she was transitioning could 
bring a claim of discrimination 
because of sex but, as Texas Attorney 
General Ken Paxton argues in this 
complaint, the Court specifically 
disclaimed having ruled on any other 
issue generated by the presence of 
transgender people in the workplace. At 
the time Burrows issued the guidance, 
the five-member Commission had (and 
still has) a Republican majority, as 
President Trump had appointed and the 
Senate had confirmed two Republican 
commissioners to fill vacancies during 
2020, ensuring that the Commission 
would have a Republican majority until 
one of the Republican commissioner’s 
terms ends on July 1, 2022, then giving 
President Biden his first opportunity 
to appoint a commissioner and tip the 
Commission to a Democratic majority. 
Title VII provides that no more than 
three Commissioners can be members 
of the same political party, but the 
President can designate the chair. 
Burrows was one of the two incumbent 
Democratic members when President 
Biden took office and he designated 
her as chair, but she is a chair without a 
working majority on a Commission that 
tends to be ideologically divided along 
party lines on many issues, and most 
likely on the issues of how employers 
must treat transgender employees. 

WASHINGTON – Washington’s 
state Law Against Discrimination 
(WLAD) expressly bans discrimination 
because of sexual orientation as well 
as discrimination because of sex. In a 
case alleging violation of the WLAD 
based on sex and sexual orientation, 
the employer, which removed the case 
to federal court on diversity grounds, 
argued that the court should dismiss 
the claim of sex discrimination because 
the factual allegations of the complaint 
were entirely focused on sexual 
orientation and, argued the employer, 
there was no allegation that plaintiff 
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was discriminated against because she 
is a woman. The plaintiff responded 
that under the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Bostock v. Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 
1731 (2020), a claim of sexual orientation 
discrimination is also necessarily a 
claim of sex discrimination, so her sex 
discrimination charge should not be 
dismissed. U.S. District Judge Richard 
A. Jones was thus faced with a question 
of first impression: the first time a 
federal court dealing with a state anti-
discrimination law in a diversity case 
had to figure out for itself whether 
the state’s courts would construe their 
anti-discrimination law to treat sex 
discrimination and sexual orientation 
discrimination claims as distinctly 
separate categories, or whether they 
would apply Bostock to effectively 
merge them for pleading purposes. In 
Mykland v. CommonSpirit Health, 2021 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176734 (W.D. Wash., 
Sept. 16, 2021), Judge Jones found that 
Washington courts, which of course 
are not bound by Bostock in construing 
their state statute, would resist the idea 
that sex and sexual orientation should be 
treated as “one in the same,” since that 
would introduce a redundancy problem. 
Consequently, he dismissed the sex 
discrimination claim but allowed the 
sexual orientation discrimination 
claim to continue. The plaintiff also 
asserted a claim of wrongful discharge 
in violation of public policy, but 
her factual allegations in support of 
this claim were essentially that the 
WLAD outlaws sexual orientation 
discrimination. Another redundancy. 
The court found that asserting a 
wrongful discharge tort claim requires 
identifying some public policy other 
than the WLAD, and dismissed that 
claim. He also dismissed a claim 
of negligent infliction of emotional 
distress, finding that the plaintiff “does 
not allege that her distress was caused 
by acts independent from her workplace 
disputes or employee discipline,” and 
in fact that her complaint, which was 
sharply criticized by the defendants as 

failing to conform to federal pleading 
requirements, leaves it unclear what her 
NIED claim relies upon, other than the 
facts asserted in support of her sexual 
orientation discrimination claim. Since 
damages for emotional distress could be 
awarded in an appropriate case under 
WLAD, the tort claim was effectively 
redundant as well. Judge Jones did find 
that the plaintiff’s detailed chronological 
description of all the incidents of her 
employment giving rise to her claim 
without specifying which factual 
allegations related to which of her legal 
claims was less than ideal, he rejected 
the defendants’ motion to strike the 
complaint for failing to conform to the 
norm. The court granted plaintiff leave 
to file an amended complaint within 
thirty days of the entry of the court’s 
order to cure pleading deficiencies. The 
plaintiff is represented by Thaddeus P. 
Marin of University Place, WA. Judge 
Jones was appointed by President 
George W. Bush.

CRIMINAL LITIGATION NOTES
By Arthur S. Leonard

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS, 1ST 
CIRCUIT – The U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the 1st Circuit found that a trial 
judge committed plain error by failing 
to give an entrapment charge to a jury 
considering whether to convict a gay 
man who was caught in an internet sting 
operation using Grindr to find men who 
made dates to meet fictional individuals 
identified as “minors,” a common 
method of luring gay men into criminal 
attempts. U.S. v. Perez-Rodriguez, 
2021 WL 3928896 (1st Cir., Sept. 2, 
2021). A government agent with the 
“child exploitation unit” of Homeland 
Security Investigations created a profile 
for himself on Grindr, stating he was 
an adult “looking for young fun or to 
share my young fun.” The defendant 
contacted him, and over a series of 
conversations the agent induced him to 

make a date to meet the agent and his 
minor “boyfriend.” At the appointed 
time and place, the defendant arrived 
and was arrested. Defense counsel’s 
request for an entrapment charge was 
denied, and the jury convicted Perez-
Rodriguez, who was sentenced to 
151 months of incarceration, a pretty 
steep penalty for an attempt at a date 
with a fictional person. The court 
found, upon reviewing the trial record, 
and drawing all inferences in favor 
of the defendant who was seeking 
the entrapment charge, that he had 
provided “at least some evidence of 
lack of predisposition,” a key element 
in establishment an entrapment defense. 
That is, a jury could possibly conclude 
that the defendant’s main interest was 
in meeting the agent, not his minor 
“boyfriend.” Thus, the majority of the 
panel concluded that it was clear error to 
deny the entrapment charge request. The 
opinion for the court by Senior Circuit 
Judge Kermit Lipez was supplemented 
by a concurring opinion, also by Judge 
Lipez, urging that the court in a “future 
en banc” abandon its existing “rigid” 
interpretation of Rule 30(d) of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 
that requires a defendant to repeat an 
objection to the failure to charge on 
entrapment after the judge instructs the 
jury in order to preserve the objection 
for appeal. Circuit Judge William J. 
Kayatta, Jr., dissented, disagreeing with 
the majority’s conclusion that the need 
for an entrapment charge in this case 
was “clear or obvious.” Judge Lipez was 
appointed by President Bill Clinton. 
Dissenter Kayatta was appointed by 
President Barack Obama, as was the 
third judge on the panel, David Barron. 
There is a vacancy on the 1st Circuit for 
President Biden to fill. The chief judge 
was appointed by President George W. 
Bush, but the four other active judges 
are Clinton or Obama appointees. 
Amazingly, given his track record in 
“turning around” other circuits, none of 
the active judges on the 1st Circuit were 
appointed by President Trump.  
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TEXAS – We say “unfair!” Cody Jay 
Riley is serving a 70-year term in a 
Texas prison on his conviction of the 
crime of “aggravated sexual assault 
of a child (younger than 17) with a 
deadly weapon (the bodily fluids of 
[Defendant], who was positive for human 
immunodeficiency virus [HIV]).” The 
alleged assaults occurred during June 
2010. Riley filed a pro se application 
for writ of habeas corpus challenging 
his conviction, based on a “Dear 
Colleague” letter published by the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control, Division 
of HIV/AIDS Prevention, on September 
27, 2017, describing scientific studies 
that took place between 2011 and 2016 
showing that people with undetectable 
HIV infection who are compliant with 
anti-retroviral therapy “have effectively 
no risk of sexually transmitting the 
virus to an HIV-negative partner.” 
He argues that based on this scientific 
authority, he could not be convicted of 
the crime charged, because his “bodily 
fluids” were not a “deadly weapon.” 
In support, he proffers lab tests from 
his doctor showing that at the relevant 
time he was on anti-retroviral treatment 
and his viral load was undetectable. 
(And, presumably, his victim did not 
become HIV-positive after the two 
sexual contacts for which Riley was 
prosecuted.) A magistrate judge rejected 
his petition as untimely, see Riley v. 
Director, TDCJ-CID, 2021 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 184025 (N.D. Tex., Feb. 26, 
2021), and also rejected his claim that 
the statute of limitations for filing his 
petitions should be extended because he 
was not aware he had this defense until 
he learned of the CDC letter in 2018, 
that his trial counsel was ineffective in 
representing him, and that since he was 
raising an “actual innocence” claim, 
the time bar should be waived based on 
this “new evidence.” On September 24, 
U.S. District Judge Karen Gren Scholer 
accepted the findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations of the Magistrate 
Judge, rejecting Riley’s objections to 
the Magistrate’s ruling. In a nonsensical 

bit of reasoning, Judge Scholer asserts 
that the scientific studies upon which 
the CDC letter were based date back 
to a time within the original statute of 
limitations for filing a habeas petition 
after Riley’s conviction, as if a Texas 
state inmate had access to scientific 
studies. The court asserted that failure 
of defense counsel to know about 
these studies and act on them when a 
petition would have been timely is not 
“ineffective assistance of counsel,” and 
as for the claim of actual innocence, 
“The Magistrate Judge concluded 
that the CDC Letter does not show 
that no reasonable juror would have 
voted to find Petitioner guilty beyond 
a reasonable doubt, because it ‘does 
not show that [he] did not commit the 
crimes of which he was convicted; it 
instead challenges the legal sufficiency 
of the evidence underlying those 
convictions.’ The Court agrees with 
the conclusion of the Magistrate Judge 
and overrules the Petitioner’s First and 
Second Objections.” Additionally, wrote 
Scholer, “the Court notes that Petitioner 
has not offered ‘new evidence’ in support 
of his actual innocence claim. . . Even 
if the CDC Letter and the studies on 
which it is based did not exist until after 
Petitioner’s conviction became final, 
Petitioner did have within his reach the 
lab reports purportedly showing that he 
had a suppressed viral load shortly before 
and after the assaults. Even though these 
reports were not presented to the trial 
court, they were accessible to Petitioner 
at the time of trial. Without these 
reports, Petitioner’s actual innocence 
claim fails, because he cannot show 
that his viral load was undetectable 
– much less untransmittable – at the 
time of the assault.” Furthermore, the 
court concluded that the CDC Letter 
was at best impeachment evidence that 
could have been used to contradict 
the expert evidence offered by the 
prosecution at trial, by a doctor who 
opined that somebody receiving anti-
retroviral treatment could transmit the 
virus sexually through the acts of which 

the defendant was charged. Binding 
5th Circuit precedent holds that “new 
evidence of actual innocence must be 
‘material, not merely cumulative or 
impeaching,’” citing Lucas v. Johnson, 
132 F.3d 1069, 1076 n. 3 (5th 1998). 
Since Riley does not contend he did not 
commit the acts in question, reasoned 
Scholer, the “new evidence” he seeks 
to introduce merely “offer[s] a different 
scientific perspective than the one that 
was offered at trial. Such impeachment 
evidence is insufficient to support 
an actual innocence claim.” This is 
positively Dickensian. The man must 
serve a 70-year sentence, the bulk of 
which is attributable most likely to the 
“deadly weapon” enhancement, which 
was based on expert testimony that was 
proffered prior to the discovery that the 
testimony was erroneous. Judge Scholer, 
who was appointed by President Donald 
J. Trump, also refused to consider 
objections that were filed in support of 
Riley’s petition by amici, and refused 
to certify appealability of her ruling. 
Considering that any appeal would go to 
the 5th Circuit where it would certainly 
die, this may not be such a profound 
loss after all the absurdities of a system 
that will not reconsider the penalty for 
a conviction under these circumstances.

PRISONER LITIGATION NOTES
By William J. Rold
William J. Rold is a civil rights attorney 
in New York City and a former judge. He 
previously represented the American Bar 
Association on the National Commission 
for Correctional Health Care.

ALABAMA – U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Staci G. Cornelius’ Report and 
Recommendation [R & R] recommends 
summary judgment dismissing the civil 
rights claims of transgender inmate 
Reginald Calloway, pro se, in Calloway 
v. Dunn, 2021 WL 3388655 (N.D. 
Ala., July 8, 2021). Earlier, the court 
had directed the defendants to submit 
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a “Special Report” with exhibits in 
response to the complaint, which could 
be converted to a motion for summary 
judgment. Calloway was given notice, 
time to respond (and an extension) – 
but no discovery. Defendants denied 
Calloway female commissary, panties, 
and permission to grow her hair out. 
She was allowed a bra, a pass to shower 
alone, and mental health “counselling.” 
She has been housed in male facilities 
and subjected to male grooming 
standards. She has received hormones. 
Judge Cornelius writes: “at some point, 
the plaintiff was placed on hormone 
replacement therapy . . . , but the record 
is not clear as to whether she continues 
to receive that treatment.” She raised 
claims under the Eighth Amendment 
and the Americans with Disabilities 
Act [ADA] – but apparently not under 
equal protection. Calloway did not 
stress hormones in her suit papers, 
and (apparently) Judge Cornelius did 
not find it material – although it was 
pivotal to mootness on the Eighth 
Amendment claim in Keohane v. Fla. 
Dep’t of Corr. Sec’y, 952 F.3d 1257, 
1266 (11th Cir. 2020), on which Judge 
Cornelius relies and which held that 
transgender inmates in the Eleventh 
Circuit, who are receiving hormones, 
have no Eighth Amendment right to 
“social transition” – at least not beyond 
the rudimentary accommodations 
Alabama allows here. There is not 
much else to say, except that Keohane is 
a death knell to cases like this and gives 
defendants the freedom to make cruel 
remarks like this one about Calloway’s 
suicidal ideation over hair length: “At 
least you will have a nice haircut for 
your funeral.” Judge Cornelius granted 
summary judgment on the ADA 
claims in a few sentences, writing that 
Calloway “has failed to state . . . [a] 
claim because she has not alleged facts 
showing the defendants discriminated 
against her because of her gender 
dysphoria.” On accommodation, Judge 
Cornelius also wrote that Keohane 
allowed her to “forego analysis” of 

Defendants’ “novel argument” (as 
Judge Cornelius put it): “It is common 
knowledge that inmates have knives 
and shanks. If inmate Calloway wants 
female looking underwear, he can trim 
the boxers into the shape of bikinis or 
. . . panties.” This is the first time this 
writer has seen a prison system justify 
not accommodating a transgender 
inmate because she can tailor her own 
underwear using contraband weapons. 
The U.S. District Judge adopted the R 
& R on August 3, 2021, and dismissed 
the case with prejudice. 

CALIFORNIA – Pro se transgender 
inmate Elijah Lee Miller loses her 
attempt to short circuit the process and 
obtain transition surgery in Miller v. 
California DOC, 2021 WL 4263065 
(E.D. Calif., Sept. 20, 2021). U.S. 
Magistrate Judge Deborah Barnes 
finds that Miller failed to exhaust 
administrative remedies, as required 
by the Prison Litigation Reform Act, 
and recommends dismissal of the case 
without prejudice.  Miller was placed on 
a “list” for a telemedicine consultation 
with the transgender specialist, but she 
was told to be “patient” because it was a 
“long list.” This was confirmed in June 
of 2021 – the same month she filed this 
case. She answered “no” to the question 
whether she had appealed her grievance 
on the matter, writing: “Why wait for 
Department of Corrections to deny me 
also?” This excuse is not recognized 
since futility of a grievance appeal 
does not excuse bypassing one. Booth 
v. Churner, 532 U.S. 731, 741 (2001). 
Miller’s statement, of course, was a 
fatal failure to exhaust that appears on 
the face of the complaint, so the case 
can be dismissed on exhaustion grounds 
sua sponte. Judge Barnes cuts Miller a 
bit of a break by ruling on exhaustion 
first, then finding the motion to proceed 
in forma pauperis to be moot – thus 
saving her commissary account from 
being attached despite her case being 
dismissed.

DELAWARE – Last month, we discussed 
the case of Delaware transgender 
inmate Kamilla London, “Delaware 
Federal Judges Mostly Deny Relief to 
Transgender Inmates; Grant Bankruptcy 
Stays to Employees of Private Prison 
Vendors” (Sept. 2021, pages 24-25). We 
noted that objections had been filed to 
the R & R recommending dismissal of 
London’s case.  In London v. Delaware 
DOC, 2021 WL 4262458 (D. Del., Sept. 
20, 2021), U.S. District Judge Maryellen 
Noreika adopts the recommendation 
and dismisses most of the case. 
London has received psychotherapy, 
hormones, and transition support, but 
none of this “effectively mitigates the 
severity of her Gender Dysphoria.” 
She seeks confirmation surgery. The 
“multidisciplinary team” found that she 
had not met requirements for surgery, 
in part because she has not been living 
in general population. Although she has 
been returned to general population, 
her requests for surgery – or at least a 
consultation for it – had been denied. 
There are three sets of defendants: the 
original warden and medical director, 
their successors, and mental health 
employees who worked for a private 
vendor, Connections Community 
Support Program. London sought 
damages against the retired warden 
and medical director and injunctive 
relief against their successors. She 
sought both against the mental health 
vendor defendants, but they obtained 
a bankruptcy stay – see last month’s 
article. Judge Noreika finds that 
dismissal of the original warden is 
appropriate because only damage 
claims remain, and the warden (as a 
non-medical defendant) was justified in 
relying on medical advice under Spruill 
v. Gillis, 372 F.3d 218, 236 (3d Cir. 2004). 
That the medical advice was influenced 
by London’s housing situation does 
not make the warden deliberately 
indifferent. The original medical chief 
(claims also limited to damages) did 
not have enough personal involvement 
with London, since contact was limited 
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to signing off on a grievance. Smith v. 
D’Ilio, 2020 WL 2079413, at *4 (D.N.J. 
Apr. 29, 2020); Steedley v. McBride, 
2014 WL 4461110, at *1 (D. Del. Sept. 
9, 2014). The successor warden stays 
in the case for injunctive relief. The 
successor health director also left, so 
this substituted defendant is dismissed 
as well. In this writer’s view, the court 
should have limited this dismissal 
to damages claims and left open a 
substitution of the successor’s successor 
for injunctive claims under F.R.C.P. 
25(d). Someone will occupy this role. 
During the pendency of this litigation, 
London has seen an endocrinologist, 
who opines that London’s “hormone 
therapy had plateaued” despite 
maximum dosage and that surgery is 
“an appropriate next step.” It would 
make sense to retain an injunctive 
medical defendant in the case, even if 
damages are not appropriate for the 
prior medical directors. The individual 
vendor defendants, who were employees 
of the bankrupted vendor, continued 
to provide mental health services 
during this litigation, as employees of 
a different vendor, but they still have 
their bankruptcy stay – for reasons 
that are not explained. Judge Noreika 
was appointed by President Trump. 
London is represented by Bayard, P.A. 
(Wilmington). 

ILLINOIS – HIV-positive federal 
inmate Michael Leon Tyner, who also 
has herpes and syphilis, sues a federal 
marshal, an MCC warden, and two 
MCC health providers for deliberate 
indifference to his medical needs in 
Tyner v. Nowakowski, 2021 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 182062 (N.D. Ill., Sept. 23, 
2021). U.S. District Judge John Robert 
Blakey dismisses the claim against 
the marshal because he is not a health 
provider and knew of Tyner’s medical 
needs by seeing Tyner spit blood, and 
from letters from Tyner’s wife. Since 
the marshal knew Tyner was under 
treatment and that medication (albeit 

delayed) had been ordered, there is 
no claim against him under Greeno 
v. Daley, 414 F.3d 645, 656 (7th Cir. 
2005), despite his making “crass” 
comments about Tyner’s wife and his 
remarking that Tyner “could not afford 
the medication” were he not a prisoner.  
Similarly, Judge Blakey also dismisses 
claims against the MCC warden who 
was not personally involved in Tyner’s 
health care and was justified in relying 
on his medical staff.  See Arnett v. 
Webster, 658 F.3d 742, 755 (7th Cir. 2011) 
(no liability to lay prison defendants 
if they lack “a reason to believe (or 
actual knowledge) that prison doctors 
or their assistants are mistreating (or 
not treating) a prisoner”).  Tyner states 
a limited claim against the two health 
care defendants. Their decisions about 
dosage and type of treatment for Tyner’s 
conditions raise only malpractice 
issues. However, they sent Tyner to an 
infectious disease specialist twice. On 
the second visit, he said that Tyner had 
deteriorated significantly and needed 
hospital admission for emergency 
treatment. These defendants did not 
arrange for the admission for a month, 
and Tyner was hospitalized for nine 
days. These facts are sufficient to state 
a claim for deliberate indifference. 
Thomas v. Martija, 991 F.3d 763, 768-
69 (7th Cir. 2021); Goodloe v. Sood, 947 
F.3d 1026, 1031 (7th Cir. 2020); Petties 
v. Carter, 836 F.3d 722, 726 (7th Cir. 
2016) (en banc); and Conley v. Birch, 
796 F.3d 742, 749 (7th Cir. 2015). But 
there is a Prison Litigation Reform Act 
[PLRA] exhaustion problem.  These 
defendants insist Tyner did not exhaust 
and that his attempts were procedurally 
improper. He says that the BOP already 
ruled on the merits prior to saying the 
format was improper (so they should be 
barred from a format argument now).  
He also says that the format issue was 
first that his grievance was “too long”; 
but, when he resubmitted it, it was both 
“too long” and “too late.” Finally, he 
says that federal counsellors interpose 
themselves between inmates and their 

submission of grievances, interfering 
with timeliness and receipt. All of this is 
enough to create contested factual issues 
about exhaustion, precluding summary 
judgment, so Judge Blakely orders 
discovery and a hearing, if needed, on 
exhaustion. Tyner is represented by 
Rathje & Woodward LLC, Wheaton, 
IL. Judge Blakey was appointed by 
President Barack Obama.

INDIANA – U.S. District Judge James 
Patrick Hanlon grants summary 
judgment to defendants on a protection 
from harm case filed by federal 
transgender inmate Colby A. Palmer, 
pro se. [Note: LEXIS reports the 
defendants are also pro se, but they 
are represented by the U.S. Attorney 
(Indianapolis)]. Palmer alleges that she 
was moved to the U.S. Penitentiary 
protective custody unit in Terre Haute 
because of her vulnerability, but she was 
double-celled with a violent cellmate, 
who attacked her. The federal Bureau 
of Prisons [BOP] decided to move her 
to general population in another prison. 
In addition to her transgender status, 
she has mental health problems, and 
she is a target as a former gang member. 
She requests orders halting the move, 
keeping her in protective custody, and 
directing provision of mental health 
services. In Palmer v. Watson, 2021 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 183114 (S.D. Ind., 
Sept. 24, 2021), Judge Hanlon found 
that Palmer did not appeal any of three 
grievances through the third stage of 
the BOP grievance system. Although 
she swore in her verified complaint that 
grievance forms were not “available” to 
her, defendants produced three partially 
completed grievances she filed, and she 
did not respond to the Magistrate Judge’s 
direction to reply to the affirmative 
defense on PLRA exhaustion. Taking 
the partial grievances as true, Judge 
Hanlon ruled that exhaustion was 
available but not completed and that it 
could not be completed under the PLRA 
after the suit was commenced. Dole v. 
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Chandler, 438 F.3d 804, 809 (7th Cir. 
2006); Ford v. Johnson, 362 F.3d 395, 
397 (7th Cir. 2004). The dismissal 
is without prejudice. Judge Hanlon 
was appointed by President Donald J. 
Trump.

MAINE – Law Notes has stopped 
reporting cases of HIV-positive prisoners 
who seek compassionate release from 
federal custody due to COVID-19, 
unless there is some newsworthy item 
to call to the attention of our readers. 
In United States v. Davis, 2021 WL 
4127116 (D. Maine, Sept. 9, 2021), U.S. 
District Judge George Z. Singal ruled 
that the Sentencing Guidelines do not 
circumscribe the court’s discretion 
under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A), since 
the Guidelines have not been amended 
to conform to the First Step Act. He 
relies on the First Circuit’s recent dicta 
in United States v. Saccoccia, 2021 WL 
3660814, at *5 (1st Cir., Aug. 18, 2021). 
In Saccoccia, the First Circuit noted 
the split in other circuits and assumed 
“without deciding” that “a court 
adjudicating a prisoner-initiated motion 
for compassionate release may go 
beyond the confines of the Sentencing 
Commission’s current policy guidance . 
. . in determining whether a particular 
circumstance or set of circumstances 
constitutes an extraordinary and 
compelling reason to grant the motion.” 
Soccoccia’s original sentence of 660 
years (not an error) was affirmed in 
United States v. Saccoccia, 48 F.3d 754, 
785-89 (1st Cir. 1995), with the court 
noting that the Rhode Island district 
judge properly made the sentences for 
all 54 convictions for world-wide money 
laundering run consecutively and that 
this functional life sentence without 
parole was within Guidelines. The 
later ruling on compassionate release, 
saying the court was not bound by the 
Guidelines, is dicta for district courts in 
Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
Massachusetts, and Puerto Rico – which 
have reached different conclusions on 

this point. Defendant Karim Davis, age 
47, has served half of his 151-month 
sentence, with a release date in 2026. His 
HIV status was known at sentencing, 
and he has “good CD4 counts.” He 
has contracted COVID and recovered 
and has declined vaccination in prison. 
There are not compelling reasons for 
compassionate release. Continuing to 
discretionary factors, Judge Singal says 
that Davis is a “career offender,” with 
a substance abuse problem, who is 
eligible for a drug treatment program, 
but he has declined it. 

MICHIGAN – HIV-positive inmate 
Antrell V. Brown, pro se, loses his 
motion to proceed in forma pauperis on 
his complaint of inadequate HIV care in 
Brown v. State of Michigan, 2021 WL 
4192022 (E.D. Mich., Sept. 15, 2021). 
U.S. District Judge Judith E. Levy found 
that he did not qualify for an exception 
to the “three strikes” rule of the Prison 
Litigation Reform Act [PLRA]. Judge 
Levy first analyses whether Brown, in 
fact, has three prior strikes. He clearly 
had two. The third dismissal was partly 
for failure to state a claim (suit against 
an attorney who was not a state actor) 
and partly without prejudice. In such 
a hybrid dismissal, the Sixth Circuit 
places the burden on the prisoner to 
show that the dismissal should not 
count as a strike. Taylor v. First Med. 
Mgmt., 508 F. App’x 488, 496–97 (6th 
Cir. 2012). Brown failed to do that 
here in the hundreds of pages filed in 
response to Judge Levy’s direction to 
show cause. Next, Judge Levy considers 
whether Brown can proceed despite 
three PLRA strikes, because he is in 
imminent danger of physical harm 
under 28 U.S.C. § 1915(g). The leading 
case here is Vandiver v. Prison Health 
Servs., Inc., 727 F.3d 580, 585 (6th Cir. 
2013). Under Vandiver, a plaintiff with 
a chronic illness can qualify if she is 
currently in imminent danger from past 
failures to treat the illness, such that the 
risk of harm was acute at the time of 

filing. Past failures to treat that are not 
cumulative do not meet the test. Despite 
voluminous submissions, Brown fails 
to show what current HIV treatment 
he is being denied and the imminent 
consequences of such denial. The case 
is useful for an HIV-positive patient 
(with 3 strikes), whose cumulative bad 
care caused deterioration to the point of 
imminent risk. The dismissal is without 
prejudice to refiling with payment in 
full of the filing fee. 

MISSOURI – Pro se inmate Daniel Van 
Allen survives a trifecta of motions 
to dismiss (PLRA exhaustion, PLRA 
damages without physical injury, and 
qualified immunity) in Van Allen v. 
Lawson, 2021 WL 4148346 (E.D. Mo., 
Sept. 13, 2021). U.S. District Judge 
Sarah E. Pitlyk allows him to proceed 
on claims against the warden and a unit 
manager for retaliation by them after 
he complained about being targeted 
by gangs as a gay man and a sex 
offender. The unit manager allegedly 
told Van Allen that, if he did not stop 
complaining about gang harassment, 
he would go to the “hole,” which would 
result in his removal from the sex 
offender program needed for his parole. 
Van Allen began paying “extortion” 
to the gang, and he filed this lawsuit – 
after which the defendant warden put 
him in administrative segregation (but 
did not, apparently, remove him from 
the sex offender program). Van Allen 
plead that he did not file a grievance 
prior to filing in court out of fear that 
he would be removed from the sex 
offender program before the court had 
a chance to do anything to protect him. 
Defendants argued that this failure is 
fatal under Porter v. Nussle, 534 U.S. 
516, 520-21 (2002). Judge Pitlyk notes 
that the Eighth Circuit has not resolved 
the question of whether remedies are 
available to exhaust when the claim is 
one for retaliation and the exhaustion 
would involve a grievance against the 
same persons. See East v. Minnehaha 
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Cnty., 986 F.3d 816, 821 (8th Cir. 2021) 
(noting circuit split and collecting 
cases). In East, the Eighth Circuit 
found that it need not resolve the “split” 
because it could dispose of the case 
on a substantive ground of retaliation 
(whether a person of “ordinary 
firmness” would have been deterred 
by the threat). Judge Pitlyk finds the 
same can be applied here: defendants 
told Van Allen that the gang problem 
was “not grievable” and that he would 
be punished if he tried. Thus, the threat 
of losing his parole-qualifying program 
would deter a reasonable person, and 
the threat was not theoretical because 
the warden put him in segregation after 
he went to court. These allegations 
“are sufficient to demonstrate that the 
fear of retaliation would have deterred 
a reasonable inmate of ordinary 
firmness from filing a grievance.” 
Thus, defendants have not met their 
burden of showing failure to exhaust 
available remedies as a matter of law. 
The Prison Litigation Reform Act also 
precludes compensatory damages for 
emotional distress if the incident does 
not include physical injury. 42 U.S.C. 
§ 1997e(e). Nevertheless, plaintiffs in 
the Eighth Circuit may seek relief for 
First Amendment violations through 
“nominal damages, punitive damages, 
and injunctive and declaratory relief.” 
Royal v. Kautzky, 375 F.3d 720, 723 
(8th Cir. 2004). On qualified immunity, 
the First Amendment right against 
retaliation for filing grievances or 
complaints is “clearly established.” 
Santiago v. Blair, 707 F.3d 984, 991 (8th 
Cir. 2013). At this stage of the litigation, 
and on these facts, the question of 
whether retaliation has been pleaded 
is essentially the same question as 
the issue of whether exhaustion was 
excused due to fear of retaliation, citing 
Lewis v. Jacks, 486 F.3d 1025, 1028 (8th 
Cir. 2007); and Burgess v. Moore, 39 
F.3d 216, 218 (8th Cir. 1994). Van Allen 
has pleaded a plausible claim of First 
Amendment retaliation against both the 
unit manager and the warden. 

NEW YORK – The Members of Congress 
who drafted the Prison Litigation Reform 
Act [PLRA], and thought they were 
easing the burdens of prison litigation 
on the federal courts, should be required 
to read the Hieronymus Bosch opinion 
in this case. U.S. District Judge Kenneth 
M. Karas re-organizes the complaint 
into twenty-six separate causes of action 
against various combinations of sixteen 
defendants (plus John Doe defendants).  
This does not include those claims 
he orders transferred to the Northern 
District of New York. He proceeds 
to analyze each claim and defendant 
grouping along multiple axes of PLRA 
exhaustion – from no exhaustion 
to attempted exhaustion to partial 
exhaustion to conceded exhaustion. 
Plaintiff Daniel Miller sues for civil 
rights violations involving his health 
care, his medicine, his wheelchair, his 
wheelchair “pusher,” his disciplinary 
tickets, the use of excessive force against 
him on multiple occasions, verbal abuse 
and harassment, discrimination based 
on sexual orientation, and retaliation. 
This case was filed in 2017 (52 months 
ago), and only now is it getting to the 
point of analyzing whether Miller 
properly exhausted administrative 
remedies under the PLRA before he 
filed. This opinion confines itself to 
summary judgment on that point – and 
finds that more discovery and possibly 
a hearing are needed to resolve the 
exhaustion issues. Judge Karas notes that 
defendants say it is an “undisputed fact” 
that Miller filed 25 grievances and 12 
grievance appeals, but they only account 
for six of the grievances in their Rule 56 
statement, “leaving nineteen grievances 
unaccounted for.”  Thankfully, for Law 
Notes purposes, we need only look at 
three claims (##’s 5, 6, and 17) involving 
LGBT issues.  A fourth claim – (# 24: 
that the New York DOC commissioner 
maintained an “unofficial custom 
or policy of permitting abuse and 
harassment of inmates who are LGBT” 
– was concededly not exhausted, 
so it is dismissed. Nevertheless, the 

Commissioner stays in the caption 
of Miller v. Annucci, 2021 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 183372 (S.D.N.Y., Sept. 24, 
2021). Claims 5 and 6 raise homophobic 
verbal abuse and harassment issues 
against two groups of officers. Judge 
Karas finds contested facts as to whether 
the grievance system was “available” to 
Miller while he was in segregation or 
“isolation” in the infirmary. He had to 
rely on officers to place his grievances 
in the grievance box (to which he did 
not have access), and he said they did 
not do so.  This practical unavailability 
raises an exception to exhaustion 
under Ross v. Blake, 136 S. Ct. 1850, 
1856-60 (2016). Miller says he was 
“locked up” for the entire time these 
grievances would have been filed, and 
a reasonable fact-finder could conclude 
grievances were not available to him 
– so defendants are denied summary 
judgment on the affirmative defense of 
PLRA exhaustion. Williams v. Priatno, 
829 F.3d 118, 121-124 (2d Cir. 2016). 
There is extensive discussion about 
access to grievances for inmates in 
“lock-up.” That Miller was familiar with 
the grievance system is “irrelevant,” if 
he did not have access to it. Williams, 
829 F.3d at 124. Judge Karas reaches 
the same conclusion denying defendants 
summary judgment on exhaustion of 
Claim 17, which involves the same 
officers as in Claim 5, who allegedly 
plotted to have other inmates gay-bash 
Miller, in violation of Equal Protection 
and of his civil rights and in retaliation 
for his filing grievances. Note: Judge 
Karas is not addressing the merits of any 
of these causes of action. Rather, he is 
finding that defendants are not entitled 
to summary judgment on failure to 
exhaust under the PLRA. Once PLRA 
exhaustion is resolved, merits discovery 
should begin, if any claims are left. 
Judge Karas was appointed by President 
George W. Bush.

NEW YORK – Pro se federal inmate 
Samantha I. Batista loses on summary 
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judgment when U.S. District Judge John 
P. Cronan finds she failed to exhaust 
available administrative remedies 
under the Prison Litigation Reform Act 
[PLRA] in Batista v. Patterson, 2021 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 184485 (S.D.N.Y., 
Sept. 27, 2021). Batista claimed that 
defendants posted signs in her cellblock 
saying “no opposite sex” and that she 
was told they referred to “whatever she 
is” when she asked about them. She 
said she was harassed based on sexual 
orientation and retaliated against by false 
disciplinary charges, which she defeated 
at a hearing – but defendants kept her 
in segregation for many days anyway, as 
further retaliation. She has since been 
transferred from MCC in New York 
City to FCI in Tallahassee, so the case 
is only about damages. Judge Cronan 
finds that he cannot rule on PLRA 
exhaustion based only on the complaint, 
so he converted the motion to summary 
judgment under  McCoy v. Goord, 255 
F. Supp. 2d 233, 251 (S.D.N.Y. 2003). 
Batista was given sufficient notice of 
the conversion under Redman v. N.Y. 
State Dept. of Corr. Servs., 541 F. App’x 
52, 52 (2d Cir. 2013).  Batista failed to 
exhaust because she was weeks late on 
the third grievance step. She was told 
on the fourth (final) step that she had 
leave to resubmit the third step, but 
she never did – instead filing in court. 
This is inadequate PLRA exhaustion 
under Woodford v. Ngo, 548 U.S. 81, 
93 (2006). There are no exceptions on 
these facts under Ross v. Blake, 136 S. 
Ct. 1850, 1856 (2016).  Defendants tried 
to include a frontal attack on the Bivens 
remedy (see article on Third Circuit 
case on Bivens, this issue of Law Notes), 
but Judge Cronan found it unnecessary 
to reach the issue. Judge Cronan was 
appointed by President Donald J. Trump.

NEVADA – Transgender inmate Syah 
Redbird sues Corrections officers and 
the Las Vegas Police Department for 
injuries arising from beating at the Clark 
County Detention Center. U.S. District 

Judge Andrew P. Gordon allows her to 
proceed on claims of protection from 
harm under the Fourteenth Amendment 
in Redbird v. Las Vegas Metropolitan 
Police Department, 2021 WL 3634663 
(D. Nev., Aug. 17, 2021). [Note: This 
case was removed to federal court by 
defendants, and it has numerous Nevada 
state law claims, which Judge Gordon 
addresses, but they are only summarized 
here.] Redbird has a slight build and 
feminine appearance, and she was 
verbally threatened by another inmate 
(Henley), who was facing murder and 
other violent charges. Redbird reported 
the threats to defendant officer Madrid, 
who said he would “talk to” her unit 
officer. Redbird was then required to 
move to another unit, where Henley 
was being housed. Redbird complained 
again about the risk and told the unit 
officer defendant (Crooks) about the 
threats. The threats continued until 
Henley attacked Redbird in the mess 
hall and beat her unconscious, resulting 
in lacerations, stitches, and permanent 
scars. Redbird had pleaded guilty by the 
time of the incident, but she had not yet 
been sentenced. Judge Gordon spends 
much time discussing whether the Eighth 
Amendment (protecting prisoners) or 
the Fourteenth Amendment (protecting 
detainees) applies to inmates in this 
interregnum between conviction and 
sentencing. He says there is no definitive 
Ninth Circuit decision, but he goes with 
the Fourteenth Amendment, without 
explaining what difference it makes. 
[Note: The difference arises from the 
Supreme Court’s decision in Kingsley 
v. Hendrickson, 135 S.Ct. 2466, 2475 
(2015), which said that, in use of force 
cases involving detainees, an objective 
(should have known) test applies to the 
quantum of force used. The circuits are 
divided as to whether this distinction 
also applies to the subjective element 
of protection from harm cases under 
Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 836 
(1994). In Castro v. City of Los Angeles, 
833 F.3d 1060, 1071 (9th Cir. 2016), 
the Ninth Circuit held that Kingsley 

required application of an objective 
“should have known” test for officers 
failing to protect detainees from harm 
– as opposed to the subjective “did 
know” or “the risk was obvious” tests 
for prisoners as stated in Farmer. Judge 
Gordon’s opinion assumes familiarity 
with this nuance – but Law Notes 
readers are cautioned that it is circuit-
specific.]  Applying Castro, Judge 
Gordon finds that both officers (Madrid 
and Crooks) were on sufficient notice 
that a claim is stated under an objective 
test after Redbird called the threats to 
their attention. He also allows state 
negligence claims to proceed on this 
basis, at least through discovery. As to 
the Monell claim against the City, Judge 
Gordon finds that Redbird fails to plead 
sufficiently a policy of placing inmates 
at risk or failure to train officers. Then 
he does something extraordinary: he 
specifically tells Redbird how to replead 
this. He writes: “Redbird also argues 
that CCDC had only a single protective 
custody unit, which led to Redbird, who 
was likely in protective custody because 
she was transgender, being housed 
with Henley, who was in protective 
custody because he was so dangerous. 
But this policy is not mentioned in 
the complaint.” He allows Redbird to 
replead. He also allows her to replead 
her state law claims of gross negligence, 
intentional infliction of emotional 
distress, and negligent training and 
“abuse of a vulnerable person” under 
Nevada statutes. Judge Gordon was 
appointed by President Obama. Redbird 
is represented by James J. Resch, PLLC 
(Las Vegas).

NEW HAMPSHIRE – Transgender 
inmate Krystal Beaulieu, pro se, was 
assaulted by her cellmate. She alleges 
that defendants knowingly placed her 
with a violent gang member and denied 
her medical care after her assault. On 
screening, U.S. Magistrate Judge Andrea 
K. Johnstone upheld the protection from 
harm claims but recommended dismissal 
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of the medical claim. Beaulieu objected 
to dismissal of the medical claim and 
moved to amend her complaint to allege 
disciplinary retaliation against her filing 
this lawsuit, in violation of the First and 
Fourteenth Amendments. U.S. District 
Judge Landya McCafferty considers 
the recommendation and also screens 
the amended complaint in Beaulieu v. 
NH DOC, 2021 WL 4099625 (D.N.H., 
Sept. 7, 2021). Beaulieu is now in federal 
prison in West Virginia, so her claims 
that are proceeding here are against the 
New Hampshire defendants individually. 
Judge Johnstone recommended that 
Beaulieu be permitted to proceed on 
claims of deliberate indifference to 
her safety by: (1) knowingly double-
celling her with a violent gang 
member despite her vulnerability; (2) 
overhearing the cellmate’s threats to 
Beaulieu and provoking him to further 
violence; and (3) not intervening 
in the assault. Judge McCafferty 
accepts these recommendations. On 
the medical allegation, Beaulieu said 
that the sergeant and the officers who 
eventually responded to the assault 
refused to let her “go to medical,” 
although she was “bleeding all over 
the place.” Judge McCafferty overrules 
the recommendation that this claim be 
dismissed and requires these defendants 
to answer. On the retaliation charges, at 
this stage, Beaulieu adequately alleges 
that retaliation was a “substantial 
factor” in the decision to bring her up 
on disciplinary charges under Shabazz 
v. Cole, 69 F. Supp. 2d 177, 197 (D. 
Mass. 1999). Judge McCafferty infers 
a retaliatory motive from the pettiness 
of the charges (misuse of phone, and 
the like). The sergeant who approved 
her discipline must answer the First 
Amendment claim. Judge McCafferty 
also allows Beaulieu to proceed on a 
disciplinary due process claim under 
the Fourteenth Amendment. Beaulieu 
claims that the officer who conducted 
the hearing arbitrarily denied her right 
to present evidence and call witnesses 
whose presence would not jeopardize 

prison security. At pleading, this states 
a claim under McGuinness v. Dubois, 
75 F.3d 794, 797-800 (1st Cir. 1996). 
Beaulieu apparently has several in forma 
pauperis cases pending, each having a 
running fee against her inmate account. 
Judge McCafferty denies her request 
to allow her to pay them off seriatim, 
citing Bruce v. Samuels, 577 U.S. 
82, 87 (2016) (28 U.S.C. § 1915(b)(2) 
requires “simultaneous, not sequential, 
recoupment of multiple filing fees”).

NEW YORK – Pro se inmate Sean 
McTerrell has multiple physical 
impairments, including HIV, as well 
as mental health issues. In McTerrell v. 
Koenigsmann, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
156334 (W.D.N.Y., Aug. 18, 2021), 
U.S. Magistrate Judge H. Kenneth 
Schroeder, Jr., recommends that the 
motion to dismiss filed by twenty 
plus defendants in three maximum 
security New York prisons be granted 
in part and denied in part. The lengthy 
opinion discusses each of more than 
a dozen claims individually, but this 
report does not. What follows are those 
claims allowed to proceed. McTerrell 
alleged denial of his HIV medication 
at Southport prison for a period of five 
days. He had complained about side 
effects from the medication, and he 
alleged that he was told: “[Y]ou don’t 
want them, then die.” Judge Schroeder 
finds this five-day deprivation states a 
claim, despite no showing of immediate 
effect, since McTerrell alleges “poor 
physical condition” generally, including 
(in addition to HIV): Hepatitis C, high 
blood pressure, epilepsy, diabetes, heart 
disease, and renal kidney failure. He 
finds that “exposure to an unreasonable 
risk of future harm is itself actionable” 
even if the health problems “are mere 
possibilities that may arise at some 
unspecified time,” quoting Rahman 
v. Schriro, 22 F. Supp. 3d 305, 314 
(S.D.N.Y. 2014). Judge Schroeder makes 
a similar recommendation sustaining 
claims of denial of HIV medication 

on multiple occasions at Attica, since 
there were allegations of animus in the 
denials and not mere inadvertence. An 
Attica physician also stays in the case, 
on a “failure to protect” theory, based 
on allegations that he knew nurses 
were withholding HIV medication 
and did not act. The motion to dismiss 
also failed as to denial of treatment 
for hepatitis-C at Attica, where it was 
allegedly denied completely for non-
compliance with HIV-medication, 
which McTerrell alleged was not true.  
He is entitled to favorable inferences 
at this stage. McTerrell also stated 
a claim for denial of mental health 
treatment when he was forced back into 
his cell (where he believed “the devil” 
was lurking) without mental health 
evaluation after a suicide attempt. Judge 
Schroeder construes this as a failure 
to protect from self-harm claim, citing 
Collins v. Seeman, 462 F.3d 757, 760 
(7th Cir. 2006).  McTerrell stated a claim 
for excessive force when he alleged that 
defendant officers on multiple occasions 
spiked his beverages with urine, and 
he became sick. Judge Schroeder cites 
Robles v. Coughlin, 725 F.2d 12, 16 (2d 
Cir. 1983) (contamination of inmate 
meals).  Judge Schroeder recommends 
dismissal of claims against New York’s 
chief prison physician, because there 
are insufficient allegations that he 
knew about McTerrell’s situation or had 
unconstitutional policies. Overall, this 
opinion is one of the more expansive 
applications of the “all favorable 
inferences to the non-moving party” 
doctrine this writer has seen in prisoner 
health care cases.

NEW YORK – Last month, Law Notes 
reported on the civil rights case filed 
by Rastafarian inmate Derrick M. 
Hamilton, who claimed in part that 
forcing him to consume food prepared 
by homosexuals and denying him 
preaching time to condemn the state’s 
“pro-homosexual agenda” violated 
his First Amendment religious rights. 
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U.S. Magistrate Judge Christian F. 
Hummel recommended that his claims 
be dismissed. Derrick v. New York State 
Dep’t of Corr. & Cmty. Supervision, 2021 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 156205 (N.D.N.Y., 
Aug. 17, 2021). He found that the food 
claim violated neither the Establishment 
nor the Free Exercise Clauses of the 
First Amendment and that the state had 
a strong interest in not discriminating 
based on sexual orientation in the 
assignment of prison jobs. As to the 
“preaching” claim, Hamilton was not 
certified as an inmate minister by the 
prison system, under a protocol that was 
not unconstitutional on its face or as 
applied to him. Now, U.S. District Judge 
Mae A. D’Agostino adopts the report 
and recommendation in Hamilton v. 
Annucci, 2021 WL 4316747 (N.D.N.Y., 
Sept. 23, 2021), in their “entirety.” 

NORTH CAROLINA – Transgender 
inmate Jennifer Ann Jasmaine, pro se, 
raises numerous medical problems that 
are considered on defendants’ motion 
for summary judgment by Chief U.S. 
District Judge Martin Reidinger in 
Jasmaine v. Fox, 2021 WL 4267515 
(W.D. N.C., Sept. 20, 2021). Claims 
against four defendants survived to this 
point. Judge Reidinger grants summary 
judgment to all four. Despite receiving 
the Roseboro warning twice, Miller did 
not respond to the summary judgment 
motions. [Note: in Roseboro v. Garrison, 
528 F.2d 309 (4th Cir. 1975), the Fourth 
Circuit required particular notice to pro 
se plaintiffs about the consequences of 
failure to respond to summary judgment 
motions.] Judge Reidinger proceeds 
to evaluate the proof, giving favorable 
inferences to Jasmaine. Her Eighth 
Amendment claims regarding treatment 
of her hearing loss and her need for 
ankle braces are not transgender 
claims, and they will not be discussed 
except to say that Judge Reidinger 
found no triable issue about them. Her 
mental health claim about treatment 
for post-traumatic stress disorder is not 

particularized as a transgender issue. 
Jasmaine complained that she did not 
want a male therapist because she found 
males to be triggering due to past sexual 
assaults. This was discussed between 
the assigned therapist and his supervisor 
(who are both defendants), and they 
determined that a male therapist was 
the best opportunity to treat this type of 
mental health complaint, in a controlled 
setting. Jasmaine was left with a choice 
of no therapy or a male therapist. She 
chose to see the male therapist a total of 
ten sessions, but she also raised the claim 
in this suit. Judge Reidinger found that 
this was a professional choice of how 
to treat, with which the inmate patient 
disagreed. Hence, it was not deliberate 
indifference to deny Jasmaine a female 
therapist, under Wright v. Collins, 766 
F.2d 841, 849 (4th Cir. 1985). These 
defendants “considered and reviewed 
Plaintiff’s mental health needs and 
made an intentional decision regarding 
Plaintiff’s mental health care that they 
believed was in her best interest . . . . [T]
heir decision to maintain her treatment 
with a male therapist is not deliberate 
indifference.” Judge Reidinger also 
noted that Jasmaine was later transferred 
and continued treatment with a male 
psychotherapist, and Jasmaine admitted 
this “went well.” Judge Reidinger, 
finding no triable constitutional claim, 
also granted the defendants qualified 
immunity. 

PENNSYLVANIA – Prisoner Brian 
C. Moore alleges that he observed an 
officer (Angela Mann) engage in sexual 
conduct with other inmates. Moore also 
says that Mann found out he knew and 
that she and other officers engaged 
in a plan to silence him and retaliate 
against him by “making inflammatory 
statements about Moore’s criminal 
past, identifying him as a pedophile, 
homosexual, and labeling him a 
‘snitch.’”  He sues Mann and other 
defendants for deliberately placing his 
safety at risk in Moore v. Mann, 2021 

WL 3929743 (M.D. Pa., Sept. 2, 2021). 
U.S. Magistrate Judge Martin C. Carlson 
ordered the Correctional defendants to 
provide Moore with the addresses of 
three inmate witnesses: for one who is 
still in the Pennsylvania DOC; and, for 
two others who have been released, the 
last known addresses in Correctional 
records. Moore also asked for Mann’s 
personnel file. It appears that Mann 
resigned in lieu of discharge, and there is 
extended discussion about this demand. 
Judge Carlson orders, for specific 
pertinent times, defendants either 
produce the file for in camera review or 
attest that no entries during such periods 
relate in any way to Moore’s claims or 
the reasons for his suit or for Mann’s 
separation. 

VIRGINIA – Federal inmate Todd 
Knutson, pro se, alleged that he was 
subjected to excessive force while 
restrained and called a “transgender 
shit” and other slurs. He says he was 
taken to segregation, where he was 
beaten every two hours, with the same 
slurs being spoken. He claims this 
lasted twenty-two hours. Defendants 
deny the allegations. Knutson sues 
on an excessive force claim under the 
Eighth Amendment and on gender 
identity discrimination under the Equal 
Protection Clause, using Bivens theory – 
Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 
388 (1971). The opinion in Knutson v. 
Hamilton, 2021 WL 4163981 (W.D. Va., 
Sept. 13, 2021), does not clarify whether 
Knutson identifies as transgender or 
was subjected to transphobic behavior 
because he was perceived to be – but 
it uses male pronouns. Neither theory 
is well-developed, because Chief U.S. 
District Judge Michael F. Urbanski 
granted the defendants summary 
judgment on failure to exhaust available 
administrative remedies under the 
Prison Litigation Reform Act [PLRA]. 
Knutson concedes he did not exhaust, 
but he argues that he was intimidated or 
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prevented from exhausting, as defined 
in Moore v. Bennette, 517 F.3d 717, 725 
(4th Cir. 2008). He says that he feared 
further attacks or retaliation if he filed 
a grievance. Judge Urbanski finds that 
a “general fear of ‘retaliation’ does 
not render administrative remedies 
unavailable,” citing Pickens v. Lewis, 
2017 WL 3277121, at *4 (W.D.N.C. 
Aug. 1, 2017). Knutson does not point 
to any specific threats during the time 
he could have filed a grievance prior 
to filing in court. In fact, he filed 
several grievances on other matters 
during this time (including a grievance 
about the incident for which he was 
in segregation). The only “threats” he 
mentions that were specific to him 
occurred after he filed his court case, 
when the defendants made negative 
comments about it. This does not 
constitute a basis for not filing a 
grievance earlier. There were also 
procedures in the federal Bureau of 
Prisons grievance system that allowed 
Knutson to bypass the initial level 
of grievance at his prison and file 
directly on “sensitive” matters at the 
BOP regional level – see 28 C.F.R. 
§ 542.14(d)(1) – but he did not do so. 
Judge Urbanski also grants summary 
judgment on PLRA exhaustion to 
the defendants who have not yet been 
served, finding an identity of issues and 
interests on this point. The dismissal is 
technically without prejudice. 

VIRGINIA – Pro se transgender prisoner 
Cecilia Crawford, incarcerated at the 
Virginia women’s prison in Fluvanna, 
alleges that an officer (Holman) used 
excessive force against her, slamming 
her to the floor, putting his fingers in 
her mouth, and choking her, leaving her 
with “deep cuts” on her neck. She says 
another officer (Agosto) refused to let 
her go to the medical unit, telling her 
instead to file a grievance. Crawford 
also sues four other officers for delays 
in treatment and poor investigation 
of the incident. U.S. District Judge 

Thomas T. Cullen grants the four’s 
motion to dismiss, because their actions 
amounted at most to negligence, not 
violations of the Eighth Amendment, 
in Crawford v. Holman, 2021 WL 
4453620 (W.D. Va., Sept. 29, 2021). 
Holman and Agosto did not move to 
dismiss. In fact, although Agosto was 
served, the Virginia Attorney General 
did not enter an appearance for Agosto, 
writing in its motion to dismiss claims 
for the four other defendants that 
Agosto was “not currently a state 
employee.” In this writer’s experience 
that does not matter; A.G.’s routinely 
represent former state employees 
in lawsuits arising from their prior 
employment with the state. Agosto’s 
departure from work as a prison guard 
is probably worth a discovery request. 
For now, the case will continue against 
Holman and Agosto. 

WISCONSIN – This case has an odd 
(perhaps unique) procedural history. 
HIV-positive pro se prisoner Willie C. 
Simpson was barred from filing further 
litigation in any federal court in the 
Seventh Circuit until he paid a fine of 
$1000 for prior frivolous litigation. He 
filed a civil rights case in state court, 
raising claims about his health care, 
his parole, and his mail. Defendants 
removed to federal court in the W.D. 
Wisc., paying the $400 filing fee and 
seeking to apply the sanction to get 
the case dismissed. U.S. District Judge 
James Peterson severed the removed 
case into three separate actions, asking 
the defendants which one they intended 
to remove – or requiring them to pay 
three fees to remove all of them. They 
paid the $1200, but Judge Peterson 
ruled that the Seventh Circuit sanction 
against the plaintiff did not apply to a 
case brought in state court and removed 
by defendants. He then transferred the 
mail claim and the medical care HIV 
claim to the E.D. Wisc., which brings 
us to the instant opinion in Simpson 
v. Vanlanen, 2021 WL 4295315 (E.D. 

Wisc., Sept. 21, 2021), by Chief U.S. 
District Judge Pamela Pepper. The 
opinion deals with Simpson’s request 
for a preliminary injunction. The 
defendants tried again to enforce the 
Seventh Circuit sanction, arguing 
that the injunction was an affirmative 
request for relief – not passive presence 
in the federal court, through removal – 
so Judge Pepper could reconsider the 
application of the litigation bar. By now, 
however, Simpson had paid the fine 
and the sanction had been lifted. Judge 
Pepper nevertheless denied preliminary 
relief about his mail, because his 
access to court seemed to be working 
just fine. She also denied preliminary 
relief on HIV treatment. Simpson 
sought an order keeping seventeen 
non-defendant officers from seeing 
his medical records, and a transfer to a 
prison where he was less likely to catch 
COVID-19 because of his HIV status. 
Judge Pepper queries whether Simpson 
has shown a likelihood of prevailing 
on the merits, needed for preliminary 
relief – Wood v. Buss, 496 F.3d 620, 622 
(7th Cir. 2007) – but she does not adopt 
this reason for denying a preliminary 
injunction. Instead, she relies on the 
Prison Litigation Reform Act, under 
which preliminary relief must “be 
narrowly drawn, extend no further 
than necessary to correct the harm 
the court finds requires preliminary 
relief, and be the least intrusive means 
necessary to correct that harm.” 18 
U.S.C. § 3626(a)(2); see also Westefer 
v. Neal, 682 F.3d 679, 683 (7th Cir. 
2012). Simpson’s request to enjoin 
non-party guards meets none of these 
requirements. His main complaint was 
that these officers were interfering 
with his HIV meds, but Simpson does 
not show how an injunction about 
their seeing his records would achieve 
better HIV dispensing compliance. 
The court also says it lacks power on 
these facts to order transfer to another 
institution. Judge Pepper also observes 
that defendants made a robust showing 
of COVID-19 infection prevention 
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measures and that Simpson has not 
clearly shown there is a better prison 
environment where he would be safer. 
The court cannot grant a preliminary 
injunction based on “possibilities” 
[emphasis by the court]. Simpson also 
sought a variety of sanctions, defaults, 
etc., all of which Judge Pepper found 
frivolous, with a warning to Simpson 
about future sanctions. The case will 
continue on the merits, and Judge 
Pepper directs service on a “Doe” 
defendant who has been identified. She 
finds non-service to be the court’s fault. 
Wisconsin practitioners take note: The 
agreement between the federal courts 
and the Wisconsin Attorney General 
to accept service in prisoner cases does 
not extend to non-state defendants like 
the private vendor Doe defendant here. 
Judge Pepper directs such service to be 
made by the U.S. Marshal.  

LEGISLATIVE & 
ADMINISTRATIVE  NOTES
By Arthur S. Leonard

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS 
AFFAIRS – Military Times confirmed 
on September 17 that the Department 
of Veterans Affairs would take 
applications from LGBT veterans 
who were discharged with less-than-
honorable discharges to receive full 
veterans benefits. The Department has 
concluded that it has the authority, in 
light of the repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t 
Tell, more than ten years ago and the 
adoption of nondiscrimination policies 
by the Defense Department, to restore 
benefits eligibility if the dishonorable 
discharges were administered due to 
now unenforceable discriminatory 
policies. 

GEORGIA – The Atlanta City Council 
enacted an ordinance that will require 
all municipal employees and local 
elected officials to undergo what 

they call “LGBTQ cultural humility 
training.” From the description in a 
CBS news report (Sept. 21), it sounds 
like diversity training on LGBT 
terminology and cultural sensitivity, 
so we’re not sure where the “humility” 
comes in. Maybe that’s a Georgia 
dialect thing.

LAW & SOCIETY NOTES
By Arthur S. Leonard

On September 6, Labor Day, the Board 
of Directors of HUMAN RIGHTS 
CAMPAIGN (HRC) announced that 
it had discharged New York attorney 
ALPHONSO DAVID as HRC’s 
president, claiming that he breached his 
contract with HRC by advising Governor 
Andrew Cuomo and participating – 
according to a report issued by New 
York State Attorney General Letitia 
James – about efforts to discredit one 
of the women who had accused Cuomo 
of sexual harassment. According to the 
HRC Board, David’s role in advising 
Cuomo was a conflict of interest with 
his position as HRC president. David 
hotly contested HRC’s statement, 
and a flurry of public statements and 
tweets over the Labor Day weekend 
showed a wide gap between David 
and the HRC Board over the content 
of private telephone conversations 
between them. On September 4, David 
had rejected a suggestion by the Board 
co-chairs that he resign, claiming they 
had told him that an investigation into 
his activities undertaken by Sidley 
Austin had found no wrongdoing by 
David. On September 5 the Board co-
chairs issued a statement contradicting 
David’s account of their conversations. 
David reacted to the announcement 
of his discharge by stating that he 
planned to sue HRC. Prior to his 
position at HRC, David had served as 
Counsel to Governor Cuomo. He had 
formerly served as a staff attorney at 
Lambda Legal and held various other 

government positions before joining 
Cuomo’s staff. 

COLORADO GOVERNOR JARED 
POLIS married his long-time same-sex 
partner during September, in what was 
reported by National Public Radio to be 
the first same-sex marriage performed 
for a “sitting U.S. governor,” which 
surprised us a bit because photos of 
the ceremony show that Gov. Polis 
was standing through the ceremony. 
(This is our mild attempt at humor.) 
Congratulations to the newly-wed 
couple.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES
By Arthur S. Leonard

AUSTRALIA – The federal government 
rejected an amendment to the Fair 
Work Act that had been introduced 
in the Senate to protect transgender, 
gender diverse and intersex people 
from employment discrimination. The 
Act already forbids sexual orientation 
discrimination, but the government 
of Prime Minister Scott Morrison 
opposed the amendment filed by 
Greens’ Senator Janet Rice, which also 
attracted votes from Labor members. 
Just.Equal, Sept. 2.

CURACAO – The Civil Court (Court 
of First Instance) in Curacao issued 
a ruling September 13 in a case filed 
last year by Human Rights Caribbean 
Foundation, finding that the nation’s 
refusal to let same-sex couples marry 
under its Civil Code violates the 
equality principal of Article Three of 
the Constitution. The case was brought 
by a lesbian couple who have lived 
together for a decade but were denied 
in their attempt to marriage. A measure 
was introduced in the legislature in 
2018 to allow for same-sex marriages, 
but it was not enacted, and there is 
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no marriage equality bill currently 
pending, according to a September 14 
story in The Daily Herald.

GERMANY – The Associated Press 
reported on September 14 that Germany 
has compensated almost 250 people 
who were prosecuted or investigated 
under laws forbidding homosexual 
conduct. Although homosexual conduct 
was “decriminalized” in East Germany 
in 1967 and West Germany in 1969, the 
statute in question in West Germany, 
Paragraph 175, was not removed from 
the Criminal Code until 1994. The 
Federal Office of Justice stated that 317 
people had applied for compensation, 
which had been granted so far in 249 
cases, paying out in total more than 
$1 million, with several applications 
still being investigated. The deadline 
to apply for compensation is July 21, 
2022. In 2000, the Parliament approved 
a resolution expressing regret that 
Paragraph 175 of the Criminal Code 
had been retained by the post-World 
War II governments, and in 2002 it 
annulled convictions of gay men during 
the Nazi regime. Approximately 68,300 
people were convicted under various 
forms of Paragraph 175 maintained in 
both East and West Germany during the 
post-war period, and the compensation 
measure applies to people convicted 
under either law, according to the AP 
report. * * * Reuters reported that with 
the Green Party capturing more seats 
in Parliament in the September 26 
election, two transgender women from 
their list were elected: Tessa Ganserer 
and Nyke Slawik. This is a first for 
Germany.

MEXICO – The state of Yucatan has 
published in the Official State Journal 
reforms to its marriage laws under which 
same-sex couples will be able to marry 
without obtaining an amparo (court 
order), making it the 21st of Mexico’s 31 
statute (plus the federal capital, Mexico 

City) to accord full marriage equality 
to same-sex couples, according to a 
September 9 report by journalist Rex 
Wockner. * * * On September 22, the 
state of Queretaro passed a marriage 
equality measure in a closed-door vote 
that showed overwhelming support for 
the measure, making it the 22nd Mexican 
state to provide equal marriage rights 
for same-sex couples, according to 
Wockner’s report of September 23. * 
* * The Sonora Congress approved 
a marriage equality measure on 
September 23 by a vote of 26-7, 
according to a report by Rex Wockner, 
making it the 23rd state out of 31 (plus 
the Mexico City capital district) to 
have marriage equality. Wockner, who 
is keeping a running score, reported 
on September 24 that there are only 8 
states without “full marriage equality, 
and 14 states in which legislative action 
is needed to codify marriage equality 
in accord with a 2015 “jurisprudence” 
marriage equality ruling by the nation’s 
highest court. Wockner maintains a 
blog providing detailed coverage of 
the long struggle to attain nationwide 
marriage equality in Mexico, and also 
tracks marriage equality developments 
worldwide.

PANAMA – A Panamanian same-
sex couple who married in Colombia 
sought to have their marriage recorded 
in Panama’s National Directorate Civil 
Registry of the Electoral Tribunal and 
thus recognized in their home country. 
Upon refusal by the Directorate, they 
applied to Panama’s Supreme Court of 
Justice for an “amparo” (a court order) 
requiring the Directorate to record 
their marriage, which was refused 
by the Supreme Court on September 
7. As an adherent of the American 
Convention on Human Rights, Panama 
is required by a 2017 ruling of the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights to 
open marriage to same-sex couples, 
but the Supreme Court has failed to 
rule in pending marriage equality cases 

since 2016l, which remain pending. 
The denial of an amparo does not 
affect the pending cases. La Prensa, as 
summarized in English by journalist 
Rex Wockner in an internet posting on 
September 9.

POLAND – The New York Times 
reported on September 24 that the 
European Union’s attempt to pressure 
Poland over its regressive anti-LGBTQ 
policies by withholding grant money 
has started to pay off. One region 
that had passed one of the notorious 
“LGBT-Free” resolutions, asserting that 
LGBTQ people were not welcome to 
live there, has rescinded the resolution 
in a bid to restore funding that they had 
expected to receive. Reuters reported 
on September 27 that the number 
of regions who have rescinded their 
“LGBT-Free” resolutions had increased 
to three. Money speaks.

SWITZERLAND – With a high 
turnout of voters, the public supported 
marriage equality by over 64% in 
a September 26 referendum. The 
measure is expected to go into effect 
next summer, after various conforming 
changes are made to laws and rules that 
implicate marriage. New York Times, 
Sept. 26. Switzerland had previously 
allowed same-sex civil unions, but 
the legislature sought public approval 
before opening up marriage itself 
for same-sex couples. Switzerland’s 
adoption of marriage equality brings it 
into line with a majority of the Western 
European countries who are members 
of the European Union. 

PROFESSIONAL NOTES
By Arthur S. Leonard

The New York Law Journal reported 
on September 14 that CARMELYN 
MALALIS, an out lesbian who has 
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chaired the New York City Human 
Rights Commission since 2014, was 
resigning her position effective October 
1. This position was by appointment 
of Mayor Bill DeBlasio, who is term-
limited and steps down as mayor at 
the end of the year. It is usual for 
appointed Commissioners to step down 
anticipating that an incoming mayor 
will seek to appoint a new leader of 
the Commission. Prior to her service 
at the Commission, Malalis was a 
partner at the employment law firm of 
Outten & Golden LLP, where she co-
chaired the firm’s LGBT Workplace 
Rights and Disability and Family 
Responsibilities practice groups. The 
staff of the Commission nearly tripled 
under her leadership, with stepped 
up enforcement of the city’s Human 
Rights Ordinance, which provides 
broader protection than the state and 
federal anti-discrimination laws, in 
part due to frequent amendments by the 
City Council adding to and expanding 
protection against discrimination for 
New Yorkers. Her tenure was notable 
for the increased diversity of the 
Commission’s staff, which outreached 
particularly to the transgender and 
Muslim communities, and for a 
determined effort to hire experienced 
civil rights lawyers.

The NATIONAL LGBTQ+ BAR 
ASSOCIATION’s 2021 New York Out 
& Proud Corporate Counsel Award 
Reception, scheduled for October 28 at 
the N.Y. Marriott Marquis Hotel, will 
honor STEPHEN SIMCOCK, Managing 
Director and General Counsel of 
Consumer Banking at JPMorgan Chase. 

The TRANSGENDER LEGAL 
DEFENSE & EDUCATION FUND’s 
2021 Trans Advocacy Awards, to 
be presented at the Prince George 
Ballroom on Wednesday, October 27 at 
6:30 pm, will honor Assistant Secretary 
for Health of the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services RACHEL 
L. LEVINE, M.D.; Executive Director 
of the Transgender Education Network 
of Texas EMMETT SCHELLING; and 
Activist STELLA KEATING.
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